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Artist ID: 343 
 
Artist Name: Gill Morrow 
Website: gillmorrowart.com 
IG: gill.morrow 
 
Artist Statement: I am a Belfast based artist. 
  
 I paint, sculpt and illustrate. At the minute I am exploring 3d porcelain busts which I like to partially glaze. I take 
inspiration from current affairs, the environment and women's issues have been pertinent recently.  
  
 I have exhibited in the RUA, RHA and the Zurich portrait prize and exhibit in local galleries. I take private 
commissions and enjoy the interaction with sitters. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 343 
Artwork 1 Title: Gaia 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 36x30x60 
Artwork 1 Medium: Porcelain, partially glazed and beach plastic 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 343 
Artwork 2 Title: Greta 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 33x27x29 
Artwork 2 Medium: Porcelain, partially glazed 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 343 
Artwork 3 Title: Steve & Max 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 32x39x35 
Artwork 3 Medium: Porcelain, partially glazed 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 345 
 
Artist Name: rachel Arif 
Website: www.rachelarif.com 
IG: rachel_arif 
 
Artist Statement: I paint atmospheric, gestural and expressive works. I am fascinated by the sensual quality of oil 
paint and how it can evoke a sense of space, light, and emotion.  
  
  
  
 I have been chosen to exhibit at Mall Galleries along with The Royal Institute of Oil Painters on occasion and am 
renowned for my weather filled magnetic aesthetic landscapes. 
  
  
  
 I have enjoyed huge success at my recent solo exhibition at The Maltings Gallery in Suffolk and London and am 
finding myself in artistic demand both nationally and internationally. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 345 
Artwork 1 Title: Fired Earth 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30 x 30 x 4 cm unframed 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Linen Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The paintings in my gallery are inspired by my travels across the world and in particular the 
East Anglian coastline. Fired Earth was painted en plein air in woodland in deepest Suffolk in a favourite semi rural 
haunt Flatford where Constable himself painted on several occasions. 
  
  
  
 The inspiration for these works often starts from a memory or using a photograph as a reference point. From there 
on my aim is to capture the essence of the landscape, highlighting the different tonal and mood effects that light has 
on nature. 
  
  
  
 I have always been fascinated and mesmerised by the ocean and the ever changing light on the landscape 
depending on the season. My aim is to create artworks that capture the awe-inspiring emotion that a dramatic 
landscape evokes. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 345 

 
  



Artist ID: 345 
Artwork 2 Title: Prelude 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 45 x 45 x 4 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on Linen Canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Prelude was painted from memory, I also had several photos as a reference point. This was 
a study of a favourite coastal haunt near Aldeburgh Suffolk. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 345 
Artwork 3 Title: Barricane 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: Framed 45 x 45 x 3 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on Linen Board 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Barricane was painted en plein air overlooking one of my favourite beaches in Devon. I’ve 
tried to capture the light, atmosphere and general feeling of a late winter afternoon on a rather bleak and weather 
filled day. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 346 
 
Artist Name: SIMON WELSH 
Website: https://rawartists.com/hipsterdirtbag 
IG: hipsterdirtbag7 
 
Artist Statement: I reflect, dissect then reconstruct. 
  
 Looking past the obvious forms of beauty, deconstruction and self-reflection of the subject is my process. The 
challenge is to see beyond the traditional forms I use and to relate a new message to a new audience. Some of my 
subjects are quite beautiful, others less so but inspiring audiences who see my work, as more than a beautiful image 
but more of a call to action. I ask the audience to look more carefully at the world around them and discover beauty 
in the queerest of forms. 
  
 I often use natural elements and religious iconography symbolising my personal thoughts and inner turmoils. 
Organically morphing images in a way to question the attitudes, stigmas and unwritten rules of my LGBTQI+ 
experience. Sometimes my work is playful and other times I ask serious questions but my work is a completely 
personal representation of who I am and where I want to be. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 346 
Artwork 1 Title: Dethrone the Narcissists 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42x59x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Collage. Paper Art 
Artwork 1 Commentary: My work depicts the current (anti) social norm of body shaming. Narcissism is on the rise 
due to our over exposure of social media. I have used classic images of beautiful men painted throughout history 
who traditionally were the images of narcissism , depicted in various poses of lust, shame, anger and tranquility. The 
solo man standing up at the end of the snake, has discovered his shame and covered himself , suddenly aware of his 
narcissistic tendencies. Handing back his crown, dethroned, he looks to the great beyond. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 346 
Artwork 2 Title: It's only a sin if you like it 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 42x59x2 
Artwork 2 Medium: Collage. Paper Art 
Artwork 2 Commentary: It's only a sin if you like it, is my piece about the hypocrisy within established institutions 
occupied by the white male patriarchy. It is not my intention to criticize ones religious beliefs but to question ones 
attitudes towards the LGBTQI+ lifestyle. 
  
 As queer community continues to push back on traditional norms and fight for equality, I ask these men who are 
blinded by flowers, to open their eyes. The casual smoking hand off frame is a deliberate choice to give the men an 
air of indifference and petulance. Indicating that there is still alot of work to be done to bridge the gap and open a 
dialogue. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 346 
Artwork 3 Title: Benediction 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 42x59x2 
Artwork 3 Medium: Collage. Paper art + graphic design 
Artwork 3 Commentary: My work titled Benediction is a piece I have dedicated to the voiceless women. Benediction 
- the utterance of a blessing is about empowerment, it crosses all religions, gender and race. Is the person 
empowered? or is the person constrained under traditional dress and caregiver. And who are we to decide what 
role, if any, she takes. Its a piece on gender and what constraints humans face from across the globe. Its speaks for 
the oppressed, the faceless and the nameless. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 348 
 
Artist Name: Sophia van der Meijden 
Website:  
IG: instagram.com/sophia.vdm 
 
Artist Statement: After Sophia van der Meijden (1987) temporarily ended up in a wheelchair early 2018 due to an 
accident, she was no longer able to leave the house alone. During a lengthy convalescence, she made the decision to 
take up her old love again - creating art.  
  
  
  
 In the collages she makes, Sophia aims to combine humor and aesthetics. The combination of pictures creates 
whole new alien worlds and surrealistic compositions. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 348 
Artwork 1 Title: Sunset Dinner 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 20x17 
Artwork 1 Medium: Handcut Collage 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A study about context switching. What new meaning is given to, in this case a landscape if 
you replace an equally shaped subject. This work is part of a series. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 348 
Artwork 2 Title: Sunset Dinner - 2 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 21x16 
Artwork 2 Medium: Handcut Collage 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A study about context switching. What new meaning is given to, in this case a landscape if 
you replace an equally shaped subject. This work is part of a series. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 348 
Artwork 3 Title: So long and thanks for all the fish 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 25,5x13,5 
Artwork 3 Medium: Handcut Collage 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Two subjects that relate but still when put together create a new surreal world. A study 
about composition, color and dimensions. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 350 
 
Artist Name: altea natau 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: My works are driven by sounds of special type of music. The vibrations i get listening to it dictates 
the mood, the frequency of brush strokes and the whole picture itself. Woman cult-beautiful cult, very controversial 
and yet the most divine and inspiring. That sensual, fluid, poetic, feminine, dreamlike, nostalgic theme wrapped up 
in Pop-artistic technique and style. The important emotional influences i strive to portray as an artist are: inspiration, 
self-identification, empowerment, romance with inner and outer you. My 3 great great inspirations are: the visionary 
artist, extraordinaire- David Lynch and his music, Johny Jewel and his music, and Andy Warhols artistic path. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 350 
Artwork 1 Title: Poem I 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80x90 
Artwork 1 Medium: akryl 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work was deeply inspired of certain music with all its poetic perception and femininity, 
subtle warm feelings. As the music has a healing power, that work for me in many ways healing too. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 350 
Artwork 2 Title: poem II 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80x90 
Artwork 2 Medium: akryl 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This work was inspired also by the same sounds of music that always leads to femininity, 
fluidity and sensuality, empowerment and understanding between women. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 350 
Artwork 3 Title: poem III 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 80x100 
Artwork 3 Medium: akryl 
Artwork 3 Commentary: the theme of femininity with its strenghts and weaknesses, inspired by the same music. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 352 
 
Artist Name: Anna Christine Sands 
Website: annacsands.com 
IG: instagram.com/annacsands 
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
https://vimeo.com/365311791, https://vimeo.com/364614481, https://vimeo.com/328699344 
 
  



Artist ID: 352 
Artwork 1 Title: Purple, Closer 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Dimensions Variable 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital Video 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/365311791 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 352 
Artwork 2 Title: ZMBV, Backwards 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Dimensions Variable 
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital Video 
Artwork 2 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/364614481 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 352 
Artwork 3 Title: Lonely 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: Dimensions Variable 
Artwork 3 Medium: Digital Video 
Artwork 3 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/328699344 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 356 
 
Artist Name: Bo Cosfranz 
Website: http://cosfranz.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/cosfranz/ 
 
Artist Statement: I am a London-based fine artist with a focus on painting and a style developed through a 
background in textile, printmaking and sculpture. I am interested in artificially imposing structure to organic 
elements through the extension of tangent lines.  
  
  
  
 The organic aspects of an artwork may be shapes drawn from observation, or they may be created through the 
unstructured use of colour. A geometric framework is then imposed onto the image by extending tangent lines out 
of the corners in the composition, resulting in a tension between the organic and the geometric parts. 
  
  
  
 I am motivated by the experience of how individuality can grow within a rigid framework of laws and expectations, 
and how, in turn, this regulatory framework can be shaped by creativity. I apply these ideas to my process, by 
combining an intuitive approach with a strict set of unique rules for the creation of each piece. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 356 
Artwork 1 Title: Lustres 4 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x80x3.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: An acrylic painting depicting a face using two colours. Tangent lines extend out from the 
corners of the shapes of the face, creating a separate geometric network. The resulting image displays a tension 
between the figurative and abstract parts. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 356 
Artwork 2 Title: Lustres 2 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100x80x3.5 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: An acrylic painting depicting a face using two colours. Tangent lines extend out from the 
corners of the shapes of the face, creating a separate geometric network. The resulting image displays a tension 
between the figurative and abstract parts. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 356 
Artwork 3 Title: Lustres 1 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100x80x3.5 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: An acrylic painting depicting a face using two colours. Tangent lines extend out from the 
corners of the shapes of the face, creating a separate geometric network. The resulting image displays a tension 
between the figurative and abstract parts. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 357 
 
Artist Name: Elham Karimpour 
Website:  
IG: https://www.instagram.com/eloosh.art/ 
 
Artist Statement: I was born and raised in London - with a deep Iranian (Persian) heritage. As far as I can remember, 
I've always been profoundly connected with art, and the senses and emotions it played in my life. I am a self-taught 
artist, and have always been drawing and painting since childhood. It hasn't always been an easy journey, as at times 
I had swayed away from this root during complex and traumatic stages of my life; however, it was those experiences 
that brought me back to the place that I belong. As I have always found it difficult to express myself through the 
motion of speech, painting has served to always empower me to connect with myself on an extraordinary level. It 
has always been something unexplainable to me - from the way that I zone out, to the way I sense my spirit and 
mind connected on the same vibrations. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 357 
Artwork 1 Title: The unconscious twilight zone 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80 x 60 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A mysterious feeling, combined with the notion of not knowing how to feel, what the 
feeling is, or how to understand that feeling. Moments of despair and anxiety have a way of controlling your every 
move, sense, thought and emotion - however, the patience you have for yourself, the love, and the deep self-
awareness you have locked away, will always strive through to guide you during this experience 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 357 
Artwork 2 Title: Thoughts of liberation 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 91 x 61 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Throughout my pieces, I love capturing the true essence of all the emotions that are 
underlaid within our thoughts. There are times that our mind struggles to lay hold of the connection between 'mind 
and soul', because of the vast amount of experiences - whether traumatic, stressful or intense - that we are 
constantly gaining everyday from social relations. It can, at times, feel like quicksand - the fight to constantly push 
through and remind yourself that it will all be okay. It's that one moment, that second that you take a deep breath 
and connect truly with yourself, that you feel utter liberation - that you are free from your dark thoughts. The 
contrast between the light pastel colours and the dull and draining background evokes this powerful emotion - the 
energy from within surrounded by a distressing society. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 357 
Artwork 3 Title: Reclamation of inner strength 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 91 x 61 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: It takes much strength to be able take back what we allowed for others to take control of; 
and even more strength to recognise that we are responsible for the feelings and emotions that we have relating to 
social, mental and physical matters. Once we realise that we are the only ones that can help ourselves, it is then that 
we understand that every cloud has a silver lining. Self-love, self-awareness, self-discipline, self-respect, the ‘self’ are 
the only elements that will reclaim us back to what we truly are as beautiful and strong souls in a human body. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 358 
 
Artist Name: Libby Dietrix 
Website: instagram.com/libby_dietrix_portfolio 
IG: instagram.com/libby_dietrix_portfolio 
 
Artist Statement: Welcome to my brain. 
  
 I hope you find these gestures 
  
 dynamic and fresh. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 358 
Artwork 1 Title: The Boy from Aleppo 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50.8x40.64x1.905 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic, canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is an interpretation of a photo that was in the news. It drew attention as it was used to 
illustrate what happened as a result of the bombings which occurred in Aleppo from April to July of 2016. The photo 
depicted a young boy who was pulled from beneath the rubble of a collapsed building. He sat alone, surrounded by 
chaos, covered in blood and ash. No child deserves this. That photo burned itself into my heart and this painting was 
my way of processing the atrocity that took place. This painting demands justice for innocent people affected by the 
inhumanity of warfare. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 358 
Artwork 2 Title: Monaco 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 20.32x 25.4x 0.64 
Artwork 2 Medium: acrylic, canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This is an impression of a memory of a place. The bright colors of the Monaco landscape 
montaged with a memory of walking out of the train station are communicated through this piece. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 358 
Artwork 3 Title: Sunflower Strawberry Self 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 121.92x 91.44x 3.81 
Artwork 3 Medium: oil, canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This is an understanding of the self through exploration of realism and portraiture alongside 
metaphorical manipulation and creative play. A vibrant sunflower beneath a constellation-spattered sky makes for a 
captivating setting. What is the self? Are you defined by your appearance and your experiences and preferences 
equally? What do you value as the self? 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 359 
 
Artist Name: Kev Munday 
Website: http://www.KevMunday.co.uk 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/kevmunday/ 
 
Artist Statement: Kev Munday creates colourful utopian worlds and invites the viewer to spend some time living in 
them. Inspired by people-watching and the everyday, Kev exaggerates and celebrates the ordinary and aims for his 
art to appeal to all ages. Using bold lines and block colours, the vibrancy of Munday’s style creates an enthralling 
visual experience. his iconic crowd paintings depict a sea of unique individuals which pays tribute to the beauty 
found in diversity. Each individual portrait is equally valued, taken altogether, the effect is a striking vision of 
community which is more than the sum of its individual parts. 
  
  
  
 Kev has created artwork for brands including Walt Disney, IKEA, Artfinder and Uni-Ball and his art is collected and 
exhibited worldwide. Having been named by the Telegraph as a ‘British artist to invest in right now’, Munday’s work 
can be found transcending the gallery walls onto a plethora of surfaces, including everything from police cars to 
pianos, billboards to grandfather clocks.  
  
  
  
 In 2018, Kev Munday was awarded an Arts Council funded exhibition at Showcase Gallery, this entailed a three 
month residency focusing on art in the public domain and culminated in a series of public artworks including a 
permanent art trail across Southampton.  
  
  
  
 In 2019, Kev's painting 'Family' was exhibited at The Royal Academy's Summer Exhibition - the world's largest open 
submission art show.  
  
  
  
 Further recent projects include a public mural in Düsseldorf, Germany, live painting at The Affordable Art Fair 
Amsterdam and a colouring poster collaboration with IKEA. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 359 
Artwork 1 Title: Community 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 123 x 182 x 4 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic and ink 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Hand painted artwork on box canvas. Acrylic paint, acrylic based marker pen and gloss black 
ink. 
  
  
  
 My crowd paintings depict a sea of unique individuals which pays tribute to the beauty found in diversity. Each 
individual portrait is equally valued, taken altogether, the effect is a striking vision of community which is more than 
the sum of its individual parts. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 359 
Artwork 2 Title: Hustle & Bustle 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 123 x 182 x 4 
Artwork 2 Medium: acrylic, spray paint, ink, charcoal, pencil, oil stick 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Hand painted artwork on box canvas. Acrylic paint, acrylic based marker pen and gloss black 
ink. 
  
  
  
 Inspired by London and the diversity of the city. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 359 
Artwork 3 Title: Lizards, Lemons & Librarians 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 123 x 182 x 4 
Artwork 3 Medium: ink 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Hand drawn artwork on box canvas. Gloss black ink. 
  
  
  
 This detailed marker pen drawing was created unplanned - everything that comes into my head when I'm creating is 
added onto the canvas.  
  
  
  
 See a time-lapse of the artwork coming together here-  
  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=geW_p38AVmk&t=9s 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 360 
 
Artist Name: NATALIA LAPOTKO 
Website: http://www.lapotkoart.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/lapotkoart/?hl=en 
 
Artist Statement: I am a London-based artist, originally from Moscow, Russia. Having read History at the University 
of Cambridge, UK, I worked as a journalist before pursuing my passion in art.  
  
 My background has led me to explore historical, social and political themes in my work. One of my first series of 
paintings depicted famous politicians, intellectuals, and writers through the prism of pop art. In my work, I have also 
explored emotions that we face in our daily lives. My series, “The Nude Boxerâ€• explores how human emptions 
such as ecstasy, despair and anger are shaped by contemporary challenges. The series also speaks to the current 
mental health crisis and its relationship with the social media.  
  
 I am currently working on a series “From Russia with Pain: Past and Presentâ€•. Influenced by my prolonged stay in 
Moscow in the summer of 2019, it explores my personal impressions of a modern mega polis, torn between its self-
representation as an idyllic urban cityscape and the realities of popular protest and persecution. 
 A graduate of the Ilya Repin Academy in Florence, I draw inspiration from the technique of old Renaissance masters, 
seen through modern light. I work primarily with the oil medium and use bright colours and thick brush strokes and 
drips.  
  
 I have participated in numerous exhibitions, including at the UK Embassy in Moscow, Russian Embassy in London, 
the Museum of Contemporary Art in Moscow and OXO Tower Wharf in London. My work is part of several private 
collections. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 360 
Artwork 1 Title: Policemen 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80x60x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: "Policemen" depicts a busy Moscow street on a lovely summer day. That is overshadowed 
by the figures of two policemen, wearing large, black helmets, who seem ready to encroach on the space, occupied 
by city dwellers.  
  
  
  
 The painting alludes to the expansion of the security state, eager to disrupt daily life in a seemingly 'Westernised' 
megapolis. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 360 
Artwork 2 Title: “Vysotka" (Highrise) 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80x60x2 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: “Vysotka" (Highrise) depicts one of the most famous high-rise buildings, constructed under 
Joseph Stalin as a model for urban living in the Soviet Union. Set against the peaceful blue sky, "Vysotka" looks 
cheerful at first.  
  
  
  
 However, the upward movement of vertical strokes hints at its dark past (these building were constructed by Soviet 
political prisoners). "Vysotka" invites the viewer to ponder the authoritarian legacy, embedded its construction. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 360 
Artwork 3 Title: Unrecyclable 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 60x100x2 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: "Unrecyclable" depicts the Garage Museum of Contemporary Arts, a legendary space for 
artists, art lovers, and young intellectuals in Moscow. The sign "Unrecyclable" is a part of its eco exhibition, which 
was on this summer. 
  
  
  
 I was fascinated by this building with the "Unrecyclable" sign because it is the embodiment of new, Westernised, 
Russians, fluent in the European cultural codes. Yet the building also resembles The Titanic: a new flashy edifice, set 
on a path of its own destruction. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 361 
 
Artist Name: Vin Warrican 
Website:  
IG: instagram.com/V1ncent1Zer0 
 
Artist Statement: I am a UK-based visual artist who has striven to develop for myself an atypical approach to utilising 
manual and new photographic techniques. By embracing a painterly aesthetic in concert with both abstract and 
figurative practices, I seek to explore how colour and composition create cohesion. 
  
   
  
 The resulting work, deconstructive and manipulated in nature, invite myriad interpretations upon each viewing.  
  
 An abiding emphasis on aesthetics allows me to seduce the eye, and encourage an increasing dynamic between 
viewer and artist as regards the duality between interpretation and intent. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 361 
Artwork 1 Title: Menagerie' 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 49.4cm x 38.6cm x 1.0cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Giclée print on Hanhemühle Photo Rag 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 361 
Artwork 2 Title: Metamorphosis' 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 49.4cm x 38.6cm x 1.0cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Giclée print on Hanhemühle Photo Rag 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 361 
Artwork 3 Title: Horus' 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 49.4cm x 38.6cm x 1.0cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Giclée print on Hanhemühle Photo Rag a 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 362 
 
Artist Name: Phil Robinson 
Website: http://www.mrphilrobinson.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/philrobinsonart/ 
 
Artist Statement: My work involves creating meaningful images through observation of the world around me and 
through my own personal experiences. I’m integrating the story of the creation of these images as part of their final 
narrative by recording the process; the journeys made,  
  
 the locations and the people I meet along the way. 
  
  
  
 I use digital painting technology to plan and develop my work but also work with traditional media including; pencil, 
charcoal, pastels and oil paints. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 362 
Artwork 1 Title: Combination Therapy 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x60x4 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media, digital, latex ink, oil paint and acrylics on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: My first couple of months of "combination therapy" felt like I was thrown in at the deep 
end. 
  
  
  
 I remember sinking, my family taking the dog for a walk, the sun light came streaming through the open door. 
  
  
  
 I was aware of them but knew it was impossible for me to reach them through the fog of medication. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 362 
Artwork 2 Title: The summit of Oxford Road Station 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60x60x4 
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed media, digital, latex ink, oil paint and acrylics on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: There is a lift at the end of the platform that will take me to the trains but the stairs are 
closer. 
  
  
  
 Do I go for short-term difficulty and climb the stairs or risk missing the train and add an hour to my journey. 
  
  
  
 Everyday choices can become colossal decisions when your mobility is limited. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 362 
Artwork 3 Title: Sitting Duck 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 60x60x4 
Artwork 3 Medium: Mixed media, digital, latex ink, oil paint and acrylics on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Public transport is challenging when you're carrying a compromised immune system. 
  
  
  
 The trains are crowded, the air filled with coughs and sneezes, a platform for disease to spread. 
  
  
  
 As I travel I feel like a sitting duck, like I need protection from these confined spaces. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 364 
 
Artist Name: Tseng Yu Chin 
Website: https://tsengyuchin.com/ 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Each person is an individual sensory being. From the environment, sensory information enters the 
body, creating a feedback that manifests in the individual’s body language and facial expression.  
  
 The individual’s resistance against collective homogenization is where one experiences existence in its philosophical 
sense, the reaction of the "I" carving on the body. Truth is oftentimes unrelated to what is documented, but found in 
the traces left on the body that is the witness of one’s existence.  
  
 My work points out that the bilateral gaze between society and the self is akin to the back-and-forth of 
philosophical debates.  
  
 It also questions the concept of painterliness and de-aestheticization in the contemporary image.  
  
 My work oftentimes resemble that of a theatrical setting, sometimes it is a documentary paraphrase (as opposed to 
metaphrase) of everyday-life events. It uses video, installation, or photography to represent a slice of an event, a 
slice of everyday life, or even a slice of a body. One could interpret the work as the cross-section of a certain texture, 
which is part of the process of combing through its totality. 
 
Notes:  
Email Prize Director to access 
  



Artist ID: 364 
Artwork 1 Title: Shivering wall 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: In accordance with exhibition space set 
Artwork 1 Medium: video 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VIQOvAXc0nfNdAlasX3SkSxKeF8z2_E- 
  
  
  
 There’s four single-channel displayed in a huge dark room with rectangle shape. The video would be projected on 
two short side and one long side respectively in the room. The last space would be covered a black flannel and with 
bass speaker on it for producing strong low frequency movement.  
  
 It’s a self-examined process for assess your present time. In the regular bass sound surround space, you could find 
there’s a few teenagers are having a madness house party, and there’s a girl awake but exhausted for being there. 
There’s a slightly smog or light gently but regularly move in the space. The smog represented a spiritual inside a 
space. It could be the spiritual from you or others. It’s like you are just in a conference or a party and suddenly 
there’s something pull your spirit away from your body. It makes you look at yourself in a different angle, but you’re 
still in the group. What would you do and what’s the connection between you and others?  
  
 If the smog was another you - a same existence from another world to look at your body in this group full of chaos 
and desired. However, there’s nothing you can changed as a member in this group. All you can do silently look down 
at your body, and move away quietly. 
  
  
  
   
  
 If the smog wasn’t you, it was an outsider of this whole group of people. You are paralysed to make any specific 
change in the group although your body still in there. What you should do and what would you do? You are just 
upon there and silently away from all these scenes made by human being.  
  
 There’s certainly no right or wrong answer for this topic. This just point out the way how you look at yourself. It’s a 
discussion about the existence of yourself. What makes you becomes the present existence and what’s track you 
would leave in your life. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 364 

 
  



Artist ID: 364 
Artwork 2 Title: Manic summer 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: In accordance with exhibition space set 
Artwork 2 Medium: video 
Artwork 2 Commentary: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pCQYnphvKCgAdUbmwJ7R8Q2oheBFEjFv 
  
  
  
 It’s a four single-channel work projected on a teller room colour with 85 per cent grey in the room. There are four 
off-white screens hang on each side of wall which is also where the video should be projected on. The audiences 
could also find out there’s a slightly burning smell in the space too. 
  
 The theme of this artwork is about the statement of being uncontrollable. It’s about curbing the inner side of you 
when you feel the grown and its existence.  
  
 Tweens and teens are all about finding and chasing their existence from using their own body as proof. It started 
from the complicated feeling about themselves and outside of the world. Who am I and how can I suffer in this big 
world with my style? This kind of saying keep surrounded them when they try to find their own and there’s still 
countless denial and worried are trying to find a way to break out from their body to find their existence much 
stronger than ever. 
  
  
  
 These excitements, desire, sex, love, furious, madness, delirium, sadness, and aspiration are reflected on the 
question on the society and the judgment of politic. They are eager to find a breakout inside their body from spoken 
or shout, and their body language to make it more obvious from these various behaviours. When they are in this 
stage of their life, they are still not being socialised but you can find out you are not allowed to behave like this at 
least you need to learn how to control your manner. This makes the contradiction of being yourself is not accepted. 
They feel the fire inside of them are getting stronger but being cover deeper in the inner side of them. 
  
 You could place yourself in here, in such a private room for liberating your excitement as a sort of outcome. It’s the 
way could set yourself free. However, our body still being squeezed from a long-turn influence like those painting 
with hideous movements from the Classical period. These moments could also only share with your intimates. 
  
  
  
 These excitements are the flames inside of them, they are burning the existence of your own when it gets slowly 
emancipated although it eventually becomes a sacrifice of vanishing your true colour. It’s eventually paid for 
temporary scars from proving self-existence. The blazes are flaming the existence of their body, and turn out to be 
the dust inside this private space and spread upon in it like those orange clouds always format before the 
thunderstorm shedding. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



Artist ID: 364 

 
  



Artist ID: 364 
Artwork 3 Title: Scenery other end 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: In accordance with exhibition space set 
Artwork 3 Medium: video 
Artwork 3 Commentary: https://drive.google.com/open?id=10ngCJWta2lHQZHU1hGzcNhbfEif7zpTE 
  
  
  
 There are five single-channel video clips displayed in this work. I make the sound surrounded in this massive 
pentangle space and painted as dark green. 
  
 It’s a metaphor for love and the destiny of our life. Let’s try to imagine you’re entering a prairie when you’re just a 
newborn baby and all you can do is keep crawling because there’s no chance to make a stop. You keep moving 
ahead to somewhere you assumed it’s a forward place. There’s no rule or order in this case. Afterwards, you 
touched and acknowledged there’s someone else with you in this journey, therefore, you both depend on each 
other and marching on in this endless grassland no matter the sun is scorching hot or there’s already numerous 
bruises on both of yours body. It’s about a statement of life in my opinion. Life is all about moving on and attach 
someone else. 
Artwork 3 Image: 
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Artist ID: 365 
 
Artist Name: Ammara Jabbar 
Website:  
IG: https://www.instagram.com/prickled.pears/?hl=en 
 
Artist Statement: My work is intimately tied to the acquisition and inordinate subversion of objects found in a 
domestic setting and animating them using rudimentary mechanics. Resigning the domestic space as a site for 
inquisition into the periphery of gender and performativity; the archaeology of objects lends to a didactic view of the 
embedded virtues in the cataclysmic consequence of the female. 
  
 The manifestation of my work is strung with a delirious balance of coy flirtation and guided vanity, as I enable it to 
perform on my behalf. Dressed in silks and beaded buttons my works sings and flutters with flawed ambition. They 
confound into sacred objects desiring to inspire ritual. The sonorous abilities of the work is an integral component of 
the aspiration associated to it. Like a grand orchestra of mismatched sounds stippled together like marriage band, 
hollering with the misguided virtue and rebuttal of the underlying subjectivity. While mobilizing these ideas, my 
work actively appropriates a vernacular aesthetic, an exercise in excess, like the bride who sits ceremonially in 
ornate, flaccid grandeur. My work engages the poetics and polemics of housework and places the female as a point 
of introspection and subsequent redemption. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 365 
Artwork 1 Title: Hum-Zulf 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 121ftx99ftx121ft (Variable) 
Artwork 1 Medium: Wooden bed, quilt, ornaments, coin-operated mechanism 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Video link to the artwork; https://www.behance.net/portfolio/editor?project_id=58365921 
  
  
  
 This piece was displayed/documented in a public restaurant in the male section. It is a coin-operated bed that starts 
playing when money is dropped. My inquiry point on speaking about gender is from my experience as a South Asian 
female. Marriage is closely tied to female virtue and aspiration, dowries are also deeply rooted in culture and render 
the marriage as a transaction. Families are forced to sell of land or take loans just to ensure dowries can be paid; 
marrying off your daughter becomes a burden and a duty. This work takes a rather humorous tone to question the 
rituals that surround marriage. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 365 
Artwork 2 Title: Chop me a tune, silly 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 56x137x14 (Variable) 
Artwork 2 Medium: Blender, motor, glass, ornaments, wooden base, quilted fabric 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Video link: https://www.behance.net/portfolio/editor?project_id=87010487 
  
  
  
 The work is a performative sculpture, the blender has been reimagined as a musical instrument. Dowry practices in 
South East Asia have been a point of reference in my works. A cordial assemblage of toilet plungers to giant food 
processors; all piquantly centering the female as a facilitator of housework.  
  
  
  
  Primitively, objects of aesthetic value have played a role in ritual and ceremonial aspiration. My work also channels 
the parallel of art and ritual; Regularity, rhythm, other predictable elements in time and space are organized with a 
predictable and unpredictable structure, producing the tension and release that is integral to an aesthetic 
response1. While ritual weaves social order, art can perhaps do the same sans order and principality. 
  
  
  
 The work becomes a revered object somehow, desiring to inspire ritual. One that is set in a reversal of roles. 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 1 JOURNAL ARTICLE; An Ethological View of Ritual and Art in Human Evolutionary History,Ellen Dissanayake 
Leonardo 
Artwork 2 Image:  
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Artist ID: 365 
Artwork 3 Title: Blow! 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 43x127x22 
Artwork 3 Medium: Hair dryer, wooden frame, ceramic flute, silk, ornaments 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Video link: https://www.behance.net/portfolio/editor?project_id=87010487 
  
  
  
 This work is a functioning noise/musical instrument, powered by the hair dryer which plays the ceramic whistle 
flutes inside the curtain. My work is intimately tied to the acquisition and inordinate subversion of objects found in a 
domestic setting and animating them using rudimentary mechanics. Resigning the domestic space as a site for 
inquisition into the periphery of gender and performativity; the archaeology of objects lends to a didactic view of the 
embedded virtues in the cataclysmic consequence of the female. My work stems from the experiences as a South 
Asian female, where female roles are clearly defined. Dowries are a cordial assemblage of toilet plungers to giant 
food processors; all piquantly centering the female as a facilitator of housework. Thus the works become a process 
of subversion, extracting objects from their habitat and enabling them sonorously. The exploration of sound within 
my work is tied to ritual and ceremonial aspiration. The examination of order within the locality of sonorous 
territories allows for the introspection of sound as a vehicle for hierarchy 
Artwork 3 Image: 
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Artist ID: 366 
 
Artist Name: lee-roy zozo 
Website:  
IG: leeroy.zozo 
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 366 
Artwork 1 Title: FORCES OF NATURE 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 200x100x10 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on wood 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I find it interesting how similar images could symbolise different views and meanings to 
individuals and social groups.. How different opinions can vary from being a man or woman painting a nude 
woman... I wanted to boldly express sexuality in a different direction- maybe the right one.. Where it doesn't have to 
be seen as a weakness or an objectification of self - to which western society have so perfectly harnessed and 
implemented. What if those white pillars symbolised western society? - structures - no choice but to work within 
them, but conforming is your choice. 
  
 Know who thy is, root yourself deep in your soul, and understand sexuality as a weapon/ part of YOU. See that its 
deeper than just the physical/ visual, but as an energy. 
  
 Their opinions won't mean anything. But remember there's such a thin line between both. 
  
 You can be covered head to toe and still emit that energy. No need to show skin to show it. - in this case, melanin is 
our celebration. 
  
 Natural beauty. What is the rawest form of beauty? Yourself. Love yourself the way you came. Skin, hair, identity, 
differences.. or is there a need to 'fit in' And conform to what is subconsciously forced on you..? Reconnect to your 
being. Reconnect to your nature. . 
  
  
  
 What is your nature?.. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 366 
Artwork 2 Title: LIQUID PORCELAIN 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 130X100X10 
Artwork 2 Medium: OIL ON BURNT WOOD 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This work is about the suffocation of ones historical identity and undermined child 
molestation. 
  
 She was painted on burnt wood, the shadows of her skin ARE the burnt wood. 
  
 TO BURN- an irreversible process. Although the object can be completely disintegrated, it can also stay whole, but 
will always bare a... scar...A memory... A HISTORY. 
  
  
  
 You could find this piece questioning the births/influences of certain religions. What inspired the religion, and how 
the religion was used beneficially. Depicting some of these aspects, from the engulfment and suffocation of 'white 
supremacy'. 
  
 How the ankh from Africa symbolising life: a 2 piece symbol, the top - the womb of the woman, the bottom -the 
staff of the man. Both creating life. 
  
 Has this symbol been taken and changed? - if so, does it symbolise life.. or death... and does it still incorporate the 
womb-man? - if not, why was it altered? - power? ... Part of the experience is to find a relation between yourself and 
the painting. 
Artwork 2 Image:  
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Artist ID: 366 
Artwork 3 Title: SELF 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 155X120X10 
Artwork 3 Medium: OIL AND GRAPHITE ON WOOD 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The painting explores the definitions of identity and historical ties. The avocado being cut in 
half, defining how a human could be striped down to layers, no matter the identity, religion or colour. we all have a 
soul, meat and skin. 
  
 The background being blocked in with graphite pencil, giving a subtle reflection of the viewers shilouette, with a 
luring sense of disconnection to the ombre cast on to the painting. 
  
 The stone and the hand, being painted so that the wood is projected to be part of the ‘flesh’; underlining the 
similarity in hue, texture, and pigmentations. Maybe wood has a severed depth closely linked to lost ‘roots’ and 
identity of self. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 367 
 
Artist Name: Mooniq Priem 
Website: www.mooniqpriem.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/mooniqpriem/ 
 
Artist Statement: My aim is to create sculptures that look like they have been created without effort. I have a 
sketchy way of portraying people where the essence of the character is captured with a degree of abstraction by 
using rough and free touches of clay. I hope that my joy of the sculpture-process and the energy of my model should 
shines through so it's visible for all people that look at my statues. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 367 
Artwork 1 Title: Elly 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30 x 24 x 23 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Plaster 
Artwork 1 Commentary: When I went looking for models in a care-home, I found Elly Gerzen (86) in a closed 
department for dementia. In my contact with Elly felt as a deep connection. Her confused experience and loving 
openness made me melt. When Elly was a model, she didn't really understand what the intention was. She just took 
this beautiful natural pose. I knew that we would not have much time to maintain this joint concentration and made 
her portrait within an hour and a half. I managed to capture an array of emotions from Elly in an impressionistic way. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 367 
Artwork 2 Title: Little Ichiko (Japanese girl) 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 20 x 18 x 17 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Plaster 
Artwork 2 Commentary: I met Little Ichiko in Eindhoven during Dutch Design Week ’18 where I was making 
quicksketch portraits in clay. Mother Yuko loved my sculptures and I loved little girl. When she played with the gravel 
stones on the floor, my hands were itching to capture her in clay. On the last day, the Japanese girl was sitting 
contentedly on my modeling plateau, while I happily immortalize the moments with her. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 367 
Artwork 3 Title: Bust of Rembrandt van Rijn 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 34 x 27 x 28 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Marble resin 
Artwork 3 Commentary: I created this portrait of Rembrandt for that occasion of a special exhibition in the 
Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. This exhibition would be a collection of unique works inspired by 
Rembrandt van Rijn in honor of his passing 350 years ago (1606-1669).  
  
  
  
 For the occasion I decided to model his portrait and ran into an interesting challenge: what does Rembrandt actually 
look like from the side? In my portrait I gave Rembrandt a profile!Â A number of self-portraits by Rembrandt helped 
me to reveal information about the shapes of his face. For example the length of his nose, the folds in his chin and 
the curve of the forehead.Â  
  
  
  
 The painting Self-portrait with two circles "was my starting point for his sculpture. The longer I looked at this 
painting, the more I thought I could read his inner world. I see Rembrandt with a satisfied character and an inner 
peace. In addition to his stately appearance full of self-confidence, I always see him with a certain mischievous 
friendliness. I wanted to capture this character in my own way, with a powerful, free and bold touch. 
  
 I worked on this bust it for quite a long time. The final portrait is version three. Despite the similarity with the 
painting, the first two versions were not satisfactory portraits. I found them much too well-molded and smoothly 
detailed, something that does not fit with what I am striving for in my work. After a long formal study, I was tired of 
the sculpture I was working on. Driven by what I meant, I decided to start again so that I could make a nice sculpted 
head in a short time with the knowledge I gained. Without fear of losing the statue, I brutally tackled the statue, 
which ultimately became the end result. 
  
  
  
 From 8,395 entries, my work was selected for this special exhibition and was shown for 3 months at the beginning 
of the exhibition in the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, the Netherlands 
Artwork 3 Image: 
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Artist ID: 368 
 
Artist Name: Caroline Wheaton 
Website: Www.carolinewheaton.com 
IG: CW_sculptures 
 
Artist Statement: I am a self-taught artist and sculptor working in London and Chamonix, France. Inspired by my life 
in the mountains, my work explores the essence of what it is to be human in a given environment. I work in a broad 
mix of stone and cast materials. 
  
  
  
 The series of work from which these three pieces derive - Man vs Mountain- explores the human need to 
“conquerâ€• the mountain. The relationship between man and mountain is special but often punishing and extreme. 
What does it take both physically and mentally to engage in that relationship; what drives us to push ourselves to 
the limit? 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 368 
Artwork 1 Title: GRIP I 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30 x 27 x 15 
Artwork 1 Medium: Hand carved Ancaster Stone 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This over-sized hand carved in limestone from Ancaster in Lincolnshire, England, explores 
the tensile strength of the hand and fingers as they grip on to an imaginary hold. The suggestion of tendon, muscle 
and bone working in unison refers not only to the immensely complicated physiological relationships at work inside 
our bodies but also the complex relationships which occur between man and mountain, between us and the 
environment we inhabit. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 368 
Artwork 2 Title: First Step 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 25 x 15 x 15 
Artwork 2 Medium: Pewter mounted on avalanche debris 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Modelled in pewter directly from a human foot and mounted on avalanche debris, this 
sculpture explores the feeling of the unknown, of pushing unexplored boundaries; going over the edge. That first 
step of an ultra-run, the first foothold of a climb. What is it within us that allows us to take that first leap and push 
ourselves forward; take that first step into the unknown and out of our comfort zone? 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 368 
Artwork 3 Title: Grip II 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 20 x 10 x 10 
Artwork 3 Medium: Bronze on avalanche debris 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This piece looks at the juxtaposition of the strength and fragility of the human form. Strong 
enough to hold us as we summit our mountain, our body can rely solely on our extremities - hands and feet; fingers 
and toes - to lift us to new physical heights. But just one slip, just one frail moment and our entire life is lost to the 
magnitude of nature. What is it that drives us to challenge nature in this way, to pit our bodies against something so 
much greater than our comparatively frail human form? 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 371 
 
Artist Name: Harold Zabady 
Website: www.hzabady.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: To better understand the present I believe that you need to take a look into the past. 
  
 My paintings are of the urban landscapes both past and present. 
  
 The urban landscapes has change with time. The corner bar of the past in small communities has vanished to make 
way for commercial restaurants. 
  
 I’m fascinated with vintage cars and signage and try to show the evolution of the urban scene throughout the years 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 371 
Artwork 1 Title: “Hell’s Kitchenâ€• 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 101.6 x 152.4 x7.63 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oils 
Artwork 1 Commentary: “Hell’s Kitchen" in NYC was a melting pot of cultures during the 1940’s. 
  
 In this painting I’m showing vintage cars, signage and the atmosphere of NYC during this time. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 371 
Artwork 2 Title: “Union Square NYCâ€• 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 101.6 x 152.4 x 7.63 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oils 
Artwork 2 Commentary: “Union Squareâ€• NYC is a 21st century scene of this section of the urban landscapes. 
  
 People are going about their daily lives unaware of each other as they walk along the busy street. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 371 
Artwork 3 Title: “Manhattanâ€• 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 101.6 x 152.5 x 7.63 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oils 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Manhattan depicts NYC from a tourist point of view. Yellow cabs and the traffic during 
midday rush in a busy city. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 374 
 
Artist Name: Ingrid Barber 
Website: http://ingridbarber.com 
IG: Ingridartistmaker 
 
Artist Statement: A narrative thread informs Ingrid’s work and a fascination with memory, history and contemporary 
society is at the heart of her practice.  
  
  
  
  
  
 Having concentrated on historical narrative in exhibitions about The Somme, The Russian Revolution , Waterloo and 
Auschwitz , her work this year turns to issues surrounding us in the now. The wonders and mysteries in front of us 
seem to get swallowed up by the ceaseless conversations of the mind. Although “Presenceâ€• is a popular concept 
in this crazy Brexit world we live in, hardly any of us actually manage to do it. We’re too busy worrying about why 
the soup is too cold. The works submitted here look at negotiating old age, teenage mental health and life in the 
burbs. 
  
  
  
 A spiritual dog character features in all Ingrid’s current work , the voice of calm, space and inner peace amidst the 
madness created by the other characters in the surreal proceedings.  
  
  
  
 This year has seen Ingrid’s work exhibited at the Mall Gallery, the Black Swan Open, the Fronteer and at several 
Surrey based art spaces. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 374 
Artwork 1 Title: Afternoon tea at the RAC club 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 x 100 x 4 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil, acrylic, image transfer, minimal collage 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Afternoon tea at the R.A.C. Club looks at the onset of old age and how we try to negotiate 
our pasts to justify our present.  
  
 Two old ladies, drink their tea at the Royal Automobile Club, underneath the grandeur of an all seeing chandelier 
next to a huge fireplace dressed with death urns. The spiritual Shiba Inu dog smiles serenely at this spectacle of self 
justification and the hideous man in the tutu flicks a V sign to his oncoming death. A shadow of her former self 
stands next to a seventies lamp as the wise old lady holds up her hand to the spectacle and ponders her own end. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 374 
Artwork 2 Title: #instamentalhealth@Bigjim’smobilesushishop 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 122 x 92 x 3 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil , acrylic, image transfer 
Artwork 2 Commentary: In a world where teenage mental health problems more prevalent then ever, this piece 
seeks to address the inner world of the closed bedroom door. #instamentalhealth@Bigjim’smobilesushi shop looks 
at the warped imagination of the rorsarch gamer character in the centre. Obsessed with sex, PlayStation, horror 
movies, Japanese manga, and his own ego, his world plays out like a colourful nightmare. The only analogue thing in 
his life is a love of sushi which he orders at Uber eats from Big Jim’s mobile sushi shop. Even the sushi are turning 
into monsters crawling across the landscape of his anxiety, insecurity and dreams. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 374 
Artwork 3 Title: The Wizard of Draconia Anglorum welcomes you.... 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 166 x 89 x 4 framed 
Artwork 3 Medium: Pen and ink, acrylic 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The wizard of Draconia Anglorum takes a look at life in the suburbs today. An ugly view of 
cranes, new builds and disused municipal buildings from a Morrisons car park. Sitting amongst the shopping trolleys 
is the homeless Wizard with his animal entourage who patrol the streets at night and warn the police of trouble on 
the precinct. Seen as an outsider he is a beacon of spiritual light in this suburban swamp. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 378 
 
Artist Name: Maddie Exton 
Website: maddieextonart.tumblr.com 
IG: maddie.ea 
 
Artist Statement: Maddie Exton is a conceptual artist based in East Anglia. She works in lots of different ways and is 
interested in philosophy, writing and people. Maddie's work aims to be laughed at, questioned and invite 
conversation. 
 
Notes:  
https://vimeo.com/363529822 
  



Artist ID: 378 
Artwork 1 Title: Inevitable Rhythms 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: variable, 10cm x 50cm x 50cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: sculpture, (brick) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Inevitable Rhythms is a sculpture demonstrating the wrongness of the parable of the wise 
and foolish builders from the New Testament. It displays that things we consider permanent, literal foundations of 
society are destined to go around in the inevitable rhythms of life. Foolish or wise, both will fall eventually. The 
composition mimics a loading screen, again pointing to the rhythm.  
  
  
  
 I always get a kick out of seeing it in a building, it speak to the bricks that house it; like an old man talking to his 
grandchild. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 378 
Artwork 2 Title: All Philosophy Starts With Wonder 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: dimensions variable 
Artwork 2 Medium: video 
Artwork 2 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/363529822  
  
  
  
 MP4, displayed either on flat screen provided or via projector. 
  
  
  
 All Philosophy Starts With Wonder is an audio-guide-turned-film of an exhibition made by children (and directed by 
Maddie).  
  
  
  
 It values the curiosity of children and uses their naturally candid speech to talk about art. The purpose of the audio 
guide is to show that there is no right or wrong way to talk about art, and to make art a more approachable 
discussion. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



Artist ID: 378 

 
  



Artist ID: 378 
Artwork 3 Title: Redundant Effort (Things That Won't Grow However Hard You Try To Make Them) 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: variable, as seen 100cm x 500 cm x 300 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: mixed media, (dead plants, chairs) 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Redundant Effort is an installation of an entire room of dead plants. It thinks about things 
that have rejected my efforts. It's metaphorical, speaking to different parts of my life as well as literally showing 
plants I can't save.  
  
  
  
 The 2 chairs are 2 people, one of them is me. It's about loss, parting ways, and effort wasted. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 382 
 
Artist Name: Victor Buehring 
Website: https://artrospektive.com/ 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: [25] Pockets of [â€¦] uses object assemblages to explore cities and connect between people 
working, visiting and living there. 
  
 The process works as follows: a participant gives away an object possession and then writes on a picture frame, 
directions for the next location and person, or 'pocket' to be visited in a particular city. The trail of referrals from 
person to person continues in that city until at least 25 objects from 25 referrals have been collected. The collected 
objects are later incorporated into a final, framed montage. 
  
 Previous participants have included: car salesmen, teachers, bankers, business men, musicians, magicians, baristas, 
retail workers, dog walkers, duck-feeders, radio presenters, DJs, photographers, university professors, students, 
pensioners, street cleaners, beauty therapists, bakers, engineers, museum curators, a bishop, a homeless poet, a 
renowned violin virtuoso, ‘someone with a cold’, ‘someone with multi-coloured hair’, a ‘six foot tall blonde woman,’ 
'someone who confuses me', to name but a few. 
  
 The submitted assemblages are some of the journeys made during the last 10 years in 13 UK cities with over 300 
person-to-person referrals and encounters. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 382 
Artwork 1 Title: [25] Pockets of [Southampton] 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40.6(H) x 50.8cm(W) x 6(D) 
Artwork 1 Medium: Framed object assemblage | new media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: After over two years in the making, [25] Pockets of [Southampton] has just been assembled.  
  
 Read about the journey of referrals through Southampton and see a picture slideshow, here: 
https://artrospektive.com/25-pockets-of-southampton/ 
  
 Heartfelt thanks to Southampton’s participants for opening their city to me with gifts and referrals: the picture 
frame features some of the most detailed and specific instructions of the cities visited to date. Also, a sporting and 
nature emphasis emerged. 
  
 Objects on the montage include: a match ticket, a Saints football t-shirt, seaweed, stickers of local lad 'Shane', a 
purple eraser, a lock shackle, a handmade print, kerbside grass, a typesetting sort, plus an assortment of badges, 
receipts, brochures, flyers, beer matts and business cards. 
  
 A map of Southampton was projected onto the canvas. Objects' positioning on the canvas correspond somewhat to 
where in Southampton they were obtained. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 382 

 
  



Artist ID: 382 
Artwork 2 Title: [25] Pockets of [Birmingham] 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 47.5(H) x 37.5cm(W) x 10(D) 
Artwork 2 Medium: Framed object assemblage | new media 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Read about the journey of referrals through Birmingham and see a picture slideshow, here: 
https://artrospektive.com/25-pockets-of-birmingham/ 
  
 Thanks to Birmingham’s participants for their gifts and referrals. The picture frame features the politest instructions 
of the cities visited to date, with the most ‘please visits’.  
  
 Objects on the montage include: a wheat stalk from a baker’s wedding bouquet, an oyster shell, a blank exchange 
voucher which can be filled in with a Â£Â£ number and exchanged for vinyl, measuring tape, a flour-dusting brush, a 
bracelet, a bottle opener, mint imperials, a gold coloured pen, a bamboo cocktail cup imprinted with leopard spots, a 
gin measuring glass, seeds from Birmingham’s tallest monkey puzzle tree, a twig from Birmingham’s oldest wisteria, 
plus numerous beer mats, brochures and business cards. 
  
 A map of Birmingham was projected onto the canvas. Objects' positioning on the canvas correspond somewhat to 
where in Birmingham they were obtained. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



Artist ID: 382 

 
  



Artist ID: 382 
Artwork 3 Title: [25] Pockets of [Oxford] 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 40.6(H) x 50.8cm(W) x 6(D) 
Artwork 3 Medium: Framed object assemblage | new media 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Read about the journey of referrals through Oxford and see a picture slideshow, here: 
https://artrospektive.com/25-pockets-of-oxford/  
  
 A big thank you to Oxford’s participants for their gifts and referrals. The picture frame is crammed full with prose 
instructions, continued along the frame’s sides.  
  
 Gifted objects on the montage include: poplar and willow twigs, chalk, a wooden snowflake, a paintbrush, a yellow 
and black Staedtler pencil, a dip pen nib, a packet of tea blend, a poetry book, a handwritten poem, a playdoh 
flower, a fridge magnet, a CD and DVD from Jesus Army, a botanic garden plant label, a tuft of grass, a key ring, plus 
a mix of drink mats, brochures, postcards and business cards. 
  
 A map of Oxford was projected onto the canvas. Objects' positioning on the canvas correspond somewhat to where 
in Oxford they were obtained. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 385 
 
Artist Name: Ursula Radel 
Website: www.radel-leszczynski.com 
IG: urs_rad 
 
Artist Statement: I’m primarily an abstract painter, although with visible connection especially to landscape painting.  
  
 My pictures are painted dynamically, on a grand scale. They emanate a wealth of color and latent emotion. The 
richness of color does not come from a wide range of colors, but how they are put together. I try to achieve a 
carefully thought-out and precisely linked construction of planes. 
  
 I also started a series of figurative paintings, which deal mostly with people and their perception of arts. I’m right 
now fascinated with the world outside of a museum or an art fair but seen from inside a museum - it is a look out on 
the street: visitors, who just left or casual bystanders. Recently I added a new cycle "Inside. The Museum Series" 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 385 
Artwork 1 Title: NYC. Out of the Whitney Museum. Spring I 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x100cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic and oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I took recently some photos out of a window of the Whitney Museum building in NYC 
capturing simple street scenes with people sitting outside in full spring sunshine. Those photos inspired me to paint a 
series of pictures - this is the second version of the first one, out of four. 
  
 First layer is painted in acrylic and a thin second layer in oil, with only very little impasto. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 385 
Artwork 2 Title: Basel. Out of the Art Fair IV 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100x100cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: acrylic and oil on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: When visiting Art Basel last year I took some photos out of a window of the art fair building 
capturing simple street scenes with people passing by in full sunshine. Those photos inspired me to paint a series of 
pictures - this is the fourth one, out of five. 
  
 First layer is painted in acrylic and a thin second layer in oil, avoiding any impasto. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 385 
Artwork 3 Title: inside V. The Museum Series 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 130x100cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: After series of paintings picturing views outside of museums or exhibition halls (especially 
the Whitney and the Art Basel series) I started a new group of paintings presenting views inside museums. I focus 
here on modern architecture, especially "beton brut" buildings, sometime with random visitors inside. I like a lot all 
those greys, silvers and blacks in all their shadows. 
  
 This one ist the 5th painting of this cycle. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 386 
 
Artist Name: Antonia Glynne Jones 
Website: www.antoniagj.com 
IG: antoniaglynnejones 
 
Artist Statement: Statement: 
  
 Antonia was born and raised in Africa and has a passionate affinity with untamed vistas whether desert or sea. She 
defines spaces through colour. Drawing on her emotional and physical reaction to particular times, places and 
events, she combines observation and personal feelings to create artworks that are filled with directness, immediacy 
and vibrant energy. 
  
  
  
 “For me drawing and painting is about the interaction between the discipline of observation and the spontaneity of 
mark making in terms of my physical and emotional response to the subjectâ€•. 
  
  
  
 Art Education:  
  
 MA in Printmaking and Professional Practice with the University of Brighton and the London Print Studio 2004-5. 
Studies with Cornish Artist Ashley Hanson from 2013 to present day. Part-time study at Morley College from 2001 to 
2002. Private studies with Oliver Bevan from 1988 to 2000 and at the St Ives School of Painting with Roy Ray, Steve 
Dove and John Clark. Intensive courses at the Verrocchio Centre in Tuscany 1990 and 1996. Part-time studies with 
Bill Ainsley at the Johannesburg Art Foundation in S. Africa in 1980’s. Other: BSc Hons in Psychology, Bristol 
University. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 386 
Artwork 1 Title: Bude Revisited 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 155 x 117 x 4 cms 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Based on a seaside resort in Cornwall, I recently spent a day drawing the estuary from 
different perspectives compared to previous visits which enabled a more abstracted approach. The use of liquid 
paint enables one to draw into the paint revealing history beneath. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 386 
Artwork 2 Title: Sea Pool I 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 65 x 97 x 4 cms 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Based on an enormous sea pool (45m across) right at the edge of the estuary built into the 
cliffs at Bude (a seaside resort in Cornwall), this magnificent pool is only accessible from the beach at low tide, 
otherwise access is down the steps down the cliff. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 386 
Artwork 3 Title: Dartford Crossing II 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 79 x 51 x 4 cms 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Based on journeys over the QEII bridge by the Dartford crossing, looking up at the bridge 
and down into the river. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 387 
 
Artist Name: Carol Mackenzie Gale 
Website: www.carolmackenziegale.com (in progress) 
IG: @Carol Mackenzie Gale Designs 
 
Artist Statement: After my B.A. (Hons) in Textile Design at Farnham, I won many prestigious and major design awards 
which gave me several exhibitions and opportunities in London and America.  
  
 On my recent M.A. at Bath Spa and Falmouth Universities, I was captivated by the simplicity and beauty of 
asymmetric shapes where cosmic space is an important part of the design. I studied the philosophy of ‘Zen’. Part of 
my ‘Zen’ research led me to print and paint directly onto the silk in meditation, often from sound. I was in awe of the 
beauty which appeared in the images. Working from the ‘Soul centre’ as the ‘Zen’ Masters do, led me to a joyous 
freedom of expression and form.  
  
 Mastering Digital Designing was compulsory on the M.A. and I struggled with it. It is magic however and I realised 
that I could work through my ‘Soul’ on the computer as long as the computer is a tool, as a pencil or paintbrush is. 
My mission has been to work with asymmetrically placed minimal pattern and simple geometry, finding perfect 
balance and visual harmony. 
  
 Driving from college at night I saw the geometry in the backs of road tankers as ‘Zen’ shapes. Creating beautiful 
designs from a septic tanker amuses me. This inspired a range of on-going ‘Cosmic Tanker’ Designs  
  
 My designs are a blend of tanker studies and ‘Zen’ imagery, images often created blind and imported into the 
computer. I hope this development will lead to more experimental work.  
  
  
  
 Carol Mackenzie Gale 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 387 
Artwork 1 Title: And the Tanker Hit a Tree' 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Approx. 22" x 22" (55 x 55cms) 
Artwork 1 Medium: Original Digital Print 
Artwork 1 Commentary: And the Tanker Hit a Tree'. 
  
  
  
 The backs of road tankers are strangled by pipes. This is an abstract study of a travelling tanker with pipes, I love the 
power of the geometry and asymmetric design.  
  
  
  
  It has certainly amused my friends! 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 387 
Artwork 2 Title: And the Tanker rocked' 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Approx. 22" x 22" (55 x 55cms) 
Artwork 2 Medium: Original Digital Print 
Artwork 2 Commentary: And the Tanker Rocked' 
  
  
  
 Again, a representation of considerable research and development of geometric and abstract studies of road 
tankers, i.e. (The 'Zen' of Road Tankers) 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 387 
Artwork 3 Title:  
Artwork 3 Dimensions: Approx. 22" x 22" (55 x 55cms) 
Artwork 3 Medium: Original Digital Print 
Artwork 3 Commentary: And the Vodka Flowed' 
  
  
  
 I felt that the 'Wave' in this print represented a rather drunk tanker. Again, an abstract study of movement. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 388 
 
Artist Name: Liliana Zaharia 
Website: www.lilianazaharia.com 
IG: liliana__zaharia 
 
Artist Statement: ‘On a scale from 1 to 10’ explores the representation of physical pain through a series of 
photographs, videos and interviews informed by personal experience. Artist Liliana Zaharia is working in 
collaboration with Psychotherapist Irina Petreanu to draw on the experience of pain in order to explore a variety of 
means of expression. Through a lack of narrative, the body of work proposes a more perceptual approach to pain, 
closer to a poetic form of expression rather than a documentary style approach. 
  
 Calling into question the existing vocabulary for expressing the intensity of pain in the medical community, the title 
suggests the most common phrase that one will hear on a hospital bed: ‘On a scale from 1 to 10, how bad is your 
pain?’. The insufficiency of the scale (as well as personal inability) in expressing the complex feeling of an episode of 
pain, formed the basis of the exploration. Tension or weakness, spasm or numbness, the contradictions in body 
episodes also explore the unseen, psychological impact such as anxiety, depression, shame, that can contribute in 
making pain an intrinsically personal and isolating experience.  
  
 Both domestic and public spaces appear in the imagery to construct re-imagined situations and explore the 
boundaries and connections with the environment. The videos and images relate to the experience of pain and 
underline the emotional dynamics through a performative form, while the audio tracks explore the psychological 
effects on a more personal level.  
  
 The viewer can observe and relate to the visual representations without any recognizable health condition and the 
subject remains open to interpretation and questioning. 
 
Notes:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NZTcleG-z8U&feature=youtu.be 
  



Artist ID: 388 
Artwork 1 Title: Untitled 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 2min 45 sec 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NZTcleG-z8U&feature=youtu.be 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 388 
Artwork 2 Title: Untitled 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 32cm x 40cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: C-type photograph 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Part of series 'On a scale from 1 to 10' 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 388 
Artwork 3 Title: Untitled 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 32cm x 40cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: C-type photograph 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Part of series 'On a scale from 1 to 10' 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 389 
 
Artist Name: Marie Sansford 
Website: www.apecstudios.co.uk 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I graduated in Fine Art from Central St Martin’s in 2000, and returned to work, maintaining studio 
space at Apec but not often getting there, until recently. Now I am looking for new opportunities and am making this 
application for the Ashurst Prize. 
  
  
  
 My current work concerns the built environment and its relationship with nature; desire for nature and the search 
for `alternative’ habitations; homelessness; and the ambiguity of our feelings towards, and experiences of, the 
natural world.  
  
  
  
 The paintings consist of round wooden bases overlaid with a mix of wet concrete, PVA, and gravel. These are over-
painted using acrylics with images of human shelters I have seen while walking in town and country.  
  
  
  
 Painting onto this medium is a pleasurable experience. Although the ridges and grooves in the concrete are sited 
randomly, sometimes they accidentally complement details of the images being painted on top. Otherwise the 
underlying contours are painted over as if they are no obstacle to what is being created on top.  
  
  
  
 The works include natural elements and found insects, calling up associations with death and disease, natural cycles, 
anthropomorphic storylines and scary movie plots.  
  
  
  
 Nature: concrete: life wherever and however possible. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 389 
Artwork 1 Title: Tent in a Hedge 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 45 cms diameter 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This roof-shaped gap in a tall hedge was an obvious spot in which to erect an unobtrusive 
small tent. There are grasses and flies in the immediate surroundings. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 389 
Artwork 2 Title: Horsebox in the Woods 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 45 cm diameter 
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed media 
Artwork 2 Commentary: I saw this horse box being driven into town along a back road one evening. Days later on a 
walk in local woods I came upon it hidden away. Someone's home. There is a twig and a fly on the surface. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 389 
Artwork 3 Title: Park Life 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 45 cm diameter 
Artwork 3 Medium: Mixed media 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This pink tent was erected in the town centre and looked uncomfortably placed. I painted it 
sited otherwise, in an informal encampment the exists in the local park. There are sycamore seeds on the surface. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 390 
 
Artist Name: Emily Gillbanks 
Website: www.emilygillbanks.com 
IG: @emmmalem 
 
Artist Statement: I am a portrait painter. The figures I paint interact with their interiors, exerting themselves across 
abstract patterns and flat planes of colour. These subjects; people I know in the environments they reside, combine 
elements of subtext and fantasy, enabling a dramaturgical invention of self and other. 
  
  
  
 I suggest that the oldest mediums make the newest mediums stronger, contending that new ways of thinking 
emerge when backgrounds are brought into focus. 
  
  
  
 Methodically, I both acknowledge and subvert traditional imprimatura and brunalle underpainting techniques, 
transgressing the classical through deliberate modelling of unfamiliar vantage points; discerning ways in which 
‘order’ becomes a simultaneous presence of multiple diverse orders - subsequently challenging the veracity of a 
viewer’s own stability through pictorial representations. 
  
  
  
 Using the language of oil painting I aim to transpose digital speeds into physical forms. How the difference between 
selfie taking, and painting traditional self-portraits negotiate how quickly we are coming to document ourselves. Are 
we unlearning, or learning painting through the rising and falling of visual phenomena?  
  
  
  
 I cipher through infiltrated imagery, the type of image-making which shapes the un-curated gallery of our pockets, 
devising inspiration from a continuous archive of pictures made available through the scrolling of mobile screens.  
  
  
  
 Through my paintings, I investigate what it means to be an empowered subject via momentary cultural, and 
aesthetic arenas, therefore visual phenomena and technological advancements come to aid the sustainability and 
continuous relevancies of my practice. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 390 
Artwork 1 Title: Advantage Point I (2019) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80x59x3CM 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil paint on stretched canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: In Advantage Point I, I depict myself as both artist and subject. In line with Celia Paul's 
portraits and Laura Mulvey's gaze theories I look to myself without needing to stage a drama about power, but do 
this at exactly the same time. I am empowered through the physical vantage point of my work, the high hang of the 
portrait, and the fact I am representing myself as I am the painter. 
  
  
  
 In conjunction with a paradigm of orientation. I use my painting as an image-making which ciphers through 
infiltrated imagery, the type of image-making which shapes the un-curated gallery of our pockets, devising 
inspiration from a continuous archive of pictures made available through the scrolling of mobile screens to make 
myself up as a subject, using the visual phenomena of smartphone photography to learn and relearn what painting 
means. 
  
  
  
  I both acknowledge and subvert traditional imprimatura and brunalle underpainting techniques in this series. I 
transgress the classical through deliberate modelling of unfamiliar vantage points; discerning ways in which ‘order’ 
becomes a simultaneous presence of multiple diverse orders - subsequently challenging the veracity of a viewer’s 
own stability through pictorial representations, considering how long it takes to post a picture of the self, and how 
the length of time differs to paint a self-portrait. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 390 

 
  



Artist ID: 390 
Artwork 2 Title: F.Gillbanks, Macro-cosmic Life Series 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 185 x 85 x 5 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: oil paint on stretched canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The figures in my life-size series I paint to interact with their interiors, exerting themselves 
across abstract patterns, and flat planes of colour. These subjects; people I know in the environments they reside, 
combine elements of subtext and fantasy, enabling a dramaturgical invention of self and other. F.Gillbanks, is one 
example of a much larger true-to-life-size scale series of paintings.  
  
  
  
 My reversal of the established relationship between painting and photography enables me to render micro and 
macrocosmic perspectives, situating a figure’s power through the disorientation of pictorial imaginaries. Akin to 
Lucian Freud’s Interior at Paddington (1951), where traditional modes of seeing become a disrupted kind of realism. 
This is reflected in the way I obscure physical perspectives, this painting is an example of a viewing from above. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 390 
Artwork 3 Title: Pedestrians Crossing 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100 x 120 x 4 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil paint on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Taking acclaimed inspiration from Gerhard Richter's photo-paintings this figurative painting 
uses the visual strategy of blurring to capture these particulars figures movement. The lack of focus could arguably 
be the capturing of the people from a smartphone- not wanting to be caught, or an accidental photograph.  
  
  
  
 There is also a reinforcement of the blurring to the relation of mundane everyday rituals. The anonymous people on 
the pedestrian crossing become the representation of someone else's every day. The candid painting depicts a 
distancing- which is also reinforced by the monochromatic sepia colour scheme, which comes to reference an older 
age than the one it is depicting. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 399 
 
Artist Name: Kazuki Nishinaga 
Website: http://kazuki-nishinaga.jimdo.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/k.nishinaga/?hl=ja 
 
Artist Statement: I work mainly in the field of Sculpture, using approaches that include traditional carving and 
machine making. For me, Sculpture is like Science or Philosophy: it provides a means of understanding the world 
around us.  
  
 I’m particularly interested in the limitation of human understanding. My work comes from the friction between 
human perspective and outside logic, in relation to John Keats idea of “negative capability.â€• It’s an ability to 
accept uncertainty or unknowableness without applying preconceived notion and known logic. My series of machine 
works explore this idea.  
  
  
  
 “Machinesâ€• are symbolic objects with a human perspective. Sculpting Machine (2017) creates a sculpture by 
tracing a sample object, but it is hard to visually associate the original and the output. Erosion Machine (2018) is 
designed to demonstrate the act of erosion, but its timescale is too slow for the human eye. These works, however, 
contain both human and non-human logic. They are precisely made and designed for the sake of use, but the 
operator can never obtain any benefit. 
  
  
  
 Ultimately my practice is based in the act of handcrafting. It is essential because it makes me sensitive to the 
resistance of materials. Enhancing skill is quite similar to accumulating knowledge. It is possible to make an effort to 
create an ideal form but never reach the perfect as long as using materials. Hands are organs to realise the will to 
control the shape, but also, they are the sensors to feel stubborn resistance. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 399 
Artwork 1 Title: Paper Crawler 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80X106X38 
Artwork 1 Medium: mixed-media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Paper Crawler is equipment to observe the surface of the paper. It has a lens which slides 
over the paper, and the observer will experience as if one looking down landscape from the sky. As the lens has an 
only single focus, some high and low points of the crumpled paper are blurred, which not only creates illusional 
experience but also emphasises a limitation of looking. Each position of a clamp which holds the corner of the sheet 
is manipulatable minutely to create folds, but actually, it has no repeatability of the shape. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 399 
Artwork 2 Title: Asteroid 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30X30X50 
Artwork 2 Medium: limewood, chain 
Artwork 2 Commentary: I made this work because I was fascinated by the dynamic transformation which happens 
when something is turned into a sculpture. In an actual gun and smoke, the cannon is a massive chunk of heavy iron; 
then the smoke is an untouchable fluid existence in the air. On the contrary, in sculpture, the former is a tiny, fragile 
part of the piece, whereas the smoke is a big chunk of wood with a sense of mass. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 399 
Artwork 3 Title: Erosion Machine 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 80X42X36 
Artwork 3 Medium: mixed-media 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The function of the machine is to simulate the erosive action by dripping liquid on 
specimens at a constant interval. With a combination of liquid, specimen and rate, the operator can compose a 
variety of situations. As erosion is an extremely slow phenomenon, which happens on a geological time scale, in 
most cases it is impossible to observe changes in real-time. However, the visual limitations of the experiment are 
supplemented by the viewer’s imagination. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 400 
 
Artist Name: Delfina Michela Giannattasio 
Website: www.delfinagiannattasio.com 
IG: @delfina_artist 
 
Artist Statement: Presenting a world that speaks of perception, light and matter, the Italian artist Delfina 
Giannattasio explores the tactile materiality of painting. Even though her style displays the influence of a variety of 
painters-from J.M.W Turner to the Impressionists, Giannattasio revisits such legacy through the lens of abstraction.  
  
  
  
  Giannattasio’s sensitivity to the dimension of space dates back to her formation as an architect. As an artist, she 
breaks the rules, transforming the physical reality into an emotional one. Yet the materiality of her works-acrylics, 
sand and layers of gold, amongst others-represents an ever-present reminder that the inner space within us must be 
in constant balance with the outer world. This bond with nature and the natural environment goes back to her life 
experiences in the family nursery, where she has her studio.  
  
  
  
  Giannattasio has explored a wide range of media, including watercolour, oil and acrylic painting on canvas, paper 
and other materials, drawing, ceramics and photography. The genres span from animal portraiture and nudes to 
abstract landscapes.  
  
  
  
   
  
  
  
  Delfina Giannattasio lives and works in London, UK and Rome, Italy. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 400 
Artwork 1 Title: Moving Forest #02 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 90x260x1.5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and Sand on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Giannattasio’s approach to abstraction maintains a tension between the real and the 
imagined, the lived and the known, and a working process that allows for accident and incident to define when a 
work is not so much finished as complete. This is particularly evident in the way she exploits the materials used: a 
diluted use of acrylics, with the impact this has on colour and saturation, to the sudden interruption of a radically 
other and earthen materiality that quotes as much from the built environment as the earth itself. This is especially 
true in Moving Forest # 02. 
  
 The materiality of her works-acrylics and sand amongst others-represents an ever-present reminder that the inner 
space within us must be in constant balance with the outer world. 
  
 Is it us moving or the forest? 
  
 Painting an instant of light as a modernist impressionist vision is recurrent in her practice. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 



Artist ID: 400 
Artwork 2 Title: 4x4 Skies 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 160x160x3.5 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic and Sand on Canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The 16-panel grid titled 4x4 Skies (2019) draws on her wider work to at once launch a 
modernist exploration of the grid, something that underpins the development of three-point perspective in the 
Renaissance, while fundamentally grounding this piece in a conceptual realm. Paintings are generally made on a 
wall, easel or the floor. These positions tend to reproduce the view of the maker for a viewer. In these depictions of 
sky structured as a grid, this logic is interrupted in a work where verticality and horizontality merge and co-exists in 
one view repeated across sixteen moments. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 400 
Artwork 3 Title: Dusk London 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100x100x1.5 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic and Sand on Canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Over the past five years, Delfina Giannattasio has travelled between her main residence in 
London, her family home in Rome and then a found retreat within the maritime landscape of Argentario. These are 
the locations embedded in her latest series of paintings. The sky and weather, the sea with its reflections of light as 
well as the architectural landscape of the cities she encounters, shape and define her work and inform her practice 
of painting. Memory and the passage of time is a significant area of focus in these works. Here, Giannattasio explores 
how light, colour, the organisation of space and materiality act as triggers to call up the familiar, the known, the lived 
in both time and place. For example, Dusk London (2018) re-produces a sense of the nostalgia one might feel during 
a rainy day in London for other climes and places and gives birth to a new colour 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 403 
 
Artist Name: Cherish Marshall 
Website: www.cherishmarshall.org 
IG: @cherishmemarshall 
 
Artist Statement: Cherish's work delves into the darker side of human experience. We are trapped in conscious 
awareness, which inflicts upon us the understanding of our own suffering with painful clarity.  
  
 It is this understanding and the joyless moments that mould us into the person we become and lead us down paths 
we never dreamt we would follow. Cherish's work offers a space for these subjects to transform from the quiet 
pondering in the abyss of our minds and into poignant and somber conversation.  
  
 The work draws heavily upon text, Cherish uses statements from herself or others to forcefully Feed the narrative 
she wants to tell. The text is situated on objects that Either sits in harmony or unsettle contradicts. Between the text 
and the object, the work are sculptural pieces that are commanding for you to read it.  
  
 In 2018, Cherish's work was exhibited in The Freud Museum. Inspired by Freud's claim that "if its not one thing, it's 
your mother" she created an honest and striking piece, illustrating the declining relationship between herself and 
her own mother. This piece opened a dialogue and those who viewed it begun to open up about their own 
experiences, hopeful that they were are no alone in their whirlwind of traumatic turmoil. Cherish recognised the 
power of this kind of work can have. As a result, Cherish's work has struck a balance between revealing a personal 
side and a detached approach that allows the audience to put their own reality to it. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 403 
Artwork 1 Title: What type of Mother could I be? 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 88 x 125 x 66 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: These dolls reflect the social stigma and personal questions one gets when having an 
abortion. The title of the work drawing from the moral disagreement that a mother might have within themselves 
even if they feel that they are doing the best thing for the child and their own health. In a global society that fights 
on policy over women’s health, and being left to feel guilty by multiple points of view, should they be if they were 
doing the best for the potential life of their child?  
  
 The white silk is to show the purity of the child/ the ghostly essence that these children will never live. Mixed with 
the short statements to hint that these mothers done what they thought was best to suit for that moment.  
  
 This work isn’t trying to be pro-life or pro-choice, it’s to show the complications a mother can face when given the 
news of being pregnant and that this choice isn’t as simple as people may think. Each case has its own story, one rule 
doesn't fit for all. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 403 
Artwork 2 Title: No Matter How hard I work 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 130 x 175 
Artwork 2 Medium: Embroidered Martial Arts Belt & Belts 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Being a Black Belt in Karate is great achievements to anyone showing hard work and 
discipline of this sport. With this in mind, the audacity of a male saying to me that “You’ll still never be as good as a 
Blokeâ€• tries to undermines my own accomplishment. This micro aggression is still apparent in current sport with 
women, as shown the media with Serena Williams and Tayla Harris. As the actions these women done have been 
questioned and sexualise, unlike the 100’s of men doing the same thing in sport. Whilst women are not as 
suppressed as women used to be, I worry that no matter how hard women work they will never be taken as 
seriously as their male counterparts within sport.  
  
 Juxtaposing the stereotypical of the ‘Male’ martial arts belt with the ‘Female’ embroidery we question the idea of 
what is Masculine and Feminine and can both of these sits in harmony. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 403 
Artwork 3 Title: Empty Promises 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 11 x 26 x 17 
Artwork 3 Medium: Carpeted Bottles and Engraved Glass 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Addiction is a spiteful illness that destroys the person and the people around it. What can 
be most scaring is the promises that are made from the person in that addiction, what are later broken. A phase that 
stands out, and what I've heard commonly said is “I can stop anytime I wantâ€•.  
  
 The carpet that covers the bottle is simliar to one you may find in a weatherspoons pub, that also links the font that 
the weatherspoon brand uses. There tends to be a weatherspoon in whatever county to go in, in the UK, it 
recognable.  
  
  
  
 (More bottles can be added to this piece) 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 404 
 
Artist Name: Diana Savostaite 
Website: http://www.dianasavostaiteart.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/dianasavostaite/ 
 
Artist Statement: I use oil painting as my primary medium and build large, irregular shaped canvases for my 
paintings. Through using my painting as my own authentic language, I look to resonate and communicate with 
others.  
  
  
  
 My painting process starts with a cup of coffee, preparation of space and squeezing lots of paint onto the pallet. 
Reviewing sketches, I visualize and build the picture of the artwork in my mind, and only then I am ready to paint. I 
love rich, deep colours and expressive movements of the brush. I begin an artwork by drawing the main shapes, then 
build up layers of paint, add lots of details or wipe off the paint from some areas, and over-paint again - and so on 
and onâ€¦ until it feels right. Often my artwork looks completely different from the first version of it. 
  
  
  
 The subjects are chosen very intuitively and always dictated by the closest surroundings or life situations. In my 
current work, I am interested in conveying relation between body and mind. It all started from painting separate 
parts of the human body and organs such as heart, kidney or brain. It has been triggered because few of my family 
members have had heart and kidney problems. Later, the painting subject evolved into a human's figure combined 
with abstract shapes and brush marks. 
  
  
  
 I am interested in self-understanding through all the senses that we have. I want to picture human as a complete 
unity with its own body and everything else in this universe. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 404 
Artwork 1 Title: What I am made of - ll 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 204 x 242 x 2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil and silver leaf on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: In this painting I pictured a human as a complex unity with its own body, mind, nature and 
everything else in this universe. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 404 
Artwork 2 Title: What I am made of - l 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 130 x 82 x 2 
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed medium 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This painting explores human's body senses and meditative stage of mind. 
  
  
  
  It has been over-painted several times on an old painting of heart and other body parts. First layers were made in 
acrylic, pastel, household, oil, and then finished in oils. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 404 
Artwork 3 Title: Untitled 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 88 x 88 x 2 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil and acrylic on linen 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This artwork refers to an importance of heart in human's body. My aim was to visually 
emphasize a sense of beating heart or to express a passion for living. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 406 
 
Artist Name: Brian MacDonald 
Website:  
IG: @brivnmvc @brianphoto22 
 
Artist Statement: Brian MacDonald was born in Boston Massachusetts and grew up in both the city and the New 
  
 England countryside. His work is influenced by both these settings but also the restless nature of his 
  
 job. Photography came to Brian as he began to work with more and more professional 
  
 photographers with his band PVRIS. He learned to shoot both film and digital with photographers 
  
 such as Matty Vogel and Jordan Green before finding his own style and voice in the medium. 
  
 As a musician Brian is able to tour the globe, bringing with him his cameras to take out shooting 
  
 between shows and countries, often picking spots to visit along the way. He searches out the less 
  
 touristic side of the places he sees and focuses particularly on people in lonely settings within the 
  
 town and landscape; or within their own group. It’s a situation he empathises with as he travels 
  
 alone with his cameras. He is influenced by the work of filmmakers such as Sophia Coppola, the 
  
 painter Andrew Wyeth and contemporary photographer Elliot Lee Hazel. Brian has recently released 
  
 his first limited edition print, working alongside Jealous Gallery and Print Studio in London. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 406 
Artwork 1 Title: Seoul Silence 1 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 48 X 40 X 5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 406 
Artwork 2 Title: Seoul Silence 2 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 48 X 40 X 5 
Artwork 2 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 406 
Artwork 3 Title: Seoul Silence 3 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 48 X 40 X 5 
Artwork 3 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 408 
 
Artist Name: Max Gottlieb 
Website: maxgottliebarts.com 
IG: gottlieb.art 
 
Artist Statement: My work originates and revolves around my film practice.How images are made and received 
taking into account composition and colour.The coexistence of digital reference while being a physical painted 
acrylic medium.Looking at notions of physical made objects and film sets against their projection as flat screened 
images and received on multitudes of flat surfaces at any given location.Something that is integral to my work is also 
the notion of what 'looks good' as this is what im paid for and is there a general consensus or exploring what those 
rules are as much to manipulate and entertain as much as educate. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 408 
Artwork 1 Title: Gift Wrap 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 152x92 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 408 
Artwork 2 Title: Emojie love 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 152x92 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on Canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 408 
Artwork 3 Title: Sealed 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 92x92 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 411 
 
Artist Name: Farnoush Amini 
Website: www.farnoushaminiart.com 
IG: @aminifarnoush 
 
Artist Statement: The battle and tension between our beliefs and secret doubts has formed the main concept of my 
practice. By interweaving my personal history of culture, religion and politics I portray fragility and threat in order to 
create a feeling of fear and a sense of foreboding in the viewer. 
  
 I look beyond boundaries created by cultural, religious and political suppression. By referring to symbols or customs 
related to my culture and religion and by exploring the connection between organic and non-organic matter such as 
human hair, fabric, metal, feather, ice, sound or readymade objects, I create my own language of temporality or a 
presence of an action in my Installation or Performance Art. 
  
  
  
  Artists such as Doris Salcedo and Parvize Tanavoli have inspired me by the way they use material charged with 
significance and full of meaning to address political issues in an indirect way. By putting familiar everyday objects in 
an unfamiliar way, Salcedo creates her unique language of Time and Remembrance and the presence of the absents. 
  
  Tanavoli's Bronze sculptures on the other hand are a direct approach of using words or symbols in a philosophical 
way.  
  
  
  
 By questioning our beliefs, I want to show how ingrained these political and cultural beliefs are, even to a sceptic 
and how we may become blind followers of certain ideologies and behaviours which could result in injustice. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 411 
Artwork 1 Title: Revealed 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 55x75x85 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ice, woman nightgown & army stretcher 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/349019485 
  
  
  
 The art work here emphasizes impermanence of the present, the instability of life and temporality. By imbedding 
time I create the Archaeology of time, the past and the present with no future.  
  
  
  
 This work is influenced by Kurdish confilicts in north of Iran. The artist had come across a photo of a Kurdish woman 
who was killed and her body was dumped in a slaughter house over blocks of ice. 
  
 To show the disrespect and her exposure even after her death, a knotted female nightgown is hidden inside a 
cloudy ice block. The knot is a customary act in Iran when visiting holy shrines by tying a rag to the shrine whilst 
saying a pray (the knot is the dead end, an impasse). The melting ice is to show how life has been drained out of her 
body also the fragility and helplessness. The water which normally represents life, here is symbolising death. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 411 

 
  



Artist ID: 411 
Artwork 2 Title: Stoned 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: A display of 60x80x100 
Artwork 2 Medium: Human hair & clay 
Artwork 2 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/339197709 
  
  
  
 This performance is about women being stoned to death in some Muslim countries. This is a punishment for women 
who commit adultery. They get buried up to their shoulders inside the ground and get stoned until they die. This is 
considered a ceremony in some countries where children gather the stones. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 411 
Artwork 3 Title: Where the Sound Dies 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 300x250x300 
Artwork 3 Medium: Natural Rope, Fabric, Clothes Peg, Felt & Sound 
Artwork 3 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/372868519 
  
  
  
 This work has been influenced by Capital Punishment in Iran, which is amongst the largest sentencing numbers in 
the world. Public executions can happen in multiple numbers and in places such as town squares where often cranes 
mounted on trucks serve as makeshift gallows, or the top of buses are used whilst hung from bridges. The capital 
punishment is not limited to what is considered crime in most parts of the world but includes homosexuality, 
political dissidence, blasphemy and adultery for example. Juveniles are not exempt from this form of punishment. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 413 
 
Artist Name: Heui Tae Yoon 
Website: www.yoonheuitae.com 
IG: @yoonht 
 
Artist Statement: This body of work is machine civilization. It starts from that 'humans don't speak false in front of 
the search box'. Nowadays, we search, write and ask answers in the search box without even the slightest 
knowledge of everyday life, even personal deviations or criminal acts. This is very similar to the confession or prayer 
that mankind has practiced in religion, and I think this is possible because of the blind trust in the machine. 
  
 For example, when using the Internet, YouTube, or SNS, A.I analyzes our search lists and consumption patterns 
through big data, prioritizing things that individuals like and prioritizing them. This eventually leads me to a situation 
where I see, hear, and read only what people like me like, and this act narrows and isolates our vision and thinking. 
After all, the development of mechanical civilization seems to be creating a situation for human beings to lose their 
humanity. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 413 
Artwork 1 Title: Box, Box Cutter, and Trigger 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76 x 61 x 4 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on linen 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 413 
Artwork 2 Title: Keyboard Warrior #1 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 76 x 61 x 4 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on linen 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 413 
Artwork 3 Title: Keyboard Warrior #2 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 76 x 61 x 4 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on linen 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 415 
 
Artist Name: Bettina Trautenberger 
Website: https://www.bettinatrautenberger.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: â€žIn painting, there are no limits to creativity - and creativity is an important part in  
  
 my life. Fantasy, dreams and spontaneity can also be lived out and united in painting.  
  
 Already as a child and teenager I had a creative streak. I loved to try different things in the direction of art.  
  
 Whether it was an acting study for one year or later the completed training as a make-up artist and working as 
make-up artist, next to my job in marketing.  
  
 Whether I made up for weddings or for photo shootings, every face was also a canvas to me and always individual.  
  
 I started painting properly late, and over a few years I have acquired some knowledge myself.  
  
 But then I came across limits of techniques and knowledge.  
  
 Since 2017 I have been attending Painting - Academy in Stockerau in Lower Austria where I have now completed my 
diploma studies at Roswitha Eisenbock.  
  
 Here I got to know a variety of techniques and materials and Irealized that there are really no limits in painting and 
art.  
  
 I love to experiment and always try new ways to create art.  
  
 And in fact, art is ultimately created in the eye of the beholder. â€ž 
  
  
  
 â€žThe picture lives only through the man who is looking at it.“ (Pablo Picasso) 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 415 
Artwork 1 Title: What lies beneath 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 x 70 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oilpainting on Canvas; 2019 
Artwork 1 Commentary: You always have to look under the surface in life. 
  
 Sometimes you will get surprised what lies beneath and how different somebody or something is when you look 
closer. 
  
 Always look behind the facade ! 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 415 
Artwork 2 Title: The Face II 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100 x 70 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: acrylic, ink, structure paste on canvas; 2019 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The Face - as rough as life, but the beauty is always there and fascinates 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 415 
Artwork 3 Title: Eruption 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50 x 70 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: acrylic on canvas; 2019 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Eruption may occur anytime anywhere.  
  
 ItÂ´s part under the surface of the earth; - on the surface of the sun - and means life. 
  
 But we need to be alert not to produce eruptions or disorders in nature by ourselves. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 416 
 
Artist Name: Petra Jaenicke 
Website: p-jaenicke-foto.webnode.com 
IG: p.jaenicke.photo 
 
Artist Statement: Beth - Poethic Explorations 
  
  
  
 The series â€žBeth“ ist not a portrait of a single woman, but is an emerging lyrical archetype, guiding my exploration 
into the aesthetic echos of female poetry and strength in the context of art photographie. My quest is for an 
expression of emancipated femininity, with entails a strong and independent vibrancy as well as the courage to be 
vulnerable and emotional. Beth moves through the poetic landscapes of my surreal imagery, which tells of vitality, 
longings and the alchemy of magic and fantasies. She is daring, succeeds in all her endeavors, even flying, and has 
the prowess to command her visions and follow the language of her heart. "Beth" personifies a poetic utopia of 
sensual world experience, an all-encompassing state that unites emotions, body and spirit. It is important for me to 
invite the universal tenderness of the soul which longs to be lived and to be loved to emerge in my work. A physical 
and spiritual unity that goes hand in hand with intuitive sensual aspects of humanity and womanhood, which is 
unfortunately still suppressed in many ways in our culture and society. In this sense, these works are an expression 
of my struggle for a human identity which also nourishes the potential for social change. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 416 
Artwork 1 Title: Open and filles with signs 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x70 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: photoprint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The image belongs to the series "Beth" and is a digital merged photo in several layers. In 
this process surreal coloration and double exposures are essential tools used to address the simultaneity of the 
world and its individual interpretation. The photo tells a story about Beth as a person who personifies a poetic utopia 
of sensual world experience. In this way the image becomes visionary. It is not supposed to look nice, it is supposed 
to make you feel something. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 416 
Artwork 2 Title: Poethic exploration 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100x70 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: photoprint 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The image belongs to the series "Beth" and is a digital merged photo in several layers. In 
this process surreal coloration and double exposures are essential tools used to address the simultaneity of the 
world and its individual interpretation. The photo tells a story about Beth as a person who personifies a poetic utopia 
of sensual world experience. In this way the image becomes visionary. It is not supposed to look nice, it is supposed 
to make you feel something. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 416 
Artwork 3 Title: On a borrowed protection 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100x70 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: photoprint 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The image belongs to the series "Beth" and is a digital merged photo in several layers. In 
this process surreal coloration and double exposures are essential tools used to address the simultaneity of the 
world and its individual interpretation. The photo tells a story about Beth as a person who personifies a poetic utopia 
of sensual world experience. In this way the image becomes visionary. It is not supposed to look nice, it is supposed 
to make you feel something. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 417 
 
Artist Name: Gilly Combe 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Writers are advised to ‘write what they know’, and in the same vein I sculpt what I see; my children 
have become my focus. I am besotted with their ever changing forms. In my work I try to capture the simplicity and 
directness we lose as adults. For 13 years I was carer to two terminally ill relatives. Time restrictions during this 
period mostly prevented me from making life size sculptures. Working at a small scale and in plastalina gave me the 
flexibility to work sporadically for short periods without fear of the clay drying out. Now I have the time to commit to 
sculpting using terracotta. I love working in clay as it allows me intuitive expression and a more fluid vehicle to 
explore the kinetic freedom children have. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 417 
Artwork 1 Title: Tantrum 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 19.5 x 15.5 x 15.5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Bronze on oak base 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Sculpted in Plastalina. Cast in Bronze. 
  
  
  
 Additional images: 
  
  
  
 https://www.dropbox.com/sh/qht2xzed7564j24/AABSxEXmbhdC9RUWtiH-0AJpa?dl=0 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 417 
Artwork 2 Title: Into the Sea 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 13.5 x 12.5 x 6.5 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Bronze on oak base 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Sculpted in clay. Cast in Bronze. 
  
  
  
 Additional images: 
  
  
  
 https://www.dropbox.com/sh/3aqp9h7cib3y1d9/AAC0VjbQXCezLK-XxQirFoFOa?dl=0 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 417 
Artwork 3 Title: Seven Days 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 21.5 x 16 x 12 
Artwork 3 Medium: Bronze on oak base 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Sculpted in Plastalina. Cast in Bronze. 
  
  
  
 Additional images: 
  
  
  
 https://www.dropbox.com/sh/p9mdei5igww3llu/AAAtlzVpDIF2pgnDmv1lYDeda?dl=0 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 419 
 
Artist Name: Cynthia D'Souza 
Website:  
IG: @dsouzaprint 
 
Artist Statement: I am a contemporary abstract printmaker, fascinated by colour, texture and chance. Inspired by 
natural elements and urban environments, I use photography to capture fleeting moments, that become my starting 
point for compositions. Using both traditional and modern printmaking techniques, I work spontaneously to create 
painterly abstract layers, frequently focusing on elements such as sand, water, rubber, glass and the interplay of 
light. 
  
  
  
  
  
 The dominant theme of my work is the never-ending possibilities of colour relationships creating harmonies and 
tensions through compositional arrangement of textural surface and mark making. My creative practice is to 
embrace chance and the spontaneous random event to further positively inform and develop themes and motifs. 
Each series of work is a journey of discovery capitalising on those ‘happy accident’ moments where after working for 
days if not weeks on an etching plate, you risk everything on the final dip in the acid or on a screen print, with the 
last pull of the ink. The resulting images are small limited editions, where prints often have subtle variations.  
  
  
  
  
  
 Recently, I have ventured into using laser printing technology, this has opened up a different approach to capture 
line and gesture. New technology and materials have presented experimental opportunities to combine traditional 
notions of printmaking in a 3D form. Being able to see the possibilities of translating a 2D image into something 
more touchable has been an exciting adventure in taking my work forward into a different artistic sphere. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 419 
Artwork 1 Title: Sand Box 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 45 (h) x 56 (w) x 31.5 (d) cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Laser etched acrylic 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Sand Box is part of a trilogy, where I am investigating visual parallels with the elements 
of water, sand and light. 
  
  
  
 For this piece I was inspired by the rippling sand of Praslin Island. My aim being to use contemporary laser printing 
techniques to re-interpret photographic images into a 3D lightbox structure. Utilising Adobe and illustrator software, 
I initially manipulated one of my photographs in the series, by highly pixilating and then separating the image with to 
create textured layers with differing qualities line that appeared to deconstruct the image and reduce the image to 
intricate grains of sand. After using a laser to etch the surface of eight acrylic plates, I carefully selected areas where I 
hand-coloured parts of each plate using a limited pallet of black, white and sliver etching ink to the incisions of the 
differing depths and thicknesses of the etched lines.  
  
  
  
 Although emanating from a hard-edged graphic pixilated image, the building and lighting of the layers, allowed the 
emergence of a delicate organic cell like 3D web-like structure that has been captured in a box that is balanced for 
scrutiny on two simple castellated rectangles of acrylic. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 419 

 
  



Artist ID: 419 
Artwork 2 Title: Fountain Strata II 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 90 x 42 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Mono silkscreenprint 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Stencil 
  
 Mono silkscreen with paper stencil 
  
 1/4 edition  
  
  
  
 Having taken detailed photographs of a contemporary concrete and steel water fountain, I created three screen 
prints focused on the splash patterns of the water droplets on the concrete rim and wall. For this particular print, I 
used an open screen process, paper stencils and talcum powder to act as a screen block. I translated the round and 
soft shapes of the splashes were converted into paper cut angular shapes rhomboids or squares and off cut strips of 
paper. The composition directly reflected the proportions of the ‘strata’ areas I recorded in my photographs. 
  
  
  
 I experimented using thin glazes of cyan, magenta and yellow screen printing ink to create the layers of secondary 
and tertiary colours. My aim was to use a limited range of materials and push how far I could reinterpret the 
complexity of the patterns and textures of the fountain photos. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



Artist ID: 419 

 
  



Artist ID: 419 
Artwork 3 Title: Boxing Water 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 20 x 40.5 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: 2 colour plate open bite etching with aquatint 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Intaglio  
  
 2 colour plate open bite etching with aquatint 
  
 1/6 edition 
  
  
  
  
  
 The inspiration for ‘Boxing Water’ originates from my long held fascination with the new urban environments that 
have sprung up around Canary Wharf and Paddington Basin, where the architects have used steel and glass and 
importantly incorporated water either as a feature or as an integral part of their urban regeneration plan. This 2 
plate etching is based on the fountain in Cabot Square where the fierce flow of swirling water is mesmerising.  
  
  
  
 I had this notion of trying to capture and box the unpredictable flow using chance but also using a process that often 
uses control. I decided to use aquatint and marbling with stop out varnish and gradually masked off areas with 
plastic. Over a period of a week, using random times to leave the plates in the acid they were bitten to various 
degrees. No intermediate proofs were taken the results were only revealed at the final stage of printing, therefore 
leaving the final print to chance. I used the motif of box’s to either capture the water or be buffeted around by the 
force of the current. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 419 



Artist ID: 420 
 
Artist Name: Alexandra Gromova 
Website: www.alexandragromova.co.uk 
IG: @alexandragromovaartist 
 
Artist Statement: I am a female multi-disciplinary artist based in London. I work across painting, drawing, writing, 
embroidery and textile. My current practice is concerned with exploring femininity and the intangible female mental 
realm, especially emotional misbalance, which is borrowed from my personal experience, dreams and memories. My 
artworks examine the relationship between the female body and its emotional experience (presenting its physicality 
and dynamics). To achieve this, I use my unconscious drawings and consciously recreated, deconstructed female 
bodies. At the moment, I am mostly focused on creating works on raw canvas, mixing drawing, painting, embroidery, 
painted fabric and extracts from my poems. I am also focused on the physical representation of trauma and its 
connection with the female body, applying art therapy into my practice.  
  
  
  
 Art for me is a therapeutic process and most of my poetry and drawings are coming from my unconscious and I try 
to interpret them when they already have their physical representation. Then I start to combine them in order to 
create my story. My works are self-portraits of my mental experience. This year I am doing a Foundation course in 
Art Psychotherapy to develop my practice and investigations. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 420 
Artwork 1 Title: Can you feel my absence? 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 26x36x0.2 
Artwork 1 Medium: painted textile, embroidery, watercolour pencil, gouache, acrylic on raw canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work explores femininity and the emotional female mental realm. I used embroidery, 
painted textile and recreated female bodies to investigate the traumatic mental experience and imbalance. I 
experimented with adding a different layer of fabric to create an effect of absence or half-presence. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 420 
Artwork 2 Title: My body is my presence. My body is my emptiness. 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60x36x0.2 
Artwork 2 Medium: embroidery, painted textile, acrylic, watercolour pencil, gouache, on raw canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This artwork explores femininity by experimenting with embroidery, poetry, sewing and 
painted textile. It examines the relationship between the female body and its emotional experience (presenting the 
duality of an emotional state). For this work I used deconstructed female shapes with added unconscious drawings 
on painted textile. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 420 
Artwork 3 Title: Sharing my balance. Sharing my duality 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 60x38x0.2 
Artwork 3 Medium: sewing, embroidery, painted textile, thread, acrylic, watercolour pencil, gouache on raw canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This artwork explores femininity by experimenting with embroidery, poetry, sewing and 
painted textile. It examines the relationship between the female body and its emotional experience (presenting 
duality of an emotional state). For this work I used recreated female forms, my unconscious drawings and a collage 
of painted fabric, threads and sewing. Embroidery and textile represent femininity for me. Also, being absorbed in 
this process I visualize my emotional experience through a therapeutic process. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 421 
 
Artist Name: Barbara Issahary 
Website: https://www.barbaraisart.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/barbaraissahary/?hl=en 
 
Artist Statement: I have been painting for 35 years and my work includes both traditional and expressive elements. 
To some degree, all painters contend with those who came before them and my own personal dialogue is with the 
History of Art itself. Both classic and contemporary art are inspirational, Lucian Freud is as relevant, as Corot or 
Velazquez. With each brush stroke I apply, I am aware of how a similar stroke has appeared over the centuries. 
  
 Much of art today deals with identity and belonging. I was born in South Africa to a German mother who spent her 
childhood escaping the Nazis, thus she instilled in me a sense of rootlessness. At 15, I moved alone to England, then 
France and later Israel. I have never felt a sense of identity, which is passed on from generation to generation. Both 
my daughters feel they don’t belong, it is both a blessing and a curse. 
  
 Painting is the ability to be transported in time and space, to travel without leaving the studio. I am a romantic 
painter in the sense that my work embraces key elements common to romantic artist; subjectivity, creativity, a sense 
of history and an awareness of Times’s briefness (Vanitas).  
  
 For many years I have painted the human form, not in search of aesthetics, but rather to take on the role of 
observer. Recently I have begun working on series depicting the sea, thereby adding an additional element of the 
romantic artist; â€• the forces of nature. “ 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 421 
Artwork 1 Title: Portrait I ,2018 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50cm x 40cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: For me all portraits are “Vanitasâ€• paintings, symbolic works of art depicting the briefness 
of life and the inevitability of death.  
  
 This portrait of a girl/ woman, is life-size. I began by working from life but it evolved over time taking on a life of its 
own. I am less interested in depicting personal “likenessâ€•, but rather in creating an atmosphere. The image is 
slightly blurred to suggest movement, like a living, breathing human being.  
  
 The painting surface is important to me, I like it to be rough and tactile, like a living organism, something often lost 
in the digital age where art is viewed on a screen. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 421 
Artwork 2 Title: Approaching Port, 2018 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 70cm x 100cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The sea has always been a part of my life; I grew up in Cape Town near a wild and stormy 
sea and live today on the Mediterranean, which is calmer. My husband is a ship captain who sailed for 25 years in 
the merchant marine and sometimes I accompanied him. Today we often sail the Aegean Sea where Meltemi winds 
can blow fiercely for days on end.  
  
 These experiences allow me to use colors, shapes and forms drawn from experience and imagination. It opens a 
view of the world which is often dark, brooding and fantastic. 
  
 For me a boat moving over the water is a metaphor for my artist studio, a self-contained cell which is part of its 
environment, yet remains removed from it. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 421 
Artwork 3 Title: Portrait of a Man, 2019 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 38cm x 35cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on paper 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This fairly small, intimate portrait was initially painted from a photograph although like all 
my work, it evolved into someone completely different. As my portraits evolve, they take on a life of their own and I 
feel I am “playing Godâ€•, creating a human being with his/her own personality and identity. The outcome of this 
evolution always comes as a complete surprise to me.  
  
 In this instance, the man’s stare is intense and serious, he lives in his own world, not really relating to the artist or 
the viewer. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 422 
 
Artist Name: Swee Fen Wong 
Website:  
IG: http://www.instagram.com/sweefenwong 
 
Artist Statement: Working with overlays of cloth debris to achieve life-like portrayals of nature is my passion and 
specialty. I graduated in 1997 with an Applied Art Degree from the Fu Jen Catholic University and has been 
conducting art classes for students aged 4-12 for 18 years. 
  
 My students are regular winners in some international exhibition for the past 16 years. 
  
  My artwork also won the award of Semi-Honorable Mention of Art Olympia International Open Art Competition 
2019 in Tokyo, Japan 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 422 
Artwork 1 Title: Life Cycle 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 43cm x 59.5cm x 0.3cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: cloth debris 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece depicts nature keeps moving forward in the life cycle. Once every year it sears 
and grows. 
  
 The combination of various colour cloth debris brings out the growth and withering of grass. 
  
  
  
 https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=3080981991930733&id=100000568869021 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 422 
Artwork 2 Title: Meditation 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 43.5cm x 34.5cm x 0.3cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: cloth debris 
Artwork 2 Commentary: I think, therefore I am; Everyone needs to calm down and reflect. 
  
  
  
 https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=3080981991930733&id=100000568869021 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 422 
Artwork 3 Title: Time Traveler 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50.5cm x 36.3cm x 0.3cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: cloth debris 
Artwork 3 Commentary: As time goes by, as years pass, all of us are time traveler. 
  
  
  
 https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=3080981991930733&id=100000568869021 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 424 
 
Artist Name: David Chaney 
Website: davidchaney.co.uk 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Throughout my career I have been fascinated by everyday life - the forms, colours and dramas 
through which we make our shared world recognisable and meaningful. The practice of making pictures provides an 
unrivalled opportunity to reflect upon how we see the world around us - in seeing what we take for granted we 
might be able to see it again as if for the first time. I begin with local experience, which is for me the streets, 
buildings, parks and people of Newcastle upon Tyne, but I also explore the world beyond the city. The varied 
landscapes of Northumberland provide a rich resource for my work.  
  
 Most of my work uses oil paint on canvas, although I also use pastel, charcoal and graphite in drawing. I begin with 
everyday life, often using photos as aides-memoires. However, my aim is not to copy or faithfully reproduce such 
images. Instead, I try to disrupt the surface of appearance, sometimes by literally adding extraneous elements to 
that surface. I aim for a vitality and disorderliness in representation that is both faithful to the experience of seeing 
and subversive of conventional orders of representation. I want to de-stabilize such conventions as a single 
synthesizing perspective in order to make the representation uncertain and exploratory. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 424 
Artwork 1 Title: Poppies 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 64 x 82 x 1 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on linen 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 424 
Artwork 2 Title: Aloe Vera 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 65 x 60 x 1 
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on hand made paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 424 
Artwork 3 Title: Budle Bay, morning light 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 86 x 55 x 1 
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on linen 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 425 
 
Artist Name: Chris van Weidmann 
Website: www.chrisvanweidmann.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/chrisvanweidmann 
 
Artist Statement: I began learning calligraphy at the age of ten. I immediately fell in love with the feeling of artistic 
craftsmanship, the brush strokes, the majestic architecture and, most of all, what can be created with the power of 
words through calligraphy art. 
  
  
  
 When I was given my first calligraphy book, I discovered the diverse font selection from which one can choose to 
portray the same letter in so many distinct ways, and that, if illustrated correctly, everyone could read these 
remarkable typefaces. I was fascinated by this, and it is this enchantment that drives my passion for practising these 
individual styles.  
  
  
  
 I've discovered my own techniques along the way, where I've pushed the limits of words to create a compelling 
message within my images. With my artwork, the story unfolds only when you are submerged within the piece. 
  
  
  
 It is crucial for me to work with topics everyone knows - themes that are easy to understand: human values, stories 
about life, or thematics that are self-evident. It is fundamental that my creations broach noteworthy subjects that 
are uniquely deserving of our appreciation. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 425 
Artwork 1 Title: feather of closeness 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80 x 60 x 4 
Artwork 1 Medium: ink on paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Of course, we all know moments of loneliness or even fear, which in most cases leads to 
being constantly on the search. In search of security, of a "suitable" society for oneself and the pursuit of 
understanding and trust. 
  
 But while we are searching, we often overlook what is going on around us, moments that we are given, and people 
who may also be searching like you!?! Stop searching, look around, discover new paths and approach each other ... 
and you will be given new life moments.â€¼ï¸• A topic I wrote in this artwork. The filigree feather symbolic of us 
humans, the strong hand symbolic of life.  
  
 It is the interplay of us, the respect, the trust and the understanding that makes up our life that should connects us 
in this world. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 425 
Artwork 2 Title: Das Wunder 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50x60x4 
Artwork 2 Medium: ink on paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This artwork includes a story about a little boy eagerly awaiting a miracle for his sister. After 
a conversation with a lady, it actually happened ... his miracle happened! But was not the encounter with this 
strange woman the miracle? 
  
  
  
 A very nice short story that touches and shows us that it pays to be there for each other and never give up your 
hope! 
  
  
  
 The image I chose for this artwork shows the sister: filled with gratitude, happiness and new attitude to life! 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 425 
Artwork 3 Title: Egon 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 84,1x59,4x1 
Artwork 3 Medium: ink on paper 
Artwork 3 Commentary: That is Egon. 
  
 Egon loves to watch us humans. He has already noticed a lot and has to shake his head again and again because of 
our actions, our constant search for satisfaction and happiness. In this work, he tells us a story and hopes that we 
will think about it and realize how simple our life could be. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 429 
 
Artist Name: Beryl Jazvic 
Website: beryljazvic.com 
IG: beryljazvic 
 
Artist Statement: Artist Statement 
  
 I have always had a love for the arts, and portrait painting, painting of people and scenes of the majestic outdoors, 
has become a focus of mine. I often paint with acrylics in winter and oils in summer. My family and friends are part 
of my journey and my inspirations because they are often the subject of my work. 
  
 As a small child, I grew up on the Islands of the Bahamas, so I have a great affinity for Beaches, nautical life, and how 
it is reflected in the faces of people. In my paintings, my imagery, use of texture and pattern, are intended to give 
the viewers a sensational experience, while the eyes give the viewer an entry to the soul. In my water-scapes, I 
portray flowing movement, creating patterns and textures, imparting a soothing tone. I utilize soft patterns and 
texture in my work, to create paintings within paintings and convey a true love for the elements involved. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 429 
Artwork 1 Title: The DREAMers 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 182.88 x 121.92 x 2.54 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil 
Artwork 1 Commentary: My work is mostly a series of paintings of people. I concentrate on the eyes as a form of 
communication and setting the stage for the entire painting. There is always some form of texture whether it may be 
soft or rough in my paintings. This piece is called the DREAMers. Who are the DREAMers and where did they come 
from and where are their homes? The Dreamers are the undocumented immigrants who entered the U.S. before 
their 18th birthday. Most DREAMers are believed to come from Mexican and are found in states with large 
unauthorized populations, like California and Texas. Everyone should have a place to call home and usually that 
place is where you grew up and not necessary where you were born. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 429 
Artwork 2 Title: The Golden Jacket 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 121.92 x 91.44 x 1.27 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil 
Artwork 2 Commentary: If this young man eyes in the painting could talk, I would love for the views to hear the 
words. There is a special relationship between him and the coat and it was a very cold day. The rough texture on the 
jacket,the smooth texture in the background and the serious facial expression was well intended. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 429 
Artwork 3 Title: The Rastafarian 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 121.92 x 91.44 x 1.27 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil 
Artwork 3 Commentary: There was a happy, calm, peaceful expression compelling me to paint this portrait of this 
Rastafarian. The rough hair texture, the smooth and youthful skin, but yet aged and worn out eyes was 
communicating in more ways than one. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 430 
 
Artist Name: Jill Iliffe 
Website: www.jilliliffeart.co.uk 
IG: jill_iliffe_art 
 
Artist Statement: Women are used to being looked at and I want us to be seen. I have been meeting with women 
and creating their portraits without them being commissioned, they all have a story and a passion. The look of the 
painting and how they want to be seen is discussed with them prior to me starting. The backgrounds are plain 
because I don’t want the eye to be distracted. One example that I have submitted is a self portrait, so I include 
myself in this. 
  
  
  
 I have also created a series of paintings based on young girls and how they present themselves with braided hair. 
These are not presented as they are drawn, not painted, but they are pertinent as they show young women, often 
without much money who take great care of their presentation to the world. If I see them in the street I ask them if I 
can photograph them and draw their hair, I then create drawings with text, which tells the story of our meeting. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 430 
Artwork 1 Title: Self Portrait 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 36 x 46 x 3 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Showing myself, looking at myself. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 430 
Artwork 2 Title: Faye: Clapham Junction 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 53 x 42 x 3 
Artwork 2 Medium: graphite, gouache, digital text 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Interested in how people present themselves to the world and the fashion that is 
understood as being fashionable, but never seen in magazines or even social media, I kept seeing girls with really 
complicated plaited hair in South London and started drawing them. This girl had less complicated hair, but she had 
her very little boy with her who was very lively and bouncy. I was impressed by how fashionable and well presented 
she was - it was obviously important to her. I asked if I could photograph her hair and she agreed, whilst her little 
boy jumped about happily on the train seats. It documents a moment of connection. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 430 
Artwork 3 Title: Evelyn 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 60 x 49 x 3 
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Evelyn is 80 and she was a footballer in the 1950s, playing for the mill that she worked in. I 
met her and talked to her. She envied the women players of today because she would have like to play 
professionally. She is proud that her matches were taken seriously and had good crowds. I painted her with a 
photograph of her in team. I never saw the photograph except in a Youtube clip, so superimposed it - paintings can 
be more real than real life. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 431 
 
Artist Name: Maia Maiakovska 
Website: maiakovska.com 
IG: @maiakovska_art 
 
Artist Statement: I want to celebrate the real face of Human nature through my art - especially its vain and absurd 
pursuits which I find both fascinating and endearing.  
  
  
  
 We live in a time where young adults -Millennials- are feeling more unhappy than any other generation. The aim of 
my work is to relieve my anxious, very serious and guilt-ridden generation, who does not hesitate to self-flagellate 
whenever we have an occasion to do so, whether it is over (real or imagined) inequalities or over a seagull chocking 
on a plastic straw.  
  
  
  
 The message I would like to convey through my art is to stop taking everything so seriously, embrace your natural 
instincts, enjoy the beauty of our flaws and be proud to be Human again. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 431 
Artwork 1 Title: Horizontal Ascension 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 75x100x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The world's oldest mutual arrangement 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 431 
Artwork 2 Title: Full English Breakfast 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 75x60x2 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic 
Artwork 2 Commentary: "Cocaine in London sewers at highest level in Europe"; "Cocaine use in Britain has more 
than doubled in five years, analysis of waste water reveals"; "Eels in Thames 'left hyperactive due to high levels of 
cocaine in water'" - these headlines and the fact that London is generally recognised as "Europe's cocaine capital" 
have inspired this painting. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 431 
Artwork 3 Title: Summer Reverie 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 75x100x2 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic 
Artwork 3 Commentary: I have a small collection of romance comic books from the 40s to the 70s and was always 
fascinated by the very expressive and over dramatic female characters - this one is directly inspired from this genre. 
  
  
  
 With this painting I am revisiting a classic (the nostalgic, daydreaming girl in love) by making it more brutal whilst 
still trying to maintain the original beauty and essence of the subject. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 432 
 
Artist Name: Natalie Schwarz 
Website: www.natalie-schwarz.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/natalie_schwarz_art/ 
 
Artist Statement: As a 'beauty lover' Natalie is enthusiastic about rediscovering creativity in different ways. In 
addition to abstract and realistic painting with acrylic and mixed media, the accompanying poetry writing has also 
become her passion. Her fascination with colours and their inexhaustible combination possibilities are reflected in 
the diversity of her works of art. Since Natalie combines painting with freedom, she does not only take a certain 
direction, but likes to try out different techniques and styles. It is important to her to let herself be guided by the 
Spirit of God, who for her is the source of all beauty. 
  
  
  
 Inspired by verses, visions and dreams, or feelings of her fellow human beings, she captures them through color 
expressed on canvas. Natalie describes her painting process as:  
  
   
  
 "Healing of my own soul, liberation from convention and limitation and in its final product as healing and liberation 
of other souls." 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 432 
Artwork 1 Title: Evolvement 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 108x130x3cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylics and Mixed Media on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Human process of evolvement from the actual state to a more adult, a stronger version of 
oneself. The coucon of a caterpillar is resembled here with aluminium foil, silver symbolizing difficult phases in life 
when overcoming makes us strong and releases something new, e.g. the ability to fly. It is a process of 
transformation. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 432 
Artwork 2 Title: From Glory to Glory 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylics on Canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A Colibri is the smallest bird there is and still, it achieves so much. No matter how small you 
are or feel, you can do tremendous things with the right attitude. And as the copper changes to gold in the 
background, we will go from Glory to higher glory. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 432 
Artwork 3 Title: Dawn of Hope 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100x100cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylics on Canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Green as the color of hope dominates this painting, only revealing one special part, the pink 
section. It resembles a precious human life that is surrounded by hope. No matter at what stage or situation in life 
the observer is right now, by looking at the painting I want him or her to realize their worth and no matter what, 
there is always hope for the future. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 434 
 
Artist Name: Ana Teles 
Website: anateles.com 
IG: instagram.com/ana_ct_teles/ 
 
Artist Statement: Ana Teles is an artist working mainly with painting, drawing and photography. She often 
appropriates works of other artists, which are then deconstructed by hand-copying, photo-copying, replicating or 
adding other humorous features as a means to provoke and destabilise their artistic and intellectual authority. 
  
  
  
 Teles is currently undertaking a PhD at Chelsea College of Arts, which involves copying the work of other artists as a 
strategy to initiate a dialogue that considers how artists accept the copy in their practice and expose their 
relationship to concepts of artistic identity and authenticity. At this stage of the research, Teles has selected three 
artists as her subjects to copy: Andrew Bick, Frank Bowling and Clare Price; all of whom have varied painting and 
drawing backgrounds and are at different stages in their careers, bringing contextual elements into play surrounding 
identity, gender and power. 
  
  
  
 In parallel to her academic work, Teles uses photography as a way of mimicking what she finds in the world. Using 
old, faulty analogue cameras, Teles uses their flaws to disfigure her environments into blurred, ambiguous, 
sometimes grotesque, unfamiliar images of people and places. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 434 
Artwork 1 Title: Quiet Nights 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 78 x 110 x 2 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Print on cotton paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This photograph was taken on a ferry from Dover to Calais. The way the camera distorts the 
figures, hides expressions, but emphasis gestures and body shapes, obscures the sort of action that is about to 
happen. There is something premonitory in the image, but, is this of a threat, or a happy future? 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 434 
Artwork 2 Title: Smoke Gets In Your Eyes 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 78 x 110 x 2 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Print on cotton paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The light escaping into the camera turned this potential photographic image of a priest 
walking towards the crowd into something completely different. The only recognisable figure is a man with a cape, 
but everything else is transformed in what seems to be the sky, clouds, and then, just blurs of colour, as in a painting 
where the artist, excited by the materiality of the medium, continued applying blues and yellows forgetting the 
depicted subject. Or, perhaps, as the main element is the human figure, the blurry environment gives the impression 
that the exterior is irrelevant, as this person existed in another dimension. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 434 
Artwork 3 Title: Blue In Green 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 78 x 110 x 2 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Print on cotton paper 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The photograph depicts a couple on their wedding day during a photography session. By 
chance, the inevitable light entering the camera breaks the family portrait into two: the married couple and their 
parents. The soft pastel colours and the ghostly like figures gives a rather surrealistic feeling to this wedding portrait. 
Slightly aggressive, this division sets these people apart / against /in parallel / between / with each other, evoking a 
new dynamic to come. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 436 
 
Artist Name: Melissa Wadsworth 
Website: www.melissawadsworth.co.uk 
IG: @melissa_wadsworth_artist 
 
Artist Statement: For as long as I can remember I have been attracted by patterns within the landscape, whether 
shadows, the structure of a tree or buildings. I grew up in the northern mining town of Wigan where pit heads 
dominated the horizon. These strong architectural shapes developed my senses towards 3D work and so I headed to 
Birmingham to study for a degree in Ceramics and Glass. 
  
 Relocating several times around the country has re-focused my passion towards painting and drawing, but still with 
a focus on sculptural forms. My primary medium is acrylics using a limited palette of cohesive vibrant colours, but I 
also love to explore the tonal values of charcoal and graphite.  
  
 I am currently investigating trees, their shape, structure and how they are used within the urban landscape. 
Exposing the tension between the natural and the built environment. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 436 
Artwork 1 Title: Trees III 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50x50 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is an acrylic painting. I am exploring the light flooding through the tree's to the ground. 
Highlighting the patterns of the shadows. I have used a background colour of cerulean blue which I have allowed to 
show through to reflect the lightest tones of the bright light. The vibrant red is showing the explosion of light hitting 
the ground. I have chosen this group of tree's, as the main central tree has a strong sculptural shape and gives a 
sense of strong architecture to the whole scene. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 436 
Artwork 2 Title: Trees II 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50x50 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This is an acrylic painting. I am exploring the light flooding through the branches of the 
tree's on the left, using different tones of the sky, which gives a mosaic effect or that likened to church windows. On 
the right hand side the tones of the leaves dominate and give a pattern like effect. The light hitting the pathway 
reflects the colours used in the trees and shadows dominate. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 436 
Artwork 3 Title: Trees on Market Square 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50x50 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This is an acrylic painting. One of my first acrylic paintings. I am experimenting with the 
juxtaposition between tree's and architecture. I have kept the tree's blue to highlight the pattern that they convey. I 
have used bright, strong colours on the buildings as a backdrop. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 447 
 
Artist Name: Doménico CV Talarico 
Website: www.domenicocvtalarico.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/domenicocvtalarico 
 
Artist Statement: Doménico CV Talarico is a German/Italian artists who lives and works in Berlin, Germany. 
  
  
  
 Doménico CV Talaricos paintings are strongly influenced by the nostalgic and sometimes melancholic beauty of the 
first half of the 20th century. His portraits are all based on real people from that period. They varnished trough time, 
what’s left from them is the photographic remain. Doménico questions the concept of identity and its fading through 
time. So he uses these photographs and revives people from different decades and sets them up in new fictive 
arrangements (series). 
  
  
  
 His style takes inspiration from the era of French Art Déco and combines it with a contemporary and reduced form 
of modern portraiture to build a bridge between the past and the present. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 447 
Artwork 1 Title: Blurring Boundaries Between Far And Away #05 (Mona Lisa) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x80x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: In this picture you can see a woman. It is in a landscape and blurs with it. Her clothes and 
body shape are shown in the form of a line, you can see the landscape shining out. The background based on 
Leonardo da Vinci's Mona Lisa. 
  
  
  
 However, this Mona Lisa does not smile indistinctly. She faces the viewer and looks at him with determination. You 
can't fool this Mona Lisa. 
  
  
  
 Pictures from the series "Blurring Boundaries Between Far And Away" are characterized by the inclusion of the 
background in the context. Usually the backgrounds are simple and simple - in this series you can see landscapes in 
which the characters reside, even dissolve in them and thus merge with them. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 447 

 
  



Artist ID: 447 
Artwork 2 Title: Blurring Boundaries Between Far And Away #06 (Self Portrait) 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100x80x2 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This picture is a self-portrait of the artist. Only one is made each year. 
  
  
  
 Pictures from the series "Blurring Boundaries Between Far And Away" are characterized by the inclusion of the 
background in the context. Usually the backgrounds are simple and simple - in this series you can see landscapes in 
which the characters reside, even dissolve in them and thus merge with them. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 447 
Artwork 3 Title: (Bring Me) A Constant Life Of Champagne Taste #01 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 120x100x2 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: An elegant young woman, covered in fur, with a confident smile. 
  
  
  
 This series is inspired by the song "Champagne Taste" 
  
 by Eartha Kitt from 1965. 
  
  
  
 In this song she explains the necessity of a decadent and 
  
 fulfilling lifestyle to an admirer whom she accused to have a "beerbottle pocket". 
  
  
  
 He will never be able to fulfill her needs and desires, 
  
 therefore he will never find a place in her life at her side. 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 "So if you want me to be apart from your permanent employ 
  
 before my champagne frizzles come up with the real McCoy. 
  
 Show me you can separate the man from the boy 
  
 and bring me a constant life of champagne taste (and joy) " 
  
  
  
 - Eartha Kitt - Champagne taste (1965) 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 447 



Artist ID: 449 
 
Artist Name: Orla O'Byrne 
Website: www.orlaobyrne.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/orla_o_byrne/ 
 
Artist Statement: This work is part of a continuous unearthing.  
  
 While carrying out research into the story of Cork’s Canova casts, I have been developing a visual language which 
tries to bring the viewer into contact with moments of loss and rediscovery.  
  
 Records show that 219 plaster casts arrived, by a circuitous route, at Cork Harbour in November 1818. Today, most 
of the collection is missing and unaccounted for. Only twelve of the original casts are known to remain. Those twelve 
make up the Recasting Canova exhibition which is currently running at The Crawford Municipal Art Gallery. 
  
 How and why have we lost more than two hundred plaster casts which were the foundation of the first Art School in 
the city? 
  
 For your consideration, I present dozens of chalk drawings projected onto an eight-foot, free-standing blackboard 
alongside a collection of large format photographic negatives displayed within lightboxes. There is also a sculptural 
object: an unauthorised cast of a cast. Each medium has been chosen for its ability to transmit a sense of absence 
and presence, disappearance and discovery and the tension between transience and permanence which seems to 
exist at the heart of all my work. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 449 
Artwork 1 Title: Untitled 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 240x190x80 
Artwork 1 Medium: 12mm plywood, blackboard paint, chalk 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A sequence of chalk drawings is projected onto this monumental chalkboard. They are 
drawings and erasures of plaster casts. 
  
 This work is best shown in a darkened/controlled light environment because of the projection. If chosen to be 
exhibited, all equipment etc will be provided by the artist. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 449 
Artwork 2 Title: Surmoulage 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40x30x30 
Artwork 2 Medium: Plaster of Paris. plywood, blackboard paint 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Surmoulage' is a term for the dodgy practice of taking an unauthorised cast of a cast. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 449 
Artwork 3 Title: Untitled light boxes 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 15x17x22 
Artwork 3 Medium: birch, black paint, white perspex, glass 
Artwork 3 Commentary: These light boxes contain 5"x4" analogue photographic negatives. I have not made prints of 
these, but prefer to display the negatives in their raw state as part of this body of work. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 450 
 
Artist Name: Stephan Glicken 
Website: www.greenleaf.gallery 
IG: @greenleafguypa 
 
Artist Statement: I’m an artist with a a technical theater background. I didn’t move into visual arts until about 8 years 
ago and until very recently I concentrated on photography and art curating. I recently added acrylic painting as a 
major activity and work with pencil and silverpoint. I curate 5 to 6 shows a year at our GreenLeaf Gallery and Gift 
Shop in Beaver Meadows, PA. I have exhibited my work in PA, NY, and LA. I have a special love for portraiture, 
abstract painting, and abstract photography and am now planning a series of sculptures, paintings, and collages. I 
work halftime as a practicing paediatrician. I'm frankly obsessed! 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 450 
Artwork 1 Title: Les Rois, Dernier Tango 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x90 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Monochrome acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A portrait of cinema director, Antony Hickling done in ultramarine monochrome. He is 
portrayed dancing with an unidentified friend. 
  
  
  
 All my paintings are visible, often in progress, on my Instagram page, @greenleafguypa 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 450 
Artwork 2 Title: Le Roi Soleil 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 45x50 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Portrait of NYC artist, Khristopher Rust, in the style of Kerry James Marshall. Great fun to 
paint! Great guy! 
  
  
  
 All my paintings are visible, often in progress, on my Instagram page, @greenleafguypa 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 450 
Artwork 3 Title: Southern Vulture Chick 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 30x30 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic and modeling paste on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: One of a series of (mostly) scavenger birds with attention to their lovely colors and 
personalities. They are all endangered and I feel this a small contribution to public awareness. 
  
  
  
 All my paintings are visible, often in progress, on my Instagram page, @greenleafguypa 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 455 
 
Artist Name: Joanna Stawowy 
Website: www.jstawowy.tumblr.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/j.stawowy/ 
 
Artist Statement: The main themes of my art are medicine, personality psychology (MBTI) and broadly understood 
social acceptance. My artworks refer to the holistic conception of human being - the idea that body affects the mind 
and the mind affects the body, but both create a unique individual. The body affects the mind through hormonal 
balance, brain structure, blood sugar level or pain. On the other hand, the influence of the mind on the body can be 
observed on the example of neuroses, eating disorders, high levels of stress, etc. Some personality traits are innate, 
others acquired, changeable or unchanged, however, one cannot forget that human always exists in a given context 
and the external world projects on the interior of the individual - therefore social acceptance is a very important 
aspect of this relation. 
  
 I believe that - along with proper upbringing - education (in medicine, biology, physics, psychology etc. as well as 
social sciences and art) is an effective way to broaden social tolerance, empathy and understanding. Curiosity leads 
to understanding and understanding leads to selfawarness and better communication. 
  
 In my art, I oppose blind generalization, I postulate to perceive people as individuals and claim that diversity is an 
advantage that allows us to learn more effectively about the world, ourselves and other human beings, because 
people's strength and beauty lie in their uniqueness. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 455 
Artwork 1 Title: You don't look like diabetic 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50x70cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Installation 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The artwork refers to one of the most common phrase that a person with diabetes type 1 
hears: You don’t look like diabetic (which is also a summary of other, similar phrases, for example But you are not fat 
or Diabetes? You are to young for diabetes). 
  
  
  
 Diabetes type 1 is an autoimmune disease, which means that as a result of autoagression of immune system, the 
patient’s body destroys the pancreatic islands and becomes unable to produce insulin - the hormone that is 
necessary for normal functioning. Since then, the person is forced to check their blood sugar several times in day and 
night and take properly calculated insulin doses. Diabetes type 1 is a disease that requires enormous discipline. 
Confused with type 2, it becomes a stigma for those who have it.  
  
  
  
 Stereotypes related to type 1 are grown from the general social unconscious, but also - and perhaps above all - from 
repeated mistakes in media. Calling diabetes, without mentioning the type, all types of this disease has serious 
consequences - in public awareness the stereotype of the diabetic is an obese person, usually after 50, who has an 
unhealthy lifestyle, overeats and falls into addictions. Meanwhile, type 1 is completely independent of the 
mentioned factors - people with type 1 have not earned their disease. They have not earned stigma. In addition, 
when it comes to the degree of difficulty of life, type 1 requires incomparably more discipline. Revealing in childhood 
/ adolescence, it stays with us for all our lives and since then we are forced to fight not only to survival at a given 
moment, but also for the length of their lives. We cannot be cured in the early stages by diet as in the case of type 2 
diabetes. We are doomed for the daily battle with the disease, eternal misunderstanding and (very often 
unintentional) stigma we experience from healthy people - on ableism. 
  
  
  
 The problem seems to be as transparent as the inscription from ampoules at the artwork - a healthy part of society 
is completely unaware of the daily struggle of people with type 1 diabetes. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 455 

 
  



Artist ID: 455 
Artwork 2 Title: Anatomy Map 2 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 110x80cm (folded: 20x10cm) 
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital collage 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The Anatomy Map 2 i one of the serie of 10 Anatomy Maps containing human figures in 
different poses, scale, description in polish, latina and english, personal data (sex, age, height, weight, bmi) and wavy 
lines which refer to isolines.  
  
  
  
 The Anatomy Maps refer to androgyny, gender equality, feminism, self-acceptance and disability: male figures have 
a feminine element, female figures have a male element, there are figures without legs or arms. Many people who 
“don’t fitâ€• the stereotipical appearance of women or men are marginalized, somentimes even bully, but the thing 
is, that they are as valid as those, who fit. 
  
  
  
 The Anatomy Map 2 shows a man without left forearm, an androgynous man. 
  
  
  
 The meaning of Anatomy Maps is that beauty is not about the ideal body: male doesn’t have to be tall and muscled, 
women doesn’t have to be thin and fragile, people with disability are as beautiful as those without it. We don’t have 
to “fitâ€• anything. We don’t have to satisfy others people sense of style. In this artwork bodies are treated the 
same despite of their dishability or sex. Sometimes on the artwork it isn’t even sure that the person has an limb or is 
a man or women, we know nothing about the color of skin of this people - and this isn’t matter. What matter is the 
person itself - whith all its flaws and beauty.  
  
  
  
 Stylized poses refer to old anatomy prints (e.g. Bernhard Albinus, Vesalius). The bodies are personalised - they are 
not an universal body (as an oppsite to modern anatomy atlases) which refer to the fact, that every human has a 
slightly different body even if we are all based on the same “schemeâ€•. To be more personalized, all human figures 
have a personal data - the basic information that are possible to read from the body. The lines refer to maps and 
isolines (contour lines). 
  
  
  
 The artwork has also an educational form - it can be used to learn anatomy, all descriptions are verified by an 
anatomist (Collegium Medicum). 
Artwork 2 Image:  



Artist ID: 455 

 
  



Artist ID: 455 
Artwork 3 Title: Similar - yet not the same 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: Actual size of human head 
Artwork 3 Medium: Sculpture on anatomy model 
Artwork 3 Commentary: All human skulls are similar to each other, yet not the same. The bones of each of them are 
arranged in a certain order - e.g. zygomatic bones always connect with the temporal bones, the frontal bone and the 
jaw and the parietal bone joins the occipital bone with a suturae coronales. Despite they belong to another people, 
each bone has a similar shape to its equivalent in another body. Also on the other hand - despite similar shape, they 
are a bit different depending on each human, they are unique.  
  
 Based on the skeletal system itself, you can 
  
 create a model of appearance of a given human. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 460 
 
Artist Name: Catriona Coulter 
Website: Pending 
IG: Pending 
 
Artist Statement: I create assemblage sculptures and collages from shore-found objects. They address global 
environmental issues. 
  
 My materials are dictated by whatever the tide brings. Some are natural objects, but most are man-made items 
either deliberately discarded or lost at sea. 
  
 They have become eroded and distorted by the action of the waves and have evolved into organic shapes. I am 
inspired by this transformation and work with it to produce new, re-imagined creations. 
  
 The raw materials are authentic, unaltered and gathered by hand. Each piece has its own unique story. 
  
 The size of my works varies hugely, from a few centimetres square to over two and a half meters long, depending on 
what I find and what I can carry. 
  
 Works can be seen as purely decorative, or as visual humour or as a provocation. Some have all of these aspects. 
  
 My works give their source materials a renewed purpose and a voice to question their status as waste.  
  
 The title of each work forms an integral part of the narrative. Sometimes it appears on the face of a piece. 
  
 Works predominantly address the need to protect our natural environment. My beach-finds, of themselves, give 
rise to a particular emphasis on marine pollution and dictate a strong anti-plastic message which I am compelled to 
relate. 
  
 Last year I held my first solo exhibition at my studio by the sea in Fife, and was commissioned to create a large 
assembly sculpture for the Scottish Fisheries Museum, to promote their Big Beach Clean. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 460 
Artwork 1 Title: D'ye want more ice with that? 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 27x14x14 
Artwork 1 Medium: Unaltered beach finds: fishing float, glass, tile, oyster and mussel shells, flint. Commercially 
available glass dome, low VOC paint. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The pale side of this sculpture (seen in photo) represents a penguin chick, standing on a tiny 
scrap of ice. The reverse, dark side recalls a Great Auk, hunted to extinction in the mid -19th century. The images are 
a commentary on our destruction of the earth’s natural resources. The work is contained in a glass dome. A limited 
biosphere. The earth is a finite resource. We are limited to what is available and must work to conserve what we 
have before it is too late. The ice under the penguin chick has not all gone - yet. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 460 
Artwork 2 Title: Why the F - in plastic? 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 34x19x2 
Artwork 2 Medium: Unaltered beach finds: washed-up discarded plastic pieces. Recycled wood board, low VOC 
paint. 
Artwork 2 Commentary: These pieces of discarded plastic were picked up within a few yards of each other on a badly 
littered beach. They instantly screamed the question on behalf of their surroundings. The composition is deliberately 
stark, loud and provocative. It is a question that cannot be ignored. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 460 
Artwork 3 Title: Lobster Thermoplastic 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 34x19x4 
Artwork 3 Medium: Unaltered beach finds: washed-up discarded plastic pieces. Recycled wood board, low VOC 
paint. 
Artwork 3 Commentary: These pieces all came from the same beach, almost suggesting discarded shells from a 
lobster eaten on the shore. The title derives from Lobster Thermidor, a decadent seafood dish. The profligacy of 
discarding single-use plastics into the environment is also an extravagant luxury: one that the planet cannot afford. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 464 
 
Artist Name: Anja Koal 
Website: www.akoal.de 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/a.koal/ 
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 464 
Artwork 1 Title: Imagines 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x145 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The game of the little Indian tells of the power of imanination and the beginning of the red 
line. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 464 
Artwork 2 Title: The metamorphoses of the caterpillar 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 90x90 
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The butterfly tells about an eternal inevitability of transformation. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 464 
Artwork 3 Title: Rising of the Phoenix 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 120x80 
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The phoenix tells of dying and living on, of the first steps and the proceed of time 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 466 
 
Artist Name: Christy Burdock 
Website: www.christyburdock.com 
IG: christyburdock 
 
Artist Statement: I draw and paint fromÂ imagination and memory, creatingÂ a new world whilst referencingÂ 
contemporary and historic Art and philosophy. My interests lie in observing emerging ideologies as they manifest 
within smaller socialÂ groups, looking at howÂ they ripple through wider society. This year's theme is how the 
country’s political narrative manifests, these paintings and drawings have been selected for the Neo Art Prize - 
Bolton Museum, the Wells Contemporary - Wells Cathedral, the ING Discerning Eye Exhibition and the Wales 
Contemporary - exhibiting in Wales and London, I also won the John Purcell Award - Bolton Museum. Last year - 
identity politics and it's impact on the individual. Prior to that, I won the annual Artist in Residence award looking at 
the impact of policy on the arts, Art versus design, and gender in the workplace at Quentin Blake's Gallery, The 
House of Illustration. Prior to that themes related to power struggles, corruption in the workplace, populism and 
narrative over truth and in 2016 I won the Royal College of Art Gordon Peter Pickard Award travelling on the Queen 
Mary 2 transatlantic, researching a community of people in their sixties, seventies and eighties, enjoying frivolous 
casual encounters during retirement. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 466 
Artwork 1 Title: Lipstick 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150 x 100 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Following the Brexit crisis narrative across the political spectrum, this painting was made as 
a response to Boris Johnson's appropriation of May’s deal - responding to the phrase commonly used “Lipstick on 
the pigâ€• 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 466 
Artwork 2 Title: Cancel Culture 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 150 x 120cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Barbed wire or branches, a painting made during my research into political ideology that 
permeates far and wide throughout contemporary culture. Based on photographs taken within the House of 
Commons and relating to paintings by Cecil Collins and Stanley Spencer. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 466 
Artwork 3 Title: Woman with Red Eyes 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 92 x 60 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: A painting referencing the Lowry painting - The Man with Red Eyes. I painted the sense of 
deep sadness and isolation I feel as an artist in my studio sometimes. I tried to create a stillness and singularity. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 469 
 
Artist Name: Filip Haglund 
Website: www.filipfredrikhaglund.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Filip Fredrik Haglund (b. 1990) is a visual artist working in video from Stockholm, Sweden, based in 
London, UK. He is a Philosophy, Politics and Economics graduate of Stockholm University and a BA (Hons) Fine Art 
graduate of Central Saints Martins, University of the Arts London and an MFA graduate of Goldsmiths, University of 
London. 
  
  Filip's practice investigates the human condition by looking at the concerns of mental illness, loss and identity. He 
explore the concept of time-consciousness and of the perception of time is altered in a state of psychosis, and he  
  
  looks at how video as a medium can be used to explore and represent this altered perception of reality. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 469 
Artwork 1 Title: The Invisible Pink Sphinx 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Video 3820x2160 pixels 
Artwork 1 Medium: Single Channel Video Installation, 2.1 Audio, 36min 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Invisible Pink Sphinx explores the relationship between a mentally ill young man and his 
relationship with his mother, looking at how the structure of this relationship has shaped their identity, and how the 
inevitable loss of a mother defines us as humans. The work looks at psychosis and how the perception of time, and 
hence the understanding of the narratives that is reality, is altered in the psychotic episodes of bipolarity. 
  
  
  
 Trailer 3min - https://www.filipfredrikhaglund.com/new-gallery/the-invisible-pink-sphinx-trailer 
  
  
  
 Full Video 36min - https://www.filipfredrikhaglund.com/the-invisible-pink-sphinx/the-invisible-pink-sphinx 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 469 
Artwork 2 Title: Unicorns 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Video 5760x1080 pixels 
Artwork 2 Medium: 3 Channel Video Installation, 2.1 Audio, 8min 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Unicorns is a performative and sculptural video installation exploring mental restrictions on 
the physicality of the body, temporality and the eternal repetition. 
  
  
  
 Trailer 2min - https://www.filipfredrikhaglund.com/unicorns/unicorns-trailer 
  
  
  
 Full Video 8min 20sec - https://www.filipfredrikhaglund.com/unicorns/unicorns-full-video 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 469 
Artwork 3 Title: Time Mirrors Nothing 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: Video 5760x1080 pixels 
Artwork 3 Medium: 3 Channel Video Installation, 2.1 Audio, 2min 30sec 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Time Mirrors Nothing explores the concept of loss, memory, distance and void through the 
textural  
  
 differences in nature, the displacement of the body, as well as the connectivity and distance of the oceans.  
  
  
  
  
  
 Trailer 30sec - https://www.filipfredrikhaglund.com/new-gallery/time-mirrors-nothing-trailer 
  
  
  
 Full Video 2min 30sec - https://www.filipfredrikhaglund.com/https/youtube/wx1-z1f1sqi/time-mirrors-nothing-full-
1 
  
  
  
 Password 12345 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 469 



Artist ID: 475 
 
Artist Name: Georgia Clemson 
Website: www.georgiaclemson.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/g.clemson/ 
 
Artist Statement: I have an interdisciplinary practice comprising photography, sculpture, drawing, video and writing. 
I make all of my work in an attempt to situate and define the artist’s role in their interaction with others, be they 
collaborators or viewers. At its heart, my practice is about the complexity of relationships, dealing with themes of 
identity politics, therapeutic concepts, smothering, pedestalling, nurture and exploitation.  
  
 Currently, I am specifically interested in ‘containment’ as a concept and tool used within therapeutic concepts, and 
how I can apply this to the ‘image-people’ in my photographs. The act of display makes an image-person vulnerable 
and being captured in a frame holds them up to scrutiny and even exploitation. I identified the pre-described square 
or rectangular frame as a convention that could be improved to create a vessel that holds and nurtures the image.  
  
 My 2019 installation ‘Most of the time we are great together’ comprised eight works I created during this 
endeavour to reinvent the frame as a supportive structure. While some of them reference my body directly, taking 
their shape from my arms, hands and fingers, others are more abstract and symbolic. These works are made 
primarily from wood, and the images are printed on fabric and stretched over them. In this way the work becomes 
complex with contradiction as the tension and manipulation in the fabric image mixes with my intention to nurture. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 475 
Artwork 1 Title: One thing I do remember 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 36x24x4 
Artwork 1 Medium: Painted wood with printed fabric mesh 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The form of this work was taken from the negative space inside my own hands, my own 
physical tools for holding and caring for others. The work exists on the boundary between photography and 
sculpture. 
  
 The structure itself was made using digitally aided making techniques and the image is a medium format colour 
negative digitally reproduced on fabric.  
  
 This work is part of a series called ‘Most of the time we are great together’ 2019. After being exhibited as part of the 
RCA Show 2019, this piece was featured in Vogue Italia and selected by Caroline Hunter (Picture Editor, Guardian 
Weekend) for the Source Photographic Review Graduate showcase. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 475 
Artwork 2 Title: Victoria 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 33x45x7 
Artwork 2 Medium: Painted wood with printed fabric mesh 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The form of this work was taken from the outline of my cupped hands, my own physical 
tools for holding and caring for others. The work exists on the boundary between photography and sculpture. 
  
 The structure itself was made using digitally aided making techniques and the image is a medium format colour 
negative digitally reproduced on fabric. The fabric image is sandwiched between two wooden forms, existing inside 
and outside the frame simultaneously. 
  
 This work is part of a series called ‘Most of the time we are great together’ 2019. After being exhibited as part of the 
RCA Show 2019, this piece was featured in Vogue Italia and selected by Caroline Hunter (Picture Editor, Guardian 
Weekend) for the Source Photographic Review Graduate showcase. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 475 
Artwork 3 Title: Loreal 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 52x50x10 
Artwork 3 Medium: Painted wood with printed fabric mesh 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The form of this work was taken from the negative space inside my body in the process of 
embracing another person. The work exists on the boundary between photography and sculpture. 
  
 The structure itself was made using digitally aided making techniques and the image is a medium format colour 
negative digitally reproduced on fabric.  
  
 This work is part of a series called ‘Most of the time we are great together’ 2019. After being exhibited as part of the 
RCA Show 2019, this piece was featured in Vogue Italia and selected by Caroline Hunter (Picture Editor, Guardian 
Weekend) for the Source Photographic Review Graduate showcase. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 484 
 
Artist Name: Galina Hristova 
Website: www.galinahristova.com 
IG: galina.hristova11 
 
Artist Statement: A central theme in my practice is the investigation of human being’s psychological manifestations, 
identified with a conflict between instinctual, spontaneous subconscious events, and rationality, exerted by the 
requirements of civilized society. Similarly to the Jungian theories of archetypes in the collective unconscious, 
individuation process, and the importance of dreams symbolism, I emphasize the contrast of the ‘opposites’ 
observing the dichotomy between innate passions and ‘virtues’ of restraint. 
  
 Through painting and performance, I am trying to illustrate the fictional within the individual’s thoughts, which 
often arises from affection caused by inner contradictions. Those surrealistic manifests of the unconscious, whether 
they are expressed by dreams or fantasies, I disguise behind the ‘persona’ - as portrait or bodily movement. The 
body, as visual evidence of the psychic phenomena, embodies the irrational and emotional, and my contemporary 
dance practice helps me observe the antinomy between the looseness of natural movement fluidity and the habitual 
regulations of adopted movements. Sometimes I set the performer within a natural scene, linking the existing 
normativity or nature, and their impact on human behavior. The enigma of the inner turbulence I depict in figurative 
paintings through emotionally charged portrait expression, distortion, the contrast between intensive color and 
linear gesture, detail and rapid brushstrokes, juxtaposing visible and invisible. 
  
 Through movement, space, and sensitiveness, I strive to manipulate the idea of presence and absence in response 
to the implicit quality of the Self, which often verges on shameful, sinful, confusing feelings. Thus, the body in my 
work becomes a ‘portal’ which accommodates a universal human condition. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 484 
Artwork 1 Title: Affliction of mortality 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Duration 3min 29sec 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video-Performance 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n64EWux2tZI&t=2s 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 484 
Artwork 2 Title: I felt...and I saw 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Duration 5min 59sec 
Artwork 2 Medium: Video-Performance 
Artwork 2 Commentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZOujbKhiG8s&t=205s 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 484 
Artwork 3 Title: Body Drawing 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 150x189, 150x244 
Artwork 3 Medium: Charcoal on paper 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 485 
 
Artist Name: Shobana Nair 
Website:  
IG: https://www.instagram.com/shobanaartstudio/ 
 
Artist Statement: I create folk paintings with a contemporary outlook. The inspiration for my artworks stems from 
global ethnic art, infused with experiences from the everyday world that surrounds us.  
  
  
  
 The rustic feel of the hand made paper, that is a signature of my paintings adds to the earthy feeling of tribal art. I 
am is very passionate about art styles that feature intricate details and this is reflected in my work. I hope to make 
relatable folk art, and play a small part in preserving these precious art forms .  
  
  
  
 Shobana’s current works are inspired by traditional art forms from India.  
  
  
  
 One of my painting "Map of London in Warli" was also displayed and sold at the prestigious Royal Academy of Arts, 
London - Summer Exhibition. (2019). In addition, I have had multiple exhibitions in Chelsea and Kensington. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 485 
Artwork 1 Title: The Last Supper in Warli Tribal Art 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40 X 30 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and pen work on hand made paper. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Warli art is a traditional form of tribal art, which originates from the Thane district of the 
western state of Maharashtra, India.  
  
  
  
 The beauty of this art form is in its minimalistic approach of using simple geometrical figures to depict scenes from 
everyday life.  
  
  
  
 Curved lines, dots, circles, triangles, lines and squares abound - a trait of this art form.  
  
  
  
 The Last Supper in Warli Tribal art is my take on one of the most recognisable artefacts of the western world - by the 
inimitable Leonardo da Vinci. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 485 

 
  



Artist ID: 485 
Artwork 2 Title: One with Nature :- Whirling Dervish Silhouette in Madhubani art 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 25 X 20 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic and pen work on hand made paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Madhubani or Mithila is a traditional folk art, that originates from the Mithila region in the 
northern Indian state of Bihar. 
  
  
  
 Madhubani paintings are enriched with their distinct intricate patterns and typically depict people and their 
association with nature. This is a perfect art form for my the subject of my painting.  
  
  
  
 One with Nature - The Whirling Dervish Silhouette - In Madhubani Art, is an attempt to bring together Indian folk art 
with a spiritual dance form that originates from far-away Turkey.  
  
  
  
 The art of whirling is at once a dance form and a kind of meditation in the Islamic sect of Sufism, which originated in 
Turkey.  
  
  
  
 The Whirling Dervishes ceremony represents a spiritual journey with those taking part turning towards God and 
towards truth. 
  
  
  
 This Semazen in the painting has found a way to communicate with the divine by feeling one with nature. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



Artist ID: 485 

 
  



Artist ID: 485 
Artwork 3 Title: Five elements - Dervish Dancers -- in Madhubani and Gond Art 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50 X 40 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic and pen work on hand made paper 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The 5 elements - Dervish Dancers in Madhubani and Gond Art form. 
  
  
  
 A melange of the spiritual and the elemental .  
  
 Earth, Water, Fire, Air and Space . 
  
  
  
 It is truly amazing how the 5 elements held such great importance across seemingly unconnected ancient beliefs 
around the world. Whether it was Ayurveda in India, Godai in Japan , Empedoclean beliefs in Greece ( and to some 
extent Wuxing in China) .  
  
  
  
 The Whirling Dervish dance is a physically active form of meditation from the Sufi sect that originated in Turkey.  
  
  
  
 This painting has subtle elements Madhubani and Gond Art forms of India . 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 ORIGINAL 
  
 Painted on Handmade paper - Acrylic and Pen Work  
  
 Frame Size 53cm X 43 cm.( with Frame) 
  
 Frame Colour - White. 
  
 Painting size - approx 42cm X32 cm. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 485 



Artist ID: 488 
 
Artist Name: Cathy Whittall 
Website: https://www.cathywhittallartist.co.uk/ 
IG: cathywhittallartist 
 
Artist Statement: Cathy began portrait painting at a very early age, she gained commissions from the families of 
friends during her teenage years, and she went on to study foundation art and photography at St Helens College or 
Art and Design in the 1980’s.  
  
   
  
 Tragically, Cathy lost her eldest son Zachary in 2014. This devasting and painful loss was compounded by a court 
case in 2016, that disappointedly did not punish the individual who was responsible for Zach’s death. It was during 
this period that Cathy turned to ‘her love of portraiture’ to seek solace and to remain grounded in this turbulent 
time. 
  
   
  
 Cathy now carries out a small number of private commissions, but the main part of her work is based on an intimate 
link between herself and the sitter. Cathy meets with other “Mothers that have Lostâ€• and during a lengthy 
recorded interview process, Cathy asks the sitter many questions about the loss of their child, how they have coped 
since losing their child and how they feel society has reacted to them since their loss. 
  
   
  
 Society as a whole, struggles with the concept of loss, particularly the unsequential loss of a child, and therefore the 
simple kind words spoken openly and honestly “I’m sorry for your lossâ€•, have been replaced with a stoic silence.  
  
   
  
 It is hoped the collection will spark discussion around the societal problem of not talking about death and urge the 
viewer to simply do the decent thing by offering condolence. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 488 
Artwork 1 Title: Mothers who have lost - Dee One 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 152x122x4 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The first painting of my first sitter in my series of Mothers that have Lost. Large Scale Oil on 
Canvas. 
  
  
  
 Dee lost her son Lee to Necrotizing fasciitis following a tooth abscess, within three days the flesh-eating bug had 
devoured the back of his throat and eaten away at his lungs, kidneys and torso.  
  
  
  
 His flu-like symptoms had been caused by the rapid onset of the disease and at the age of 23 Lee died on the 
morning of October 6, 1999. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 488 
Artwork 2 Title: Mothers who have lost - Dee Two 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 152x122x4 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The second painting of my first sitter in my series of Mothers that have Lost. Large Scale oil 
on canvas. 
  
  
  
 Dee lost her son Lee to Necrotizing fasciitis following a tooth abscess, within three days the flesh-eating bug had 
devoured the back of his throat and eaten away at his lungs, kidneys and torso.  
  
  
  
 His flu-like symptoms had been caused by the rapid onset of the disease and at the age of 23 Lee died on the 
morning of October 6, 1999. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 488 
Artwork 3 Title: Mother who have lost - sitting with the coffin 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 80x60x3 
Artwork 3 Medium: Digital illustration 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The third piece of work of my first sitter in my series of Mothers that have Lost.  
  
  
  
 Each item in the picture was illustrated in Adobe Illustrator on an iPad Pro with Apple Pencil. Then in Photoshop, 
each item was added to the picture using multi layers. Dee is shown sitting in a chapel of rest with Lees Coffin 
  
  
  
 Dee lost her son Lee to Necrotizing fasciitis following a tooth abscess, within three days the flesh-eating bug had 
devoured the back of his throat and eaten away at his lungs, kidneys and torso.  
  
  
  
 His flu-like symptoms had been caused by the rapid onset of the disease and at the age of 23 Lee died on the 
morning of October 6, 1999. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 488 



Artist ID: 491 
 
Artist Name: Lucia Simone 
Website: www.luciasimone.it 
IG: www.instagram.com/luciasimone.art 
 
Artist Statement: Currently my work is developed around the possible attunement between utopian and dystopian 
reality that finds space in everyday reality. 
  
  
  
 Identity loss and melancholy live my portrait studies. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 491 
Artwork 1 Title: Black Trees 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150 X 150 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The work is the representation of a dystopian reality in which man has murdered nature. 
  
 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 491 
Artwork 2 Title: Portrait Study | Purple Sky 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80 X 80 
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The sky is in us when gigantic walls dominate humanity. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 491 
Artwork 3 Title: Insomnia. Paranoia. Hallucinations. 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 30 X 30 
Artwork 3 Medium: digital work on hahnemuhle 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Resilience in the face of terror of the mind. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 492 
 
Artist Name: Warren Dennis 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I have studied at art college to degree level fine art hons at the University of East London, but it 
was some time ago now, life takes over and time flys. Recently I have started to get back into my work and have 
rented a studio. Predominately sculpture as this was what my degree was in but I like painting and photography. The 
creativity takes you where you need to go regardless of the material to express the ideas. I shop with Cass art and 
they sent a email through with the competition details. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 492 
Artwork 1 Title: Language 1 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Approx two sheets of A4 paper size 
Artwork 1 Medium: Concrete and metal sculpture 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Beginning of a series of works with the same materials. art and language 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 492 
Artwork 2 Title: Fiction is Present 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Digital image 
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital image photography 
Artwork 2 Commentary: An observation, a moment in time snapped on my I phone but very relevant to the present 
and possible future. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 492 
Artwork 3 Title: Paperclips 1 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: Digital image 
Artwork 3 Medium: Photography digital image 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The image is a photo of my work with paper clips. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 493 
 
Artist Name: Eri Ueno 
Website:  
IG: https://www.instagram.com/eriuenobonbon/ 
 
Artist Statement: My painting works are inspired by theatres and musicals. Underneath the spotlight, all people melt 
into the light and shadow. Accordingly, I’m not trying to depict human nor their individuality. I hope that my 
paintings would perpetuate fragility of human existence on the stages. On the beautiful stage, people are 
dispensable, replaceable and discardable. There’s no individuality. We’re not alone, We’re not the one, we’re all 
expendable. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 493 
Artwork 1 Title: How to succeed 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 200cm*90cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting is inspired by the musical “How to succeed in business without really 
tryingâ€•. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 493 
Artwork 2 Title: Does that mean I can do anything do you think? 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 200cm*80cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: From the play “the curious incident of the dog in the night-timeâ€•. Christopher asked 
Ms.Siobhan the question above. I remember that Ms.Siobhan responded like “I don’t know Christoperâ€• sort of 
answer. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 493 
Artwork 3 Title: Marilyn Monroe 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 80cm*48cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This painting work is from the movie “gentlemen prefer blondesâ€•. The number is 
“diamond is the girl's best friendâ€•. I can’t stop thinking about what the candle girls felt in this scene. Candle girls 
are one of the props as well as a bunch of men around Marilyn. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 497 
 
Artist Name: Scott Bauer 
Website: www.scottbauer.co.uk 
IG: scottbaueruk 
 
Artist Statement: My work has evolved over the last few years from naturalistic, minimalist seascapes to linear 
abstraction but I always anchor my ideas in nature and music. Music plays a pivotal role in the creative process for 
me and I often title my works after specific musical terms, styles and even nods to particular song titles. When I 
started formatting my works in a vertical grid rather than a landscape or seascape with a definite horizon line, the 
rhythms of lines reminded me of sound waves or notes on a piece of sheet music. The breaks and shifts in colour, 
often incorporating chromatic harmonies that contrast sharply, create subtle visual vibrations.  
  
  
  
 In my latest paintings I am exploring the relationship between two aspects of my work that have fascinated me for 
years: linear formalism and naturalism. Namely, how can I reconcile an illusory space that is both a formal system of 
lines and bands of colour and an evocation of nature or music? Sometimes the relationship is expressed through a 
particular chromatic palette in a formal rhythm of lines. In works like Blue Samba, I am playing with a formal system 
of lines by making some of them undulate as they move down the surface. Creating an illusory space where these 
twin aspects of my work can coexist is what excites me as an artist. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 497 
Artwork 1 Title: Blue Ballad 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 122 x 92 x 4 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I used the music of Dave Brubeck, specifically his Blue Rondo Ã la Turk, as the departure 
point for the rhythm of lines in Blue Ballad. The colour harmony of deep cobalt and cerulean paired with thin lines of 
gold creates its own subtle vibrations, something I find almost musical. The literal fading away of this formal rhythm 
into the ground of the canvas creates an opposing rhythm that I sometimes liken to sound waves or notes dancing 
over a piece of sheet music. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 497 
Artwork 2 Title: Portamento 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100 x 100 x 4 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: If nature is the biggest inspiration for my work, music is a very close second. Here the 
pattern of separate, delineated lines of colour form a chromatic harmony that I liken to something almost musical. 
The term ‘portamento’ refers to a technique in music where individual notes are blurred or blended. At a certain 
distance or from an angle, the lines of colour coalesce and blend in bands across the canvas. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 497 
Artwork 3 Title: Biarritz 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100 x 100 x 4 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic and oil on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The colour harmony in this painting has been inspired, like so many of my works, by nature. 
During the summer holidays with my family in the South of France, I spent most evenings looking at some stunning 
sunsets over the Atlantic. The complexity and nuances of these chromatic events inspired the many colours that 
make up this work. When you look at a blazing sunset over the ocean there are mind-boggling variations of colour 
and tone underpinning the overall palette; Biarritz is an attempt to capture these nuances and delineate them line 
by line in a harmonic pattern. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 498 
 
Artist Name: Gudrun StÃ¥hl Sharpley 
Website: www.gudrunsharpley.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/gssharpley 
 
Artist Statement: “The good painter has to paint two principal things, that is to say, man and the intention of his 
mind. The first is easy and the second difficult, because the latter has to be represented through gestures and 
movements of the limbs.â€• P16* 
  
 Gudrun is a British figurative artist of Scandinavian descent who revels in working with figures and faces, shapes and 
colours, focussing on movement within her work as her main theme. The above quote sums up what she strives for; 
the effortless movement within her work, be it subliminal in a seemingly static pose or actual movement, as well as 
emotion in figures and portraits. With no formal training she thrives on pushing her capabilities and ideas in a variety 
of media and processes. She has exhibited locally and nationally and has work in collections in Europe and USA. 
  
 Currently she has an archive of photographs from her late father who was a professional photographer. The 
collection is disparate in subject matter, but coherent in the sense that the time examined is about 1950-60s. What 
she has submitted examines the time in the 1950s when there were some efforts to support the Sami people in 
Sweden by providing healthcare and commercial opportunities. The photographs, in her mind, raise questions of the 
contrast of lifestyles, then and now, and what impact on nature they had then and have now, as well as the ever 
present question of mankind’s impact on earth. 
  
 *Leonardo da Vinci, 1452-1519: The Graphic Work 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 498 
Artwork 1 Title: Sami 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 84x64x4cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on linen canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The photograph was a formal portrait of a Sami woman in her traditional costume, which 
was what all wore at that time in the 1950s. I find it exciting how I can look at a reference or image and get excited 
and inspired about it. With this painting I wanted to capture the essence of what the sitter conveyed to me in an 
economical way. I have a lot of thinking time when I paint. My preference is “less is moreâ€• as it is a lovely 
challenge to work in a way where you have to judge and balance how much paint you apply. I start a canvas with 
very little and take several sessions to reach the final application of paint. The result is influenced by many artists, 
old masters, modern and contemporary. I leaver the viewer to respond to and interpret the portrait. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 498 
Artwork 2 Title: Transience 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 54x64x4cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on linen canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This is my interpretation of a market scene using one of my father’s photographs of a Sami 
market scene. I combined it with a midnight sun photograph of my own. Again I work with the “less is moreâ€• 
approach with thinking time. I prepared the scene first and then once it was dry I carried on until I felt I had said 
what I wanted to. The result is influenced by many artists, old masters, modern and contemporary. I leave the 
viewer to ponder on what that may be. I do not like to be prescriptive about interpretation. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 498 
Artwork 3 Title: Evolution 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 54x64x4cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on linen canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This is my interpretation of another market scene using one of my father’s photographs of a 
Sami market scene. As with Transience, I have combined the work with a photograph of my own. I have used the 
same “less is moreâ€• approach with thinking time. The result is influenced by many artists, old masters, modern 
and contemporary. Like with Transience I like to leave the viewer to think about what the painting means to them. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 499 
 
Artist Name: Margaret O'Brien 
Website: www.margaretobrien.co.uk 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I work with immersive installation using a combination of sculpture, live sound, light, moving image 
and kinetics. My approach involves an experimental use of materials and methods to produce works that operate 
within a live state of malfunction or breakdown. The precarious nature of these works explores ideas of failure as an 
everyday experience through feelings of uncertainty, unease, discomfort, and instability etc. Failure is also a critical 
space that the artist occupies through activities of research and practice. Here, I am interested in the unpredictable 
space in between known possibilities, and in stretching potentials beyond defined disciplines. Frequently, I develop 
incidental sound through the physics of the artwork, and have worked with electricity as a sculptural, kinetic 
material with its own intrinsic sound. Through forms of the multiple, the work also explores the impact of repetition 
on the spatiotemporal experience during viewing. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 499 
Artwork 1 Title: THIS ISN'T IT 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Variable 
Artwork 1 Medium: Installation with Super 8 film, electrical heater, audio, neon, kinetics 
Artwork 1 Commentary: To view THIS ISN’T IT in real time with sound please see 
  
  
  
 https://youtu.be/hCxWSGsMEQM 
  
  
  
  
  
 Please turn up volume when viewing 
  
  
  
 Warning: Contains flash lighting 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 499 

 
  



Artist ID: 499 
Artwork 2 Title: Othering 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Variable 
Artwork 2 Medium: Installation with sculpture, kinetics, electrical sparking, live sound 
Artwork 2 Commentary: To view Othering in real time with sound please see 
  
  
  
 http://youtu.be/O40m4TB7jWs 
  
  
  
 or  
  
  
  
 http://www.margaretobrien.co.uk/index.php/project/othering/ 
  
  
  
 Please turn up volume when viewing 
  
  
  
 Warning: Contains electrical sparking and live sound 
Artwork 2 Image:  



Artist ID: 499 

 
  



Artist ID: 499 
Artwork 3 Title: Glitch 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: Variable 
Artwork 3 Medium: Installation with live electrical currents, fluorescent lights, live sound, super 8 projector, kinetics 
Artwork 3 Commentary: To view Glitch in real time with sound please see  
  
  
  
 https://youtu.be/jCA64rUuBLs 
  
  
  
 or  
  
  
  
 http://www.margaretobrien.co.uk/index.php/project/untitled-glitch-2016/ or  
  
  
  
 Please turn up volume when viewing 
  
  
  
 Warning: Contains flash lighting and live sound 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 499 



Artist ID: 500 
 
Artist Name: Nicole Pietrantoni 
Website: https://www.nicole-pietrantoni.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/nicoledelagarzapietrantoni/ 
 
Artist Statement: My research and artistic work explore the complex relationship between human beings and nature 
through prints, print-based installations, and artists’ books. I am interested in interrogating the tradition of 
landscape photography and the tension between beautiful, picturesque images of nature and the near-constant 
threat of environmental change. With a specific interest in photography’s historic relationship to representation, 
these works draw attention to our active role in constructing and idealizing landscape.  
  
  
  
 Using the print and book in experimental formats, these artworks reconsider how we read and access information, 
as well as how we reproduce, represent, and disseminate images and text. Rather than a fixed site or single image, 
the fragmented columns, pages, and text engage nature as an accumulation of processes, perceptions, and 
narratives - a dynamic and shifting site open for perpetual interpretation.  
  
  
  
 By referencing the encyclopedic, the 19th-century panorama, and the Romantic painting tradition, these large-scale 
installations invoke older modes of image-based representation. These works highlight the inaptness of these tropes 
in an increasingly fast-paced world. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 500 
Artwork 1 Title: A lapse, a fold, a field 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 108â€• x 300â€• x 8â€• 
Artwork 1 Medium: Inkjet on Kozo paper, folded and bound into 33 accordion books. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This installation interrogates the efficacy of artistic interventions regarding climate change 
by effacing a Nevada desert-scape with a panoramic colorfield. Referencing pixels, screens, bar graphs, and the grid, 
this work is the beginning of a new inquiry into the ethics of aestheticizing the causes and consequences of the 
Anthropocene. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 500 
Artwork 2 Title: Sunset Strips 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 36â€• x 52â€• x 4â€• 
Artwork 2 Medium: Inkjet on Kozo paper, spraypaint. Folded and bound into 11 accordion books that expand to 
create a panoramic image. 
Artwork 2 Commentary: As sunsets are said to be getting increasingly more intense and colorful due to more 
particulate matter in the air (from pollution and a changing climate) - I found these hyper colored sunsets to be a 
way to explore the push and pull between this tension of enjoying something so beautiful while also cognitively 
knowing that the beauty is amplified by environmental change.  
  
  
  
 An overarching theme in my work is a desire to use cliché, beautiful images - common tropes like waterfalls, 
icebergs, the ocean, and sunsets. Sunsets are an enduring subject in the history of art and are one of the most 
frequently photographed subjects in the world.  
  
  
  
 Here I’m using an image of a vivid sunset and magnetizing the accordion folds to the wall. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



Artist ID: 500 

 
  



Artist ID: 500 
Artwork 3 Title: Sunset Strips II 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 36â€• x 40â€• x 4â€• 
Artwork 3 Medium: Inkjet on Kozo paper, spraypaint. Folded and bound into 7 accordion books that expand to 
create a panoramic image. 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Sunset Strips utilizes the accordion book format to create a fragmented picture of a vibrant, 
hyper-colored sunset. The work is a playful homage to Ed Ruscha’s accordion book, Every Building on the Sunset 
Strip. Like Ruscha’s book, Sunset Strips documents a specific place in time, compressed in the accordion form and 
transformed into a series of glimpses and fragments. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 502 
 
Artist Name: Mariam Jumaan 
Website:  
IG: @majumaan_art 
 
Artist Statement: Mariam Jumaan is an engineer by profession and a self-trained artist. She started her artistic 
journey as a way to de-stress from a highly demanding job. Now retired, she believes that art is a way to further 
make use of her engineering background. Engineers find different solutions to the same problem, and it is this 
multifaceted view of the world that Mariam tries to bring to her art. Using different media and forms, she tries to 
present any single idea in a multitude of ways. 
  
 Since starting her art journey Mariam has been studying with leading artists in Bahrain and has been trying out a 
variety of media including acrylics, printmaking, collage, mono printing, lithograph and silkscreen.  
  
 Mariam holds a BSc and an MSc in Electrical Engineering from McGill University in Canada. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 502 
Artwork 1 Title: Jungle Dreams I 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x70x2 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Since the beginning of my art journey the first thing that captured my imagination was 
nature in all its beauty. I loved the endless possibilities of the colors and lines of flowers, leaves and trees and 
everything in between. With the catastrophe of all the environmental issues happening around us, and the danger 
that our earth is facing, I wanted to bring some beauty out of all the negativity, and wanted my art to focus on leaves 
and flowers, and specifically the jungles where a lot of beautiful species are going extinct.  
  
 My technique for showing that was to mix the beautiful jungle colors in my mind into random and chaotic mixes and 
use that as a background to show that despite all this danger and uncertainty beauty can be found, hence my white 
lines to peer into and reveal all this beauty. I find flowers and leaves in the midst of these random colors, and it is 
these flowers and leaves that become the centre of my artwork. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 502 
Artwork 2 Title: Jungle Dreams II 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 70x70x2 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed media on Canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Same as Commentary above for Art work 1 as it is a series 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 502 
Artwork 3 Title: Jungle Dreams III 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 60x70x2 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on Canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Same Commentary as that for Artwork 1 as it is a series 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 503 
 
Artist Name: Hayam Elsayed 
Website:  
IG: https://www.instagram.com/hayamelsayedart/ 
 
Artist Statement: Hope, love, and courage are among the feelings artist Hayam Elsayed delivers through the versatile 
characters in her portraits. Her inspiration comes from looking at people’s faces, watching the way they laugh, cry, 
and react to all the senses surrounding them. Studying in Florence, Elsayed became fascinated by the portraits she 
saw there. “I could feel the painting, the color, the design of the portrait itself, as if I was a part of the painting. 
Looking back at that time I can see how my life and my whole perspective towards art had changed,â€• she explains 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 503 
Artwork 1 Title: The woman with golden light 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x80cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 503 
Artwork 2 Title: Gold of a silence 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 140x160cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: the girl represents purity  
  
 The gray color is the conflict between the materialistic life and the life were you are free and don’t care about what 
people say  
  
 Her message from her eyes says  
  
 What silences the doubt is the believe in good deeds not other people thought 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 503 
Artwork 3 Title: The queen of nature 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 120x120cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The girl represents compassion .  
  
 Compassionate and down to earth she sees with her soul not her eyes she loves everybody like the red color of her 
dress that shows her cariama and her charm  
  
 She teaches the people how to feel each other and gives them strength to endure the burdens of life 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 505 
 
Artist Name: Scott Kelly 
Website: https://www.scottconradkelly.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/scottconradkelly/ 
 
Artist Statement: My work so far uses various mediums yet tends to be united by the one constant: an attempt to 
reveal the deeper meaning hidden in the everyday.  
  
  
  
 The everyday things in the world around us, when removed from their context or looked at from a different angle, 
can reveal a surprising amount about the human condition and society at large. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 505 
Artwork 1 Title: Mountain 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42x62 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photograph with digital modification 
Artwork 1 Commentary: ‘Land of Desktop’ is a photo series which presents the computer desktop from a different 
angle. 
  
  
  
 By playing off common desktop images, in this case a mountain, I hope to reveal something about the personal 
relationship we have with our personal computers. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 505 
Artwork 2 Title: Ocean 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 42x62 
Artwork 2 Medium: Photograph with digital modification 
Artwork 2 Commentary: ‘Land of Desktop’ is a photo series which presents the computer desktop from a different 
angle. 
  
  
  
 By playing off common desktop images, in this case an ocean, I hope to reveal something about the personal 
relationship we have with our personal computers. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 505 
Artwork 3 Title: Desert 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 42x62 
Artwork 3 Medium: Photograph with digital modification 
Artwork 3 Commentary: ‘Land of Desktop’ is a photo series which presents the computer desktop from a different 
angle. 
  
  
  
 By playing off common desktop images, in this case a desert, I hope to reveal something about the personal 
relationship we have with our personal computers. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 506 
 
Artist Name: Dave Nelson 
Website: www.davenelsonart.com 
IG: @davenelsonart 
 
Artist Statement: These Cornish harbour-inspired pictures aim at simplicity, an honest naturalism. I want the viewer 
to enjoy the mark making, the lightness of touch, the under-working. They are airy and fun whilst maintaining formal 
balance. I have been inspired by the St. Ives artists, in particular Alfred Wallis and Ben Nicholson, as well as the 
brilliant Paul Nash, particularly his megaliths series from the 1930’s. They are mixed media works, using a variety of 
paint types - acrylic, enamel and chalk paint, as well as charcoal and wax crayon. I love the way the wax relief areas 
contrast beautifully with the paint. They are single colour paintings; red, blue. I want the viewer to enjoy the 
different reds (or blues) and their interactive relationships. Some of the objects are based on location (boats, 
quayside houses), others respond from both the location and the image itself as it evolves. The mark-making creates 
a deliberate variation in scale and style. The shorthand figuration and use of colour is quirky, almost comedic, but 
hopefully remains charming. I want the viewer to sense the joy of these works. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 506 
Artwork 1 Title: Harbour 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40 x 50 x 1 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media on wood 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Based on a memory of a visit to a Cornish harbour 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 506 
Artwork 2 Title: Low tide in the harbour 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40 x 50 x 1 
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed media on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Again based on a memory of St Ives harbour, as the tide rushes away leaving just a puddle 
peaking around the harbour wall 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 506 
Artwork 3 Title: Boats on the beach 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 40 x 50 x 1 
Artwork 3 Medium: Mixed media on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Again based on a memory of seeing boats on the beach in a small Cornish village 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 508 
 
Artist Name: Anthony Stockbridge 
Website: anthony-stockbridhe.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Having attended the Chelsea School of Art, in the 60's, my carrer took me in other directions until I 
moved to Devon two years ago. The mood, light and scenery re-ignited my passion for painting and I now work in 
both figurative and abstract styles. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 508 
Artwork 1 Title: WAVES 1 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 59.6x77.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ink & Acrylic on board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Study of the interaction of repetitive form and complementary colours with black and white 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 508 
Artwork 2 Title: Acorn Hunters 2 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 38.2x56.1 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic and watercolour on paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A study of perpective with reference to tone and foreshortening with a contrast between 
geometric and natural forms. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 508 
Artwork 3 Title: The Road from Bratton Clovelly 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 25.5x35.5 
Artwork 3 Medium: Watercolour on Paper 
Artwork 3 Commentary: A study of the mood of a Winter's day on the edge of Dartmoor. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 509 
 
Artist Name: Richard Harris 
Website: http://www.bigbamboo.photo/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/bigbamboophoto/ 
 
Artist Statement: I am an award-winning fine art photographer and printmaker, using the photo polymer etching 
process. My work has been exhibited extensively, won several international awards and been published in magazines 
and books. Full credits list here: www.bigbamboo.photo/credits 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 509 
Artwork 1 Title: family portrait 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 48 x 32 
Artwork 1 Medium: digital print on museum quality archive paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This image is taken from my ongoing 'Body Parts' studio project in which I use life-size 
mannequins to explore political, social and personal issues that interest me. With this shoot (#6) I looked at family 
breakdown where domestic violence and/or abuse might be present. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 509 
Artwork 2 Title: father and son 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 48 x 32 
Artwork 2 Medium: digital print on museum quality archive paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This image is taken from my ongoing 'Body Parts' studio project in which I use life-size 
mannequins to explore political, social and personal issues that interest me. With this shoot (#6) I looked at family 
breakdown where domestic violence and/or abuse might be present. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 509 
Artwork 3 Title: last rites 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 48 x 32 
Artwork 3 Medium: digital print on museum quality archive paper 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This image is taken from my ongoing 'Body Parts' studio project in which I use life-size 
mannequins to explore political, social and personal issues that interest me. With this shoot (#6) I looked at family 
breakdown where domestic violence and/or abuse might be present. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 510 
 
Artist Name: Liying Zhao 
Website: http://www.zhaoliying.info 
IG: @liyingzhao_artist 
 
Artist Statement: Liying Zhao is a visual artist with educated from China Academy of Art (BA, 1998-2002 and MA, 
2006-2009) and Willem de Kooning Academy, Netherland (spring, 2007). 
  
 She lived in Mainland of China, Hong Kong and Paris before settled down in London. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 510 
Artwork 1 Title: FIVE QUESTIONS FROM LOTUS SHOES 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50x96cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: etching, aquatint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This artwork uses five different actions and expressions to express different mental 
activities, thinking, fear, doubt, acceptance and rejection. 
  
 The lotus shoes that existed in ancient China represents social standards, temptation, bondage, sex and longing for 
a better life. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 510 
Artwork 2 Title: ELEGY SERIES IV 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 35x24cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: mezzotint 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A pair of beautiful and delicate embroidered lotus shoes is behind the Chinese ancient 
window. The gait represented by the shoes seems to tell us the owner is strolling. However, for such a good life in 
their hearts, how many people pay the suffering price. Whatever it is voluntary or forced and whatever it is before 
and now, this situation has not changed. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 510 
Artwork 3 Title: GUI QU LAI XI OF FLOATING LIFE SERIES 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 55x65cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: woodcut printed with water-soluble colours 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This is a continuation of my LOTUS SHOES series. This enlarged lotus shoes has two parts. 
They all describes the same romantic cult of the idle life. 
  
 The upper part of the shoes depicts the idle life of ancient Chinese scholars. And the below depicts the quiet 
underpass of the bridge in Hong Kong. This is a way to the beautiful park. The bicycle lane and two legs under the 
bridge show that this is a popular passage for bicycling and strolling. It should be crowded in Hong Kong. But here is 
so quiet. The lotus shoes that the size should be 10 centimetres are no longer small. There is a boat, lake, woods and 
a fantasy park. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 512 
 
Artist Name: Dominika Szymankiewicz 
Website: dominicagallery.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/dominicagallery/ 
 
Artist Statement: Hello, my name is Dominika. I’m originally from Poland and ever since I was four years old, I spent 
most of my time drawing on paper or enjoying other forms of artistry. My greatest inspiration has always been my 
father, who is gifted in every artistic field, but by far the most in drawing and painting. Whenever I asked for his 
opinion, he would always tell me what I needed to do to improve, there was always something no matter how small. 
I began to feel like it was never enough and that I could do nothing to achieve his approval. I lost my passion and 
enjoyment for art due to this and this eventually lead to me giving up art all together for 10 years. 
  
  
  
 A few years ago I decided to return to drawing and started experimenting with different techniques. I eventually 
favoured combining drawing and painting within each piece. I truly believe I have found my love for art again and my 
dream is to have my own exhibition. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 512 
Artwork 1 Title: Eve 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42/29.5/0.8 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 512 
Artwork 2 Title: Jane 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 42/29.5/0.8 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 512 
Artwork 3 Title: Delilah 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 42/29.5/0.8 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 514 
 
Artist Name: Florence Hampton 
Website:  
IG: flo.h_1329 
 
Artist Statement: I work with photographs (and aim to be a photographer when I'm older!), but I also do painting 
and drawing as part of my art GCSE. As a photographer, I capture aesthetics with my pictures, rather than focus on 
details. I like to leave a vagueness in my photographs, to give the viewer a space to create their own narrative. I also 
find the contrast between light and dark to be very important, as well as how light can affect the mood and tone of 
the photo. My friends are my models and I think our relationships allow us to be open with each other and express 
ourselves in order to get the best results! I plan out all of my ideas, but most of my best photographs have been 
coincidences. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 514 
Artwork 1 Title: Floating 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76x50x3 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I took this photo while lying face down on a hill, while my friend Wiktoria ran around above 
me. While it was quite hectic, I feel the photograph has an almost dreamlike quality, even tinged with melancholy. I 
hope the viewer will also be left with these bittersweet feelings. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 514 
Artwork 2 Title: Happy Accident #36 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 76x50x3 
Artwork 2 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The title really speaks for itself with this one. I like to plan all my ideas out beforehand but 
as usual, the happy accidents turn out the best! I rarely shoot in black and white. Although it may appear like that at 
first, the red of the curtains can be seen at the edge of the frame. I feel this adds to the ambiguity of the frame and 
encourages the viewer to continue looking at the photo. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 514 
Artwork 3 Title: Unnamed 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 76x50x3 
Artwork 3 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The behind-the-scenes of this photograph has very happy memories for me! I had two 
friends holding the pieces of lace and music playing while our model danced. It was chaotic and makeshift, and I feel 
this was captured in the photo. I decided not to use a fill-in flash to add to the atmospheric darkness. This picture 
may appear to be in black and white, but the colour of the hair adds a balance to the extreme contrast of the other 
colours. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 516 
 
Artist Name: Anatoly Popov 
Website:  
IG: https://www.instagram.com/sculpture_popov_anatoly/ 
 
Artist Statement: Anatoly Popov comes from Novorossiysk, Russia, but moved a lot in the pursuit of artistic 
excellence. In order to build a strong educational foundation, he studied at Pensa Art College n.a. Savitsky, one of 
the oldest and most renowned in Russia, and afterwards he sought further professional development in Moscow, 
receiving a BA in Sculpture from The Russian Academy of fine arts of Ilya Glazunov in 2017. 
  
 Deep adherence to harmony and feeling of aesthetics, nurtured in the course of his whole artistic life, is the major 
force driving the artist’s inspiration. Anatoly addresses both philosophic ideas and current affairs through the lens of 
eternal human values and for this goal he delivers the ideas in realistic style. Anatoly’s works reach out to 
imperishable feeling of harmony of composition, that every human instinctively perceives, and are a renaissance of 
beauty of forms. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 516 
Artwork 1 Title: The Venetian Motive 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 35x80x25 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sculpture (bronze, wood, plastics) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: “The Venetian Motiveâ€• is an artwork full of nostalgia for the perishing beauty of the 
Floating City which is now on the verge of disappearance under water. The bronze sculpture recalls an almost 
forgotten scene from a distant past: the cavalier with a beautiful lady going for a gondola trip in the mysterious 
atmosphere of a carnival night. The lovely and calm beauty of the romantic city is unlikely to return anymore - what 
else will the humankind lose in its unstoppable race for the novelty at any cost? 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 516 
Artwork 2 Title: Oasis 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 45x47x44 
Artwork 2 Medium: Sculpture (bronze, onyx) 
Artwork 2 Commentary: “Oasis" depicts the Bedouins on their long and challenging nomad journey that have 
reached water, their desired source of life in a hostile desert. A man touches the water: isn’t it a mirage? The 
sculpture depicts a moment of happiness and relief when these people’s future has just become less concerning as 
they have entered the peaceful paradise. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 516 
Artwork 3 Title: Heracles and the Ceryneian Hind 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 22x17x23 
Artwork 3 Medium: Sculpture (bronze) 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The sculpture tells the story about the Third Labour of Heracles - capturing the Ceryneian 
Hind. In a lion’s skin on his head, Heracles looks like a wild carnivore, and the composition of the sculpture depicts 
the unity of the hunter and the prey in the moment that defines the future for both. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 519 
 
Artist Name: Jack Coleman 
Website: jackcolemanart.com 
IG: jackcolemanart 
 
Artist Statement: I am a self-taught artist working in oil and mixed media to create landscapes which explore our 
changing relationship with nature through colour, composition, geography and history.  
  
  
  
 I’ve always been excited by the dramatic nature and climate of southern France, Spain and Italy. I love finding 
unusual geographical features (natural or man-made) which I use to build a vision of that world with its most 
essential parts. I’m influenced by artists like David Bomberg and Wayne Thiebaud who emphasise movement, colour 
and shape over realism. I work in this tradition as a way of distilling the randomness of nature into forms that 
become something appreciated in their own right. The result is expressive, almost abstract scenes, which translate 
the complex language of nature into art.  
  
  
  
 I use oils for many of my pieces because of their vivid and luminous colours. I also developed a technique using 
watercolour and colour pencil which allows colours to be layered like an oil painting but with the urgency and 
precision of drawing. It emphasises the remoteness of these severe landscapes which have been lovingly worked by 
people over centuries to create harmonious environments.  
  
  
  
 History has always influenced my work and studying a history of art MA in Rome inspired me to engage with 
Classical and Renaissance themes. The work I’m developing now has become more monumental and demands more 
from the viewer. I ask what significance nature has for us and what’s at stake as our species faces our current 
Climate Emergency. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 519 
Artwork 1 Title: Umbrian Landscape 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 28x34x4cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Watercolour and Colour Pencil 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work illustrates my use of watercolour and colour pencil as a favoured medium. To me, 
the associations that come with oils as a medium for grand alter pieces or dabbed impressions on canvas was too 
removed for what I wanted to achieve.  
  
  This technique allows colour and shape to be captured but not at the expense of precision or expression. The pencil 
seems more appropriate for fleeting and transient moments which reflects the changing nature of our 
environments. 
  
  My work is influenced by Wayne Thiebaud who distorted perspective to create an almost birds eye view of a 
landscape. I also concentrate attention on the land by reducing or eliminating the sky which creates an almost 
abstract scene with a sense of disorientation that forces the viewer to look at a normal scene in a new way; nature 
becomes novel and re-evaluated.  
  
  This reinforces what my art challenges - that humanity must be conscious of our relationship with nature and 
remember that every plant, field and tree is essential to our existence. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 519 

 
  



Artist ID: 519 
Artwork 2 Title: Caramy River, France 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 28x34x4cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Watercolour and Pencil 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This painting comes from my recent explorations into nature on a more micro level 
contrasting the sweeping landscapes I’ve previously done. I came across this river in a gorge in the Var region of 
France and I've completed several studies because the light and movement seemed so unique. I used pencil to 
emphasise this energy and its brief moment passing my eyes.  
  
  The theme is similar to Monet’s monumental Water Lilies however the smaller size and use of pencil instead of oils 
transforms the subject from something large and durable into something delicate and vulnerable. These personal 
corners of nature that we come to love are increasingly at risk in a number of ways so I wanted to capture this 
ephemeral moment and provide a meditative investigation into this most common material. The viewer must 
consider it more closely; it is at once a celebration and memorial of our most essential element under threat from 
our exploitation of the planet. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 519 
Artwork 3 Title: Plants in the Palm House, Kew 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 62x92x3cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This painting was completed after my studies in Rome where I saw the Painted Garden 
fresco of Empress Livia’s Villa. The surviving room is an immersive classical experience which seems strikingly 
modern and fresh despite its age. My painting is inspired by this work and I wanted to create something which 
provided a similar experience for the viewer.  
  
  I painted this in oil to emphasise the richness of these exotic plants. Although they seem wild and disorderly they 
are in fact in a man-made glass house and nurtured by humans, just as the garden fresco was a depiction of 
cultivated nature painted on the walls of an interior room.  
  
  My painting offers a vision of the beauty of nature as well as a history of its relationship with humananity. It is at 
once a nod to the Romantic ideals of wild and untamed nature and our current relationship with nature which is in a 
constant, uneasy flux. This duality which I seek to present in my art between natural beauty and human intervention 
keeps the conversation moving forward and sustains my creative development. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 520 
 
Artist Name: Youfeng Huo 
Website: www.huoyoufeng.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I (Huo Youfeng) was born in Heilongjiang, China in 1965, graduated from the Printmaking 
Department of Central Academy of Fine Arts in 1991. Living in Beijing as a sculptor, printmaker, painter and 
installation artist. I’m actually concerned more about human beings. There are many problems in the human system. 
In fact, these problems are exactly what I want to present in my work. Whether it is in our land or in other lands, the 
conflict between people and people, the distribution between people, the contradiction between people and the 
governors. These are the topics that I'm very interested in. I, too, concern for the culture which is constructed 
between this nation and other nations, this race and other races. and different races, different regions, different skin 
colors, which are what I focus on. What their past and upcoming are what I want to express. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 520 
Artwork 1 Title: Angel 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 98X101 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: DIGITAL 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 520 
Artwork 2 Title: Desire 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 98x101 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: DIGITAL 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 520 
Artwork 3 Title: You & I 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 98x101 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: DIGITAL 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 523 
 
Artist Name: Sarah Victoria Spence 
Website: www.sarahvictoriaspenceart.com 
IG: @sarah_victoria_art 
 
Artist Statement: I am an emerging mixed media artist. I paint in acrylics and all types of paint media: spray paint, 
water colour and enamel, I also make prints, employ encaustic medium, collage and found materials in my work. I 
have a studio in an end of life building with a collective of 20 artists. I enjoy injecting a playfulness into my work in 
representational portraits and scenarios that contrasts oftentimes directly with the serious subject matter I’m 
dealing with. I look at ecological, feminist, social, cultural and political topics with a mythological, mystical or 
otherworldly twist. I endeavour to find that ethereal space where reality and the imagined become confused in 
order to unsettle the viewer and compel an unravelling of the voice within the artwork. Equally I have a fascination 
with a bird’s eye view of the world in a simultaneously voyeuristic and vigilant way, contemplating the human impact 
upon earth’s existence, its life forms and the natural world and conversely how the earth and its power impacts on 
human existence. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 523 
Artwork 1 Title: Ocean Flight 1 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40 x 30 x 2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic & watercolour on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting represents the ocean and flight. Perilous for both man and beast. Painted to 
comment on the beauty and the dangers of the seas, especially in the light if the migration crisis with many losing 
their lives desperate to find a safe haven in another land. The seas and oceans are the last hurdle for many, but 
unfortunately some are lost in its turbulent majesty. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 523 
Artwork 2 Title: Ocean Flight 2 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40 x 30 x 2 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic & watercolour on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This painting also represents the ocean and flight. Perilous for both man and beast. Painted 
to comment on the beauty and the dangers of the seas, especially in the light if the migration crisis with many losing 
their lives desperate to find a safe haven in another land. The seas and oceans are the last hurdle for many, but 
unfortunately some are lost in its turbulent majesty. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 523 
Artwork 3 Title: Gaia 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 150 x 150 X 2 
Artwork 3 Medium: Paint and gold leaf on unstretched hanging canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Inspired by Lovelock’s Gaia Hypothesis but taking it a step further this piece represents 
hope for the world if not for humanity. I am heartened by James Lovelock’s idea of the Earth self-regulating, 
repairing and renewing to sustain life but in the case of Gaia, the forecast is a little different. Humankind will 
disappear due to uncontrollable and unsustainable consumption and intervention overload. Fortunately, there is 
hope and the Earth will survive and recover even if there is no hope for humanity. Earth will renew itself and morph 
into something different, vital and altogether beautiful. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 525 
 
Artist Name: Mark Munroe-Preston 
Website: www.mpillustration.co.uk 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/mark_preston_art/ 
 
Artist Statement: For as long as I can remember I have both enjoyed and been fascinated by the landscape, 
especially the trees with their longevity, sculptural qualities, and majestic presence. After a career in design and 
illustration, it seemed the natural choice to make these my focus and inspiration when the opportunity arose to 
begin creating art. 
  
  
  
 I want to be able to bring the extraordinary scenery I have witnessed to others through my artworks, in the hope 
that it will inspire them to explore their local countryside. I have titled my works with the coordinates of where the 
original photographs were taken to enable people to visit these places and experience them for themselves. Many of 
my pieces aim to highlight the pressures placed on the environment by humanity’s expansion and lack of 
consideration for the world around them. 
  
  
  
 I work digitally to transform my original photographs, layering them with other photographs, paintings, drawings, 
found objects and scanned textures, creating images that crossover from traditional photography into something 
more painterly. They are then printed, as limited editions, on either brushed aluminium, which gives the work a 
dynamic look and a contemporary feel, or high-quality fine art papers, which complement the pictures that have a 
more traditional appearance. Through this process, I hope to elevate the photographs and imbue them with the 
power and beauty that I feel when I am out in the landscape. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 525 
Artwork 1 Title: N50.7490 E0.2001 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x100x1 
Artwork 1 Medium: Dibond Print on Brushed Aluminium 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Part of a series of pieces exploring the delicate balance between nature and the 
environment, which is under the constant pressure of humanity's expansion, pollution, and destruction of the 
ecosphere.  
  
 The artwork is presented as a print on a large sheet of brushed aluminium as I feel this enhances the natural vs 
manmade aspect and creates a more dynamic visual experience for the viewer.  
  
 With all my work the titles are the coordinate where the original photo was taken, in the hope that they might 
inspire people to go and seek them out and in doing so gain a deeper appreciation of the landscape around them. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 525 
Artwork 2 Title: N51.0631 E0.0992 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100x100x1 
Artwork 2 Medium: Dibond Print on Brushed Aluminium 
Artwork 2 Commentary: I have been interested in blurring the boundaries between photography and painting 
throughout my career and much of my artworks are created with this in mind. In this piece and many others, my 
intention is to try and imbue the work with much more of a sense of the atmosphere of the place than I could with a 
'straight' photograph.  
  
 With all my work the titles are the coordinate where the original photo was taken, in the hope that they might 
inspire people to go and seek them out and in doing so gain a deeper appreciation of the landscape around them. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 525 
Artwork 3 Title: N51.0589 E0.0357 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100x100x1 
Artwork 3 Medium: Dibond Print on Brushed Aluminium 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Part of a series of pieces exploring the delicate balance between nature and the 
environment, which is under the constant pressure of humanity's expansion, pollution and destruction of the 
ecosphere.  
  
 The artwork is presented as a print on a large sheet of brushed aluminium as I feel this enhances the natural vs 
manmade aspect and creates a more dynamic visual experience for the viewer.  
  
 With all my work the titles are the coordinate where the original photo was taken, in the hope that they might 
inspire people to go and seek them out and in doing so gain a deeper appreciation of the landscape around them. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 526 
 
Artist Name: Julia Tröscher 
Website:  
IG: @j.troescher 
 
Artist Statement: Julia Tröscher is an Austrian artist living in London, UK. Her work centres around ideas of the home 
- in its broadest sense - and strangeness. Looking at the world from an outlandish perspective, she is interested in 
questions about the real and its structure, mixed with a sense of emotionally charged wonder. She always seeks to 
maintain an element of playfulness to allow space for feeling. This playfulness, or looseness, is her answer to what 
she sees as a lack of sincerity in modern life. Tröscher’s research ranges from philosophical texts to meme culture on 
social networks, however she often draws on her own experiences of displacement to talk about the absurd and the 
strange that are underlying human life and culture. 
  
 Tröscher is a multi-media artist working with found materials and objects, photography, video, and writing, often 
combining them for her installations. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 526 
Artwork 1 Title: Inner- und Unterzeit, Reste 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 16 separate bands, ranging from approx. 12 - 130cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: elastic rubber bands, other mixed media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The elastic knotted bands are part of a body of work which has grown and come together 
over the course of 3 consecutive Augusts, when I was working in a warehouse in Austria to earn money over the 
summer.  
  
 In the warehouse, you become the extension of a machine that writhers its way through the big hall. The work in 
the warehouse is monotone and regulated, but it shifts between rush and drought. To make time pass for myself and 
to create some sense of autonomy, I started using materials I had at hand to do something other than serving the 
machine.  
  
 Every year I returned to the warehouse and the work was the same. The materials were the same too, the ways in 
which I used them changed over time. I set up rules for myself: only use materials from the factory, only make work 
during official working hours.  
  
 In 2018, I made separate bands and called them Time Makers. I timed how long it took me to make one, and at the 
end I knew how much I was getting paid to make them all. In 2019, each elastic knotted band has been made for the 
duration of one day of work.  
  
 ‘Inner- und Unterzeit, Reste’ are a residue, they are what remains of a time spent with a machine that I admire, but 
also despise. They are an ambiguous synthesis of devotion and rebellion, human and machine. 
  
 The whole body of work can be viewed on my Instagram. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 526 

 
  



Artist ID: 526 
Artwork 2 Title: Attempt to nostalgia 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 130 x 180cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: paper, string, fleece blanket 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A blanket woven from shredded strips of photographs and sewn onto a fleece throw. The 
original photographs are taken from the evergrowing collection of digital images on my phone and computer. They 
all show places that I consider my home in one way or another. Naturally, they all represent something from the 
past. The time-consuming process of the weaving and sewing was fuelled by my devotion to the personal 
significance those places have. Despite that significance, the romantic idea and memories of those places, my 
inspiration for the blanket came from a frustration of my relation to the images I collect. The amount of personal 
data I can store on my phone and computer is overwhelming. A lack of detachment from the past results in 
emotional clutter that is brought to mind everyday via the screen on my devices. As digital images they serve me 
well as a personal archive, but they also lack the ability to provide actual comfort. Digital images pretend to console, 
but they tend to bring with them a lingering hollowness. 
  
 More material can be viewed on my Instagram. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 526 
Artwork 3 Title: Findung 
Artwork 3 Dimensions:  
Artwork 3 Medium: Digital photography 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Part of my ongoing practice, details as outlined in artist statement. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 527 
 
Artist Name: Vanessa Raw 
Website: Rawart.co 
IG: @vkraw 
 
Artist Statement: I have always had a fascination with the mind-body connection since I was a professional athlete. I 
realised the importance of our thoughts in relation to our physical performance. Many amazing feats whether 
through sport or masterpieces painted have been documented to have been performed ‘in the zone’, ‘lost track of 
time’, ‘felt one with the universe and each other’, something/someone painted through me’. When we are fully in 
the moment, through meditation, music or altered states, it is said that we are our 'most true authentic self'.  
  
  
  
 I attempted with this new, still evolving, body of work to paint intuitively, in the moment, in layers. I have used 
iconic people and images, not only as a vehicle to express the idea of the 'ego and the destruction of it' but also 
because these are all people and images we connect over, mirroring the connection we feel to each other 'in the 
flow'... 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 527 
Artwork 1 Title: Kurt Cobain 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120cm x 90cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic , Oil on Flax 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Produced in layers, starting with washes and gestural red... 
  
  
  
 Using rough raw flax ( treated with Rabbit skin), emphasises the raw earthy feel... 
  
  
  
 Building up to outer layers, leaving some areas 'unfinished'. 
  
  
  
 Commentating of the contrast of worlds, perhaps the merging of dimensions. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 



Artist ID: 527 
Artwork 2 Title: Mick Jagger 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 90 x 120cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic , Oil on Flax 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Produced in layers, starting with washes and gestural red... 
  
  
  
 Using rough raw flax ( treated with Rabbit skin), emphasises the raw earthy feel... 
  
  
  
 Building up to outer layers, leaving some areas 'unfinished'. 
  
  
  
 Commentating of the contrast of worlds, perhaps the merging of dimensions. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 



Artist ID: 527 
Artwork 3 Title: Kate Moss 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 90 x 120cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic , Oil on Flax 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Produced in layers, starting with washes and gestural red... 
  
  
  
 Using rough raw flax ( treated with Rabbit skin), emphasises the raw earthy feel... 
  
  
  
 Building up to outer layers, leaving some areas 'unfinished'. 
  
  
  
 Commentating of the contrast of worlds, perhaps the merging of dimensions. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 528 
 
Artist Name: Steve Rushton 
Website: srushton13.com 
IG: @srushton13 
 
Artist Statement: These abstract paintings are dynamic processes, albeit captured within the borders of the canvas, 
different in each painting, though always starting (though sometimes starting in another painting) with the 
application of primary and secondary colours, elements to be overlapped, blended, scratched, muddiedâ€”attempts 
to create an object and space where paint (and by association the viewer) breathes, floats, wonders, wanders, 
changes course, changes minds, re-evaluates in a way more difficult outside the concentration inside the canvas. 
  
  
  
 These abstract paintings are democratic models in constant struggle, holding together tensions in environments 
where all marks made are employed, have relative autonomy, purpose and also time for play and reconsideration, 
and where no one mark is dominant;  
  
  
  
 And yet, this democracy is a democracy of the mark, whether a brushstroke, scratch or splash, and is applied by an 
omnipotent God whose desires are maybe whims or even worse just another tactic aimed at achieving success in 
competitions. And what about the indigenous canvas? Where is democracy for thatâ€”it’s virgin plains overrun by 
immigrant settlers of different colours and backgrounds often oblivious to the quality of surface they’re settling on 
save for its flatness and ability to absorb and sustain growth. Yes occasionally there are settlers sensitive to 
landscape, who appreciate its texture and allow it a voice in future developments, yet these settlers demand 
obedienceâ€”any behaviour not conducive to objectives and the canvas risks obliteration by paint, even death or 
exile, to be replaced by more “appropriateâ€• alternatives. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 528 
Artwork 1 Title: Undergrowth 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 84cm x 107cm x 3cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Oil paint applied initially with palette knife, then with brushes et cetera on white ground. 
The central focus (like the artwork) is both object and space, physical and metaphysical, and the thinnest area of 
paint. Around this are dynamic, layered object/space relationships (influenced by analytical cubism and de Kooning’s 
Excavation) in juxtapositions of oranges, earths and greens, echoing the solar centre and caught in its gravitational 
pull. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 528 
Artwork 2 Title: Underworld 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 75cm x80cm x 3cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Oil paint applied initially with palette knife, then with brushes et cetera on white ground. 
Initial bursts of energy were followed by periods of adjustments to compensate for perceived over focusing in any 
one area. Time was spent uniting the the picture within an undulating dynamic, omitting accidental figurative 
references, and creating a luminous fire and water high renaissance last judgement feel (the judgement directed 
internally, at the painting’s ability to contain such drama, and also about how much can be suggested without 
imitationâ€”albeit with a little textual guidance). 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 528 
Artwork 3 Title: Alpine Road 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 20cm x 20cm x 3cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Oil paint applied with palette knife on earth green ground. A fluidity and slippage of 
movement is attempted (influenced by roads in Ventnor, Isle of Wight, that twist and turn and sometimes collapse 
because of subsidence or faulty drains). Small abstracts like this tend to have greater pictorial depth, perhaps 
because of the lack of surface area, as if a requisite amount of visual travel needs to take place, and if the two 
dimensional is limited, the imaginary third dimension should compensate. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 529 
 
Artist Name: Haeji Min 
Website: https://whitneyzxma.wixsite.com/haejimin 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/haejily/ 
 
Artist Statement: The essential element of my artwork is the life and death of humans in mirroring the life cycle of 
plants. 
  
  
  
 In my artwork, I create virtual plant characters to impose the narrative. The meaning of companionship, 
sentimentality, and representation of a caretaker is a positive connotation for plant life due to my reminiscent of a 
simple life in childhood. In contrast, the negative aspect of my plant depiction is the idea rooted in the forest 
demolition from humans. In attribution to the reminiscence of my childhood living in Canada and New Zealand, 
plants became my companion when I strolled down the grass track to get to my home. Similarly, nature provides a 
solace whenever I surround my body by plants in the botanic garden when I get stressed from studying or being 
homesick. This acts as a bridge for a utopia, where I can escape from real-life struggles and worries.  
  
  
  
 Whereas the story I construct with the negative undertone of nature is the terror behind the dictatorial demolition 
by humans to natural life since we cannot detect the result of invisible effects and its impact on humans in the 
future. The plant to human metamorphic look in my painting generates by the plant mutated by Nuclear and 
radiation accidents and incidents in Japan and from the Chernobyl disaster. This grotesque but beautiful description 
of the virtual characters marks the intensive presence with an undulated to controlled motion. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 529 
Artwork 1 Title: My Multiple Egos 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 250x280cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil color and clay on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I enjoy having in-depth conversations with strangers. In this way, I feel less responsibility to 
alleviate their problems and worries but to listen and contemplate. The making of this painting began when I talked 
to my newly met friend about family history. The most memorable conversation was when she mentioned her father 
being unwilling to travel with her, but only with his second marriage family. It was disheartening to hear because, 
from my experience, when a family member dies, a family trip is a long-lasting memory of that person.Â  
  
  
  
 After this discourse, I made this painting about my father, indicated by the suit on the hanger. Additionally, the 
longing for my family is a feeling I hold when I paint this, so the gestural position of my body symbolizes my past. 
Thus, the egos emerging out from my body are the representation of my solitude, living alone in London.Â  
  
  
  
  
  
 There are no distinctive personalities to each ego represented in the painting. However, I'm aware of them 
generated by the uncertainty of my future and being homesick. Therefore, the search for comfort, indoor space and 
possessing house plants expressed through the setting of this painting and the connection to two of my egos sits in 
the bottom left corner.Â  
  
 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 529 

 
  



Artist ID: 529 
Artwork 2 Title: The European Garden 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 220x170cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: oil color on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: I communicate with the virtual characters. They are the representation of different aspects 
of my personality and vulnerability. When I, directly and indirectly, encounter a relatively more abhorrent event than 
my mundane life, fear and anxiety stimulate my creativity in producing meaningfully loaded artwork, rather than the 
sole expression of emotion. The reflection of my fragility portrays itself in my artwork as a profile of faces screaming 
and dashing away in a scattered manner. My fictional characters expressing this silent shriek represents my fear of 
speaking my genuine and innermost feelings and thoughts out loud. I find this release in artwork cathartic. 
Moreover, life and death coexist as figures roaming around the coffin to tribute someone from the dead.Â 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 529 
Artwork 3 Title: The Pirate Ship 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 200x260cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: oil color and oil pastel on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The depictions of imaginative distorted human figures integrated with geometrical 
elements and the narrative I hear around me become an anchor to create my artwork.Â  
  
 I enjoy listening to a podcast when I paint. When I was listening to Episode 59: A Deep Fear from the American 
podcast called “Lore “ , I thought of painting a pirate ship. It was a folktale about sailors captured by the pirates in 
the inescapable ocean and peoples’ misperception of seeing the sea monster from the distance when it is just an 
odd shape of the island. These imaginary scenes in my mind developed and created the tortured sailors by the 
pirates, and they depicted as the blue sea monster/machine in this painting.Â  
  
 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 530 
 
Artist Name: Maria Elena Jarrin 
Website: None 
IG: None 
 
Artist Statement: I am a nature lover who spends hours gathering leaves, flowers, branches and plants to dry and 
paint and frame to preserve. I live to enhance their look as a woman likes to put make up on. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 530 
Artwork 1 Title: 3 of Swords âš”ï¸•â•¤ï¸• 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 20.32 x 25.4 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Dried leaves and a dried plant embellished with acrylic paint and nail polish. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Hearts are existing in the plant world but you have to spend hours to find them. This picture 
reminds me how treacherous a heart can be when it is divided between two lovers. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 530 
Artwork 2 Title: For the Love of Purple-Jacaranda 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30.48 x 30.48 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: White canvas framed with copper metallic wax. A dried branch of the jacaranda tree with leaves 
and flowers painted to enhance and preserve its color. 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Here in May, the jacaranda tree brings forth a purple florabunda, which when blown by the 
wind, falls to form a lovely carpet of flowers in my neighbor’s driveway. It is breath taking. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 530 
Artwork 3 Title: Whimsical Flowers & Leaves 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 34.29 x 34.29 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Manila paper, glass frame, dried leaves & flowers. Acrylic paint and nail polish to enhance the 
colors. 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This was my first attempt at preserving found leaves and flowers on paper and framing 
them. I got a nice response from friends and family. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 531 
 
Artist Name: Ian Robinson 
Website: http://www.ianrobinsonartist.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/ianrobinsonartist/ 
 
Artist Statement: â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦.. 
  
  
  
 Artist Statement: Ian Robinson 2020 
  
  
  
 The paintings that I make portray objects such as books, records and ephemera, which behold properties that can 
define passions and hobbies.  
  
 Capturing scenes that interest entire generations. Glorifying their physical accumulative presence and a physical 
relationship with collections. 
  
   
  
 In my enthusiasm to capture a subject I visit museums, libraries and special collections learning along the way and 
making enquiries that fuel my own interests. Aligning my interests with say the archivist, the enthusiast or collector 
uncovers the care and passion, explores the details, the signs and triggers and reveals a forensic value to the 
collector. My interest is in the back-stories told in the collections themselves. 
  
  
  
 The still-life studies renders a visual translation of cognitive obsessive qualities connected with ownership, that of 
trophies and ownership, generally the intensity of meaning in our accumulation of obsolescent material things.  
  
  
  
 Interestingly this is something we see very regularly in contemporary visual culture promoting and in advertising 
ironically the opposite, in favour of terabytes of data storage space both online and in non physical bite-sized 
technology. 
  
  
  
 â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦.. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 531 
Artwork 1 Title: 7 favourites 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60cm x 100cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on linen 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The painting was originally a sketch for a commission. I had drawn the record pile to behold 
any music chosen so when I returned to the drawing, I chose record covers that were from my vinyl collection, I 
needed to select covers that worked well in a record pile and I could work out my layout digitally before using paint 
and selected covers that looked the most striking. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 531 
Artwork 2 Title: Presents stack 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50 x 37cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on panel 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The idea come from children’s parties as they accumulate so many gifts. I took some photos 
at various points and made drawings. But the painting required a still life set up and as I progressed I selected gift 
wrap that suited my layout. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 531 
Artwork 3 Title: Kaempfer's Japanese Manuscripts 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 90 x 85cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on linen 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This still life contains Engelbert Kaempfer's original sketchbook manuscripts that are held by 
the British Library. It was originally in the Sir Hans Sloane collecection. His History of Japan book was published 
posthumously from these manuscripts in 1727 and was the chief source of Western knowledge about the country 
throughout the 18th and mid-19th centuries when it was closed to foreigners.  
  
 `i made this work from sketches and photographs. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 532 
 
Artist Name: Vlada Sosis 
Website:  
IG: @vlada_sosis 
 
Artist Statement: I am a young artist originally from Ukraine, now living in London. I have had 3 solo shows in 
Ukraine in the last few years and a series of group shows both in Ukraine and Uk. My art style is a mixture of these 
two cultures. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 532 
Artwork 1 Title: Do you see me? 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 101.5cm x 76.5cm x 1.5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil paint on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting is made with a glazing technique with which I created a sense of depth and 
darkness without using black. This work is a question; it is a feeling of something hidden, emotions whispered in the 
dark. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 532 
Artwork 2 Title: Red Riding-hood's Nightmare 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: approx. 175cm x 45cm x 1.5cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil paint on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This work is an exploration of my subconscious and nightmares. It is made in a semi 
surrealist style. As well as a work about dreams it also contains some modernized fairy tale narrative. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 532 
Artwork 3 Title: The Campfire 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 90cm x 90cm x 1.7cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This is a painting about silence and darkness. In a wild setting, empty, with only the traces 
of human presence, yet a powerful inferno in the center. It is both warm and unsettling. This painting was done with 
a series of glazing layers to create a sense of depth and darkness without the use of black color. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 533 
 
Artist Name: Ewelina Skowronska 
Website: http://www.ewelinaskowronska.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/ewelello/?hl=en 
 
Artist Statement: Female body is at the forefront of my prints and ceramic sculptures. I move away from showing it 
as a finite whole, instead expressing it through a sense of space and fluidity, 
  
 producing a distinctive vision of feminine physicality. Through exploration of the fundamentals of colour, form, lines 
and negative space I want to focus on ephemeral and unspoken aspects, using a combination of different printing 
techniques to produce a unique and powerful contrast in doing so. By exploring the interplay between nudity and 
carnality, I want to create images on the edge of figurative and abstract. 
  
  
  
 I use mostly screen printing as a medium or intaglio. I am fascinated about print making and ways of pushing its 
boundaries, wondering how the process of mark making 
  
 together with all limitations can influence the art work and at the end tell the story. With strong design and 
illustration background my art practice focused on a sense of colour 
  
 play and form, exploring line between the abstract and the figurative. I am inspired by everyday human experiences 
and the fluidity and movement of the human body. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 533 
Artwork 1 Title: to be here [ to arrive 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x70 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: limited edition screen print on paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: As a person who grow up in Poland, lived in UK, and now is based in Japan - in this series of 
prints I wanted to examine the idea of self. The self is as puzzling concept as mental, mind, and consciousness, 
however we all are sure that we have our own distinctive self. But is it really ours? Created during our live through 
deliberated choices or rather “emotional-psychological pattern developed through interactions with important 
othersâ€•? A pattern created from memories, placed in not strictly vertical sense, maybe even a form of fiction. In 
that sense “Iâ€• is always embodied. We are body subjects in relation to other body subjects. The mystery of the 
other is echoed by the mystery of the self. The world of “meâ€• and “youâ€•, the between, begins before conscious 
memory.Â Titles for the series comes from fragmented poems written by Greek poet Sappho (translated by Anne 
Carson). By using this poems, its translations, as an inspiration I wanted to express the idea of what is absent and 
present, in the culture, in us, in our identities. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 533 
Artwork 2 Title: exile, memories, terribly leaked away 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100x70 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: limited edition screen print on paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: As a person who grow up in Poland, lived in UK, and now is based in Japan - in this series of 
prints I wanted to examine the idea of self. The self is as puzzling concept as mental, mind, and consciousness, 
however we all are sure that we have our own distinctive self. But is it really ours? Created during our live through 
deliberated choices or rather “emotional-psychological pattern developed through interactions with important 
othersâ€•? A pattern created from memories, placed in not strictly vertical sense, maybe even a form of fiction. In 
that sense “Iâ€• is always embodied. We are body subjects in relation to other body subjects. The mystery of the 
other is echoed by the mystery of the self. The world of “meâ€• and “youâ€•, the between, begins before conscious 
memory.Â Titles for the series comes from fragmented poems written by Greek poet Sappho (translated by Anne 
Carson). By using this poems, its translations, as an inspiration I wanted to express the idea of what is absent and 
present, in the culture, in us, in our identities. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 533 
Artwork 3 Title: they became [ for not 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100x70 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: limited edition screen print on paper 
Artwork 3 Commentary: As a person who grow up in Poland, lived in UK, and now is based in Japan - in this series of 
prints I wanted to examine the idea of self. The self is as puzzling concept as mental, mind, and consciousness, 
however we all are sure that we have our own distinctive self. But is it really ours? Created during our live through 
deliberated choices or rather “emotional-psychological pattern developed through interactions with important 
othersâ€•? A pattern created from memories, placed in not strictly vertical sense, maybe even a form of fiction. In 
that sense “Iâ€• is always embodied. We are body subjects in relation to other body subjects. The mystery of the 
other is echoed by the mystery of the self. The world of “meâ€• and “youâ€•, the between, begins before conscious 
memory.Â Titles for the series comes from fragmented poems written by Greek poet Sappho (translated by Anne 
Carson). By using this poems, its translations, as an inspiration I wanted to express the idea of what is absent and 
present, in the culture, in us, in our identities. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 534 
 
Artist Name: Kavyaa Suryaa 
Website: https://redgrits.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/redgrits/ 
 
Artist Statement: My name is Redgrits (Kavyaa Suryaa). I am a 19-year-old artist from India, based in the United Arab 
Emirates. My practice includes the exploration of organic identity, subjectivity, objectivity, and materialism through 
multidisciplinary mediums such as video, animation, photography, 3D, intersecting analog and digital mediums. 
  
  
  
 Growing up in a place where everything advances every day, I find peace in creating images that break down my 
thoughts on the process of this growing world. I like to incorporate concepts that are in my head and place them in 
the context of reality - a break from true reality by turning it into a state of unreality - exposing reality in an altered 
and fluid way. Image and video are a few of the mediums I use to convey my thoughts about the self - it’s relation to 
the external world and emotions such as dilation, disorientation and abstraction to the public. I am deeply 
influenced by the moving world - The speed at which people talk, walk, how cars move and beep, watching buildings 
get constructed - the sound of metal hitting the ground. My work acts as a mirror of my incoherent thoughts of the 
world due to its rapid growth and lack of time to understand its process. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 534 
Artwork 1 Title: Catharsis 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50 cm x 75 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photograph, Curved photos and objects over base photograph. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Catharsis is a portrait from the Catharsis series that explores the fluidity, rigidity, reflections, 
and refractions of the human identity. This exploration is created by the bending of paper materials and using hard 
rigid objects to express the dichotomy in human identity. This project aims to study the human form, the symmetry 
and the natural dynamic design of a facial structure, isolating yet at the same time creating harmony in the shapes of 
the human form. Introducing the functions of sensory organs and perception and altering our conforming ways of 
understanding and perceiving in a refractive and reflective method. The process of the visual production of the 
portraits is a cathartic expression of subjective ideas of distortion of one’s identity.  
  
   
  
 Notes: The image is a photograph, with mini curved photographs and objects over the base photograph, creating a 
3d projection in real life when viewing. A photo-object emerging over the base portrait. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 534 
Artwork 2 Title: Catharsis 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 67.2 cm x 83.99 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Photograph, Curved photos and objects over base photograph. 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Catharsis is a portrait from the Catharsis series that explores the fluidity, rigidity, reflections, 
and refractions of the human identity. This exploration is created by the bending of paper materials and using hard 
rigid objects to express the dichotomy in human identity. This project aims to study the human form, the symmetry 
and the natural dynamic design of a facial structure, isolating yet at the same time creating harmony in the shapes of 
the human form. Introducing the functions of sensory organs and perception and altering our conforming ways of 
understanding and perceiving in a refractive and reflective method. The process of the visual production of the 
portraits is a cathartic expression of subjective ideas of distortion of one’s identity.  
  
   
  
 Notes: The image is a photograph, with mini curved photographs and objects over the base photograph, creating a 
3d projection in real life when viewing. A photo-object emerging over the base portrait. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 534 
Artwork 3 Title: EYE CONSUME EYE 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 1920 x 1080 px 
Artwork 3 Medium: Video 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MF06IJVzZ5w 
  
  
  
 “Eye Consume Eyeâ€•, translating to “I Consume Iâ€•. Where the objective eye is a metaphor  
  
 to a person’s subjective self. This is a short metaphorical film about Life, Survival, and  
  
 Growth through Pain and Emotion in the perspective of an eye, where the eye is not seen  
  
 just as an organ of sight, but as a sensitive and vulnerable being in itself. The film is shot  
  
 in the first-person perspective, indicating and urging the idea of the viewer devouring the  
  
 eye that’s looking back at them, the eye being a reflection of themselves. And that being  
  
 an act of consuming their self-awareness. It is a reflection of the audience, the consumer:  
  
 eating one’s awareness to become more alert and to thrive by the cycle of self-consumption. The concepts of this 
film emerge from my personal experiences with association to objective external interactions and experiences. The 
film is based on the concept of self-distortion - the confusion of one’s own identity, hence the repeated obsessive  
  
 text motif “Imposterâ€• below the plate. “Imposterâ€• (in the context of this film with slight association and 
distortion to the original meaning) being, when one begins to feel like an object and less of a human because of 
isolation and loneliness in the materialistically advancing world. The ‘provoking’ of the eye is a desperate act to 
“wakeâ€• the self up from a state of shock and numbness. “Openingâ€• the eye of the self. To bring the “Selfâ€• 
back to the state of aliveness - recognizing and understanding oneself before it’s too late. 
Artwork 3 Image: 
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Artist ID: 535 
 
Artist Name: David Aston 
Website: https://www.rmutt.co.uk 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/davidastonart 
 
Artist Statement: David Aston is a British artist (b. 1975, Edinburgh) based in London. David secured his BA from Bath 
Spa University and interned with Bonhams as a fine art specialist. 
  
  
  
 David makes art about anthropology and human cultural evolution. He looks at contemporary society through a 
diachronic lens (From dia- ‘through’ + Greek khronos ‘time’ + -ic) to seek profound cultural shifts and ask questions 
about our humanity and culture at a time of unprecedented accelerated change. 
  
  
  
 David's recent works act as markers of our transition from material past to technology and data fuelled present and 
future. These multimedia works observe our transition to an age where we need to attest our humanity to machines, 
proclaim our rights to data, question our collective cultural legacy through acts of digital archeology, and explore 
futurist possibilities through hashtag muses. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 535 
Artwork 1 Title: ATTEST YOU ARE HUMAN (HANGING IN THE BALANCE) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 38 H x 31 W x 20 D CM 
Artwork 1 Medium: Antique set of scientific scales and seven attest you are human dice 
Artwork 1 Commentary: ATTEST YOU ARE HUMAN (HANGING IN THE BALANCE) 
  
  
  
 Attest you are human (hanging in the balance) is a part of the attest you are human series and an evolution of the 
thinking for Rolling with humanity (Resistance is futile).  
  
  
  
 For Hanging in the balance I was exploring the parallel concepts of influence and resistance, engaging in a debate 
around the balance of our humanity and the increasing influence of technology. Questioning whether the current 
level of influence that technology exerts on us as individuals was appropriate. Whether its influence was 
counterbalanced and met with an equal human resistance to its more negative effects on our nature. Whether the 
balance has shifted and has done so in our favour. Whether the promise of convenience and free access has 
enriched life, or come at a cost, fundamentally changing the way we see ourselves, perceive the world, and interact 
with each other. 
  
  
  
 The sculpture, a cased set of antique scientific scales, symbolises this balancing act. The balance of influence and 
resistance taking place at the frontline of humanity and technology. Central to the work are two metal dishes, each 
containing attest you are human dice. But the scales are loaded. In one dish sits a single dice showing human. On the 
other sits a pyramid of six dice showing bots and robots.  
  
  
  
 The outcome is imbalanced, tipped in favour of technology. An outcome mirroring real life where technology has 
become pervasive and seeks to exert ever-increasing influence over our daily interactions and decisions. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 535 
Artwork 2 Title: ROLLING WITH HUMANITY (RESISTANCE IS FUTILE) 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 22 H x 25 W x 10.5 D CM 
Artwork 2 Medium: Test tubes, brass resistors and antique resistance box, 6 attest you are human dice 
Artwork 2 Commentary: ROLLING WITH HUMANITY (RESISTANCE IS FUTILE) 
  
  
  
 Rolling with humanity (resistance is futile) came from the research for attest you are human roll for humanity. I 
found the fact that we had reached the point in human evolution where we had to attest our humanity to machines 
on a daily basis profound. The fact that while doing so we educated google's artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms for 
free was deliciously ironic (google CAPTCHA and ReCaptcha). I wanted to make a sculpture that was equally random, 
ironic and maybe a little bit surreal.  
  
  
  
 The starting point was the attest you are human dice, which I wanted to incorporate into a machine, something 
mechanical that mirrored the subject robot / bot subject matter. Through my research I found some fascinating early 
20th century dice poppers or ‘trade stimulators’ as they were sometimes called. The kind of thing that you would 
find in a grocery store or bar in the 1920’s. I had used antique one arm bandits in ULO and other attest you are 
human works and I loved the mechanical / humanity hybrid play. Plus the tubes resembled test tubes, a visual 
reference to the experimentation that is taking place in the test tubes of biotechnology. 
  
  
  
 I used the sub title resistance is futile partly partly because it was a play on the function of the original object, a 
resistance box, a test instrument which use a series of resistors, capacitors, or inductors to simulate very specific 
electrical values. The resistors, once inside the machine, are now prominently displayed within the tubes, influencing 
and testing the outcome of the dice. The choice of title was also partly a playful reference to science fiction and the 
invading aliens in Star Trek (the Borg) who sought to assimilate the biological and technological uniqueness of 
humans into the their own culture,. “You will be assimilated - resistance is futileâ€•. The parallel was too tempting 
as it matched many of the dystopian fears or early science fiction and the 2018 New York attestations. 
  
  
  
 The sculpture is therefore a game that tests how we roll, or gamble, with humanity through the development of AI. 
However, the machine is purely symbolic as it does not function. The dice and outcome will always remain in 
suspended animation - just as we do not know the answer to how the balance between human intelligence and 
artificial intelligence (AI) will pan out. Technology will continue to advance in pursuit of economic outcomes and will 
not stop in response to cultural resistance - resistance is futile.  
  
  
  
 What hangs in the balance is the outcome for humanity and human evolution. At at a time when many shine a 
spotlight on the potential risks of AI (Stephen Hawkin, Bill Gates, Elon Musk, philosophers and scientists alike) and 
debate the implications for the future of humanity. Will, AI surpass human intelligence? Will we make technologies 
to augment ourselves and improve our intelligence? How soon could some of these developments come and what 
will that mean for societies today, tomorrow? 
Artwork 2 Image:  
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Artist ID: 535 
Artwork 3 Title: ATTEST YOU ARE HUMAN (COMMEMORATIVE PLATE) 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 75 H x 75 W CM 
Artwork 3 Medium: ATTEST YOU ARE HUMAN (A SUPERIOR SPECIES) 
Artwork 3 Commentary: ATTEST YOU ARE HUMAN (A SUPERIOR SPECIES) 
  
  
  
 Visitors to the Brooklyn, New York, Other Art Fair 2018 were given the opportunity to attest their humanity by 
submitting an online attestation answering ‘what does it mean to be human in the age of RoBots’.  
  
  
  
 More than 200 visitors participated and shared their often profound thoughts. Their attestations have been 
incorporated into a specially commissioned art book and a series of commemorative porcelain plates. 
  
  
  
 The plates include two figures representing humanity (Venus) and robots standing either side of the tree of life. The 
figures and motifs are taken from historical western and Chinese, Han, Ming and Ching dynasty cultures. Together 
they symbolise a modern day Adam and Eve and mark a point where humanity meets artificial intelligence, past 
meets the present and future, and globalisation as east converges with west. 
Artwork 3 Image: 
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Artist ID: 536 
 
Artist Name: Juliette Guénard 
Website: https://www.joulleart.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/joulleart/ 
 
Artist Statement: I paint my family and friends, imaginary characters or horses with an ambiguous powerful white 
light. I use superpositions in my artworks, as multiple layers of classical figurative painting and a spontaneaous 
sketchy line, both of them devoured by a wave of withe that is also revealing the subject and his inner feelings. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 536 
Artwork 1 Title: Geoffray & Antoine 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120X80X2 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylics and oil on canva 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The father of my son, Geoffray ad my son, Antoine, in a "madonna and child" like pose. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 536 
Artwork 2 Title: Mask v3 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80X60X3,5 
Artwork 2 Medium: acrylics and oil on wood 
Artwork 2 Commentary: As te white part hides and reveals in this piece, it takes the place of a giant mask too, that is 
tempting the female character. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 536 
Artwork 3 Title: Cheval 3 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100X80X3,5 
Artwork 3 Medium: acrylics and oil on wood 
Artwork 3 Commentary: energy and abstraction around the figure of my pie mare Tipie, a horse with big white 
strains. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 538 
 
Artist Name: alen core 
Website: www.alencore.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: A HIP-HOP INSPIRED REINVENTION OF PAINTING FOR THE DIGITAL AGE 
  
  
  
 I imagine Hip-Hop to be the current leading artform of the Western world. 
  
 I use the art theory of Hip-Hop to propose a reinvention of painting for the digital age. 
  
  
  
 Hip-Hop has the rare combination of being both avant-garde and populist.  
  
 It uses sampling to build a future on the structures of the past. 
  
 It uses high technology as the servant of aesthetics. 
  
 It breaks rules in the service of Art. 
  
  
  
 I have constructed a new disobedient medium that merges painting, photography and digital. 
  
 It frees painting by demoting it to become a sample within a wider technological process. 
  
 It hybridises it with photography in a unique and uncomfortable symbiosis. 
  
  
  
 Digital technology is my ‘mixing desk’ where I heal the disparate elements into a fresh new unified entity.  
  
 Following Hip-Hop, I use sampling and technology to pair avant-garde futurism with populist aestheticism. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 538 
Artwork 1 Title: CORE 1371 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 102 X 152 X 3 
Artwork 1 Medium: C TYPE PRINT 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 538 
Artwork 2 Title: CORE 1689 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 102 X 152 X 3 
Artwork 2 Medium: C TYPE PRINT 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 538 
Artwork 3 Title: CORE 0941 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 102 X 152 X 3 
Artwork 3 Medium: C TYPE PRINT 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 539 
 
Artist Name: Geoff Sims 
Website:  
IG: Geoffsimsfine_art 
 
Artist Statement: My name is Geoff sims I have been painting for many years. I never really thought I was good 
enough for galleries or certainly to enter competitions . I was born in south east London . Currently living in 
Wandsworth with my wife . I tried at other mediums but oil paint is definitely what I prefer. i like paints portraits and 
I love surrealism . 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 539 
Artwork 1 Title: Portrait of my Grandson 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100cm x 80cm x 43cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paint on Italian linen 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Portrait of my grandson in oil paint on Italian linen. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 539 
Artwork 2 Title: A Fallen Angel 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100cm x 120cm x 43cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil Paint on Italian linen 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This tells the story of someone who has fallen from grace . The the tall buildings are inspired 
by a beautiful place in Italy called Tropea. All along the sea front they have a cliff face and tall buildings built on the 
edge of the cliff. The spiral stair case shows the image of a angel on the down would spiral. On the footers of the 
stairs is a poem I wrote that describes a fallen angel . The type writer keys what could of been used to type it . 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 539 
Artwork 3 Title: Recurring nightmares 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 200 cm x 130cm x 43cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil paint on Italian linen 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Recurring Nightmare tells of the agonising story of a child listening to parents fighting whilst 
they are up stairs in bed . The image of the matador and the minator is the mother and father fighting the i mage of 
the jestor a child going mad at the top of the stairs listening to his parents fighting. The flowing water represents all 
the words that are spilt the things are said and you can’t take back . The building . The building represent the utopia 
you once had . The writing at the bottom is a poem about how the child feels about what’s happening. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 540 
 
Artist Name: yolande armstrong 
Website: www.yolandebigfish.wordpress.com 
IG: yolandebigfish 
 
Artist Statement: Yolande Armstrong - 2020 
  
  
  
 I grew early as a child, developing a sense of too-bigness which has never left me. As girls and women, we negotiate 
a multiplicity of ‘shoulds’ and ‘oughts’ to find our space in the world, frequently labelled and confined. My work 
often features people finding their spaces.  
  
  
  
 I love the sensuality of paint and the magic of creation, using acrylic paint on board or paper for a sense of 
immediacy. My paintings burst from the canvas and spill over the edges; they spit, are spiky; they are about our 
secret parts, desires, longings. They have been described as ‘voluptuous’ and ‘visceral’. They are dark, rich and often 
humorous... above all, human. The roughness and incompleteness of the paint confronts the conventions of visual 
depiction and the fragility of our existence in concrete reality and time. 
  
  
  
 I’ve recently been exploring the politics of identity, gender and labelling through the concept of BEASTLINESS. If 
something is rough or ugly, is it a beast? By labelling something ‘beast’, do we make it beastly?  
  
  
  
 Human beings are vulnerable creatures of flesh and blood, but can also be rough, wild and capable of more 
creativity and cruelty than any other animal. We dance around a triangle of tenderness, brutality and passion and 
this is what my work is about. It is made in the face of the enormous and devastating problems which humans have 
created... to enlarge the space for love and beauty in our world and offer some redemptive possibility... 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 540 
Artwork 1 Title: Holding on 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 106 x 80 x 5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on board 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 540 
Artwork 2 Title: The angels will save us... 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 120 x 80 x 5 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on board 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Based on the true story of an ordinary woman in the UK who killed herself by jumping to 
her death recently, having used up all her savings and lacking benefit support. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 540 
Artwork 3 Title: Before we were humans, we were fishes... 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 80 x 60 x 5 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on board 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The moment that we humans took our first breath of air... 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 542 
 
Artist Name: Keith Grafton 
Website: BaronGraftonArthouse.com > launching in Feb 2020 
IG: launching in Feb 2020 
 
Artist Statement: I’m a British Integrated Digital Fine Art artist living in London pushing the boundaries between 
traditional and digital contemporary art. My practice orbits around the use of digital photography, digital 
photomontage and photo-painting to investigate how fashion, publicity, and technology impact the way we live; 
while also exploring how emotions like love, hope and desire influence the way we feel. 
  
  
  
 This includes current themes like the creation of multi-layered digital identities, the loss of privacy, data currency, 
and the perception of our Inner and Outer selves. My artworks explore today’s reality by creating visual 
interpretations of the intangible complexities we live in. 
  
  
  
 My work is mostly conceptual, often integrating figurative elements within abstract compositions giving them a 
dreamy surrealist quality. The key elements of my works are the use of sharp defining colours, high contrast graphic 
elements and misplaced mixed media images taken out their original context to achieve an outer reality perspective. 
  
  
  
 My intention is to shift the viewer’s perception on meaning, explore narratives across and beyond the digital; and 
creating a space to reflect on what is the purpose of it all by making visible what is often overlooked. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 542 
Artwork 1 Title: Advertising Target 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 84.1 x 118.9 x 2.5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Original photographic print on photographic paper mounted on Aluminium Dibond under Acrylic 
Glass. Framed in 25mm Aluminium Art-Box frame to Gallery standards. Signed and titled verso. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Advertising Target is part of a series of conceptual artworks that look at our relationship 
with online commercialisation. Advertising companies are constantly targeting their messages to our interests, 
needs and dreams. They know how often we go the gym, our preferred restaurant, and our next dream holiday 
destination. 
  
  
  
 All our lives are accurately recorded through the websites we visit, the free subscriptions we get, and all the Apps 
we download in our phones. Our digital footprint is followed by related adverts and tantalizing offers to get our 
attention and our money. Are we just marketing dummies? 
  
  
  
 Edition of 5 plus 2 Artist’s Proofs 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 542 

 
  



Artist ID: 542 
Artwork 2 Title: Digital Identity 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100 x 100 x 2.5 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Integrated Digital Fine Art printed on 308gsm Hahnemühle cotton rag with archival pigment ink. 
Framed in Aluminium conservation frame under UV Perspex to Gallery standards. Signed, titled and numbered front 
bottom. 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Digital Identity is part of a series of conceptual artworks aimed to visually represent the 
abstract and complex concept of a digital identity.  
  
  
  
 You are multi-connected, observed, referenced and subscribed through your numerous online profiles. But does this 
collected information accurately represent the whole of your identities? Who are you really online? 
  
   
  
  
  
 Limited Edition of 8 plus 2 Artist’s Proofs 
Artwork 2 Image:  



Artist ID: 542 

 
  



Artist ID: 542 
Artwork 3 Title: Inner & Outer 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 84 x 59.4 x 2.5 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Integrated Digital Fine Art printed on 308gsm Hahnemühle cotton rag with archival pigment ink. 
Framed in Aluminium conservation frame under UV Perspex to Gallery standards. Signed, titled and numbered front 
bottom. 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Inner & Outer is part of a series of conceptual artworks aimed to explore how we portray 
ourselves in the world to impact how others perceive us and in turn represent how we perceive ourselves.  
  
  
  
 We each have a hard, distant and confident Outer persona ( external image ) that acts as a protective shell while 
portraying how we would like to be seen by others. We also have an Inner Image which is a much more personal and 
intimate image of ourselves, our sexuality, and our desires and hopes. Which side shows up depends on the context, 
the environment and the sense of belonging we experience in a moment on time. 
  
  
  
 Limited Edition of 8 plus 2 Artist’s Proofs 
Artwork 3 Image: 
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Artist ID: 544 
 
Artist Name: Lesley Bunch 
Website: www.lesleybunch.com 
IG: @lesley.bunch 
 
Artist Statement: For my Shadow Sculpture and Shadow Language Series I borrow casting objects from others that 
are invested with their emotion and memory. Borrowed with the invested objects are stories containing 
autobiographical content, revealing the lender’s memory and sense of identity.  
  
  
  
 I create a shadow with each object by manipulating its position in 3D space, the intensity of light source, and 
hanging distance to receiving surface. The resulting 2D trace is a shape that exists for a short duration, until it is 
recorded, fixed and frozen by my camera’s lens. Lender’s stories inform my manipulation of the object whilst I am 
composing a shadow.  
  
  
  
 The shadow’s detail does not allow identification of its casting object, or reveal a value for human use. Each shadow 
is infinitely reduced to itself, impenetrable, a meticulous, silent, glowing assertion of unclassifiable, de-familiarised 
form, hovering between shadow and object in the viewer’s eye.  
  
  
  
 Taken separately, each shadow becomes a manifestation of, or “remainsâ€• of, my exchange with the lender. 
Placed together, these “remainsâ€• form a sort of language. I often present them in the guise of a logograph, and 
sometimes as an object in themselves. Ultimately they are a visual language resisting verbal interpretation. 
  
  
  
 Shadows are fleeting, and in physics, described as “holes in lightâ€•. Here they are a non-verbal language 
untethered to literal meaning. They are something of our “hyper-realâ€• world, of the unanchored over-information 
that we increasingly drift in. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 544 
Artwork 1 Title: Relocation 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x40 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photograph 
Artwork 1 Commentary: From my Shadow Sculpture Series 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 544 
Artwork 2 Title: Concretion 2 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 33x50 
Artwork 2 Medium: Photograph 
Artwork 2 Commentary: From my Shadow Sculpture Series 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 544 
Artwork 3 Title: Junction 1 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 33x50 
Artwork 3 Medium: Photograph 
Artwork 3 Commentary: From my Shadow Language Series 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 545 
 
Artist Name: Ali Sabouki 
Website: http://www.alisabouki.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/alisabouki/ 
 
Artist Statement: If my photos have a mission, it is this: to put the human being before their inner forgotten 
truthfulness and to open up a gate toward those infinite galaxies of their spirits. An anecdote about being left and 
abandoned, emptiness and wandering of the current human being that all of us have in common all over the world. 
A captured moment in between the worlds... an effort that art puts for saving man. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 545 
Artwork 1 Title: Adam's Children 5 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x70 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital Photography on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Thisseries is an image that always engages me. 
  
  
  
 An image of suffering in the broad sense of human life. This image is in the lives of all of us and we all suffer from it. 
We humans are all from one source, and we are on the path to knowing ourselves by passing through the sufferings. 
To know what our relationship is with each other in this world. 
  
  
  
 This series is a different look at the geography that has suffered over the years and generations, and an image of the 
transition period of these human descendants, Adam’s children to a better future. 
  
  
  
 May this narrative be a step to better see ourselves and our kinsmen throughout this world. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 545 
Artwork 2 Title: Adam's Children 6 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100x70 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital Photography on Canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Thisseries is an image that always engages me. 
  
  
  
 An image of suffering in the broad sense of human life. This image is in the lives of all of us and we all suffer from it. 
We humans are all from one source, and we are on the path to knowing ourselves by passing through the sufferings. 
To know what our relationship is with each other in this world. 
  
  
  
 This series is a different look at the geography that has suffered over the years and generations, and an image of the 
transition period of these human descendants, Adam’s children to a better future. 
  
  
  
 May this narrative be a step to better see ourselves and our kinsmen throughout this world. 
Artwork 2 Image:  
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Artist ID: 545 
Artwork 3 Title: Adam's Children 7 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100x70 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Digital Photography on Canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Thisseries is an image that always engages me. 
  
  
  
 An image of suffering in the broad sense of human life. This image is in the lives of all of us and we all suffer from it. 
We humans are all from one source, and we are on the path to knowing ourselves by passing through the sufferings. 
To know what our relationship is with each other in this world. 
  
  
  
 This series is a different look at the geography that has suffered over the years and generations, and an image of the 
transition period of these human descendants, Adam’s children to a better future. 
  
  
  
 May this narrative be a step to better see ourselves and our kinsmen throughout this world. 
Artwork 3 Image: 
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Artist ID: 546 
 
Artist Name: Keith Woodward 
Website: WWW.FINEART.CO.UK 
IG: Keith Woodward 
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 546 
Artwork 1 Title: Black swan 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 90x90cms 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 546 
Artwork 2 Title: Lost in dance 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80x120cms 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 546 
Artwork 3 Title: Ballerina 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 15x15 
Artwork 3 Medium: Ball pen drawing on paper 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 547 
 
Artist Name: Matt Bannister 
Website: https://bannisterimages.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/bannister_images/ 
 
Artist Statement: I am an artist fascinated by the people, objects, streets and shapes of urban life. My work is a 
response to the sights that many might take for granted. I am also aware of observing from a distance (both as an 
artist but also as a society fascinated by surveillance and monitoring) and hope to convey this through my choices of 
composition in these works. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 547 
Artwork 1 Title: A Better Signal 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40x40x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on wood panel 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting is about city life, and how people are often in their own worlds. In this case, 
the omnipresent mobile phone is what connects them to others, whilst around them their fellow commuters seem 
shadowy and unknown. A smile between two people stands out as moment of humour amongst the otherwise 
thoughtful and distant pedestrians. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 547 
Artwork 2 Title: Cravings 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40x40x2 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on wood panel 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This painting is about the temptation of the lights that draw passersby in from the darkness 
of the city. In a cold, and possibly hostile urban environment, even the fluorescent glow of a convenience store 
promises safety (and chocolate). Though modern trappings like mobiles, headphones and plastic bags can be seen, 
the old style lamp casts shadows that allude to older times. The streets at night have always looked like this. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 547 
Artwork 3 Title: Night Flowers 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 40x40x2 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on wood panel 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This painting is about a moment of thought amongst the busy and flowing traffic of people 
in the city. The viewer is drawn to the man in the blue coat and glasses. We imagine different narratives for the 
situation, and from our position looking down from the darkness, we are safe to spy and observe the life happening 
down below. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 548 
 
Artist Name: Lorsen Camps 
Website: www.lorsencamps.com 
IG: lorsencamps 
 
Artist Statement: Lorsen’s exploration of reclaimed polystyrene packaging materials continues his pursuit in 
revealing beauty in disregarded things - taking something destined for landfill and elevating its worth. He asks if 
something so prevalent as a waste material - often despised if it is even noticed - can become something classified as 
‘art’ - something valued and truly seen? He does this through placement, intervention, transformation and 
ultimately persuasion.  
  
  
  
 As Lorsen’s work with polystyrene has evolved his uses of art materials have also changed. At first Lorsen was 
painting these objects to enhance the aesthetic of these ‘readymade’ sculptural forms. But through casting these, it 
enabled further discussion of materiality and value - adding both literal and metaphorical weight to these objects. 
Modern pieces of consumer excess have been playfully transformed into or contrasted with traditional, age-old art 
materials such as plaster and bronze.  
  
  
  
 As an artist who uses found objects in his practice, Lorsen enjoys the happenstance of coming across random things, 
and each found polystyrene form inspires Lorsen differently and brings a unique response. All of the polystyrene 
Lorsen uses has been reclaimed. There is something about this redemptive act that adds another dimension to the 
work. The marks, dents and breaks in the surfaces (and captured in the casting processes) don’t spoil the aesthetic 
but only serve to authenticate it - offering traces of histories and narratives; a previous existence. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 548 
Artwork 1 Title: 2 Masks (Pollux & Castor) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 37.8cm x 30.5cm x 7.5cm (each mask) 
Artwork 1 Medium: Painted bronze casts of reclaimed polystyrene packaging 
Artwork 1 Commentary: These are bronze casts of pieces of polystyrene packaging that I collected a number of years 
ago. I saw character-full faces in these inanimate objects and really fell in love with them.  
  
  
  
 The work is both fun and conceptual: the decision to cast these objects (usually destined for the dustbin) in bronze 
stimulates discussion about value and the nature of art. As with all masks, something is concealed here - these are 
not what they appear to be.  
  
  
  
 The names Pollux and Castor playfully refer to the words 'polystyrene' and 'cast'. They are also stars named after the 
twin gods of Greek and Roman mythology who hatched from a single egg (just as the original pieces emerged from a 
single box). 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 548 

 
  



Artist ID: 548 
Artwork 2 Title: Koala 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 36 x 64.5 x 5 
Artwork 2 Medium: Painted plaster cast of polystyrene packaging (on black painted wall) 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This is a plaster cast of a piece of polystyrene packaging pulled from a skip. It immediately 
reminded me of a koala and the colours were chosen to loosely reflect this. The traditional fine art material contrasts 
to the modern polystyrene of the original. Both are in their way fragile, which reflects the plight of the animal in 
2020. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 548 
Artwork 3 Title: Emoji (Breakout) 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 45 x 45 x 17 
Artwork 3 Medium: Reclaimed polystyrene packaging and painted bronze cast, aluminium rod, MDF, Acrylic display 
box 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The polystyrene packaging was salvaged in its broken state from a friend’s wheelie bin. 
Because it was in two parts I decided to use this as an opportunity to contrast two materials in one work - to cast the 
inner section in bronze while leaving the surround in polystyrene. The emoji face appeared quite clear to me from 
when I first saw it and I decided to paint this accordingly. It is as if the face is somehow breaking out from its 
surround and breaking free from the constrains of what it once was. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 549 
 
Artist Name: Aiste Stancikaite 
Website: www.stancikaite.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/aiste_stancikaite/ 
 
Artist Statement: The core of my work is always an attempt to understand and recreate reality. At the start of any 
drawing, I break the image down to its most basic shapes and gradually build up the layers of detail across the entire 
piece. I focus on light and texture, keeping a balance between abstract 
  
 and figurative to let one main subject take center stage and leave the rest to the imagination. The slow nature of 
intricate pencil drawing allows me to step away from today's fast paced image consumerism and instant 
gratification. Instead, the physical and meditative process involved in creating each drawing brings a deeper 
understanding of the subject matter and its complex 
  
 nature. 
  
  
  
 In my recent works I have started using a single colour approach. This allows me to move away from the traditions 
of realism and into a more unusual style of contemporary drawing with a surrealist edge, something that would 
likely be absent with an entirely lifelike palette. The red-hued figures often featured in my work become beautiful, 
alien creatures rather than everyday humans you’d meet on the street. The simplicity of this creative technique is an 
ode to the magnitude of a single colour - the spectrum of light to dark that can be created when constructing the 
form and detail shows the visual complexity and variety of tones available. This depth ultimately defines the power 
of the final image. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 549 
Artwork 1 Title: His Eyes Were Emerald Green 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42.0 x 59.4cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Single coloured pencil on paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A drawing created to push the boundaries of my practice and explore the subjects of 
modern masculinity and gender norms whilst referencing art history in its aesthetics. 
  
  
  
 The drawing was created using a single coloured pencil, an approach that allows me to move away from the classical 
traditions of realism and into a more unusual style of contemporary illustration and drawing with a surrealist edge, 
something that would likely be absent with an entirely lifelike palette. The red-hued figures often featured in my 
work become beautiful, alien creatures rather than everyday humans you’d meet on the street. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 549 
Artwork 2 Title: Tyler 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 42.0 x 59.4cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Single coloured pencil on paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The drawing created using a single coloured pencil, an approach that allows me to move 
away from the classical traditions of realism and into a more unusual style of contemporary illustration and drawing 
with a surrealist edge, something that would likely be absent with an entirely lifelike palette. The red-hued figures 
often featured in my work become beautiful, alien creatures rather than everyday humans you’d meet on the street. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 549 
Artwork 3 Title: Gianinna 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 42.0 x 59.4cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Single coloured pencil on paper 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The drawing created using a single coloured pencil, an approach that allows me to move 
away from the classical traditions of realism and into a more unusual style of contemporary illustration and drawing 
with a surrealist edge, something that would likely be absent with an entirely lifelike palette. The red-hued figures 
often featured in my work become beautiful, alien creatures rather than everyday humans you’d meet on the street. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 550 
 
Artist Name: koby martin 
Website: kobmart.co.uk 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/koby_martin/ 
 
Artist Statement: Koby Martin is a proud export of Ghana. His talent and God-given gift was nurtured in his 
motherland and polished in the United Kingdom.  
  
   
  
 These worlds merge together in Koby’s art where his African descent and background can be seen as a consistent 
influence.  
  
   
  
 His theme of works spans over a variety of subjects of which is autobiographical. From relationships, migrating to 
the UK, to issues on immigration and losing his father plus more. He also uses fire and other elements such as doves, 
money and mixed media concepts through his work.  
  
   
  
 Koby’s painting’s gives the viewer a cinematic experience of the journey through his work, accompanied by 
powerful visual narratives. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 550 
Artwork 1 Title: Alone With Company 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150 x 120cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and Oil Pastels on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=azQm3ubgW-0&t=11s 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 550 
Artwork 2 Title: Drown Me In Your Lies 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40 x 30 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed Media and Acrylic on Canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=azQm3ubgW-0&t=11s 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 550 
Artwork 3 Title: Conversations With My Bible 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 40 x 30 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Mixed Media x Acrylic on Canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=azQm3ubgW-0&t=11s 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 551 
 
Artist Name: CANDY LOPESINO 
Website: www.candylopesino.com 
IG: @candylopesino 
 
Artist Statement: A border if it separates also unites. 
  
 The Iberian Peninsula is a geographical concept formed by Spain and Portugal, two geographically united countries. 
  
 In these collages, handmade with acrylic paints, glue, magazines... hand-cut and scissors and then I reproduce in a 
photograph, I reflect on the twons, cities and regions of the Iberian Peninsula, through a close-up portrait of faces 
created with the characteristies own place. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 551 
Artwork 1 Title: BARCELONA 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30x30x0,5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography Collage 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Spanish city. The Güell Park is the work of the architect Antonio Gaudí, the maximum 
representative of catalan modernisme. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 551 
Artwork 2 Title: SEVILLE 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30x30x0,5 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Photography Collage 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Spanish city of Andalusia, source of inspiration of numerous artists. Its April Fair is a festival 
declared of International Tourist Interest since 1965. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 551 
Artwork 3 Title: LISBON 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 30x30x0,5 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Photography Collage 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Capital of Portugal. One of the great European cultural centers and meeting point of diverse 
cultures. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 552 
 
Artist Name: Corinne Vogel 
Website: www.corinnevogel.com 
IG: vogel_corinne 
 
Artist Statement: My abstract works are explorations of my mind, connected to personal experiences in nature and 
solitude. Simplicity and chaos, outer and inner world, invisible and visible, silence and sound are constant pillars of 
exploration in my working process. My work is rooted in the visual observation of landscapes and the physical 
experience of raw nature. The dialogue between nature and abstraction and the human being as part of the whole is 
what interests me. The surroundings here shape my work. The pure and unpolished experience in the rough weather 
of the mountainous region of Thun, Switzerland.  
  
 I am primarily concerned with the investigation of 3 things: the surface and texture, a well-balanced composition 
and the relation between the colors. What I am searching for is tension and rhythm, tasty materiality, beauty but 
also dirt. Qualities such as softness versus crudity and immediacy, that’s what I try to find. With colors it is similar; 
you don’t want to have a candy at the end.  
  
 Normally I start painting without making sketches. I rather have an inner image and clear vision of the colors I am 
going to prepare. That’s why I like meditating before I start my practice because it brings me in a good energy to 
paint. It’s a great benefit for the work when I start painting as light as I can, trying to keep in mind that the result 
doesn’t matter. This helps to become free and to come in a state of flow. I usually work fast in the first period of the 
painting, then getting slower and slower during the painting process. Sometimes a painting hangs a few weeks in my 
studio until I decide to rework it. 
  
 Experimenting with materials but also with techniques is essential for my working practice. Try and error are so 
basic for a painter - because painting is much about destroying and reconstruction. The clear and exact observation 
is as important as the free state of mind - you have to make sure to hold the balance between mental knowledge 
and passionate intuitive knowledge.  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 Referents and inspirations: 
  
 Per Kirkeby, Albert Oehlen, Gillian Ayres, Howard Hodgkin, Willelm de Kooning, Garry Wragg, Henri Matisse, Paul 
Klee, Adolph Gottlieb, Anni Albers, Hilma af Klint, Constantin BrâncuÈ™i,  
  
 Ruth Asawa... 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 552 
Artwork 1 Title: The Unfinished 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 130 x 100 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil and Acrylic on cotton, 2019 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 552 
Artwork 2 Title: Arioso 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 150 x 120 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic, oil, oilstick and charcoal on cotton, 2019 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 552 
Artwork 3 Title: As above, so below 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 130 x 100 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic, oilstick and charcoal on cotton, 2020 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 554 
 
Artist Name: Alex SanVik 
Website:  
IG: https://www.instagram.com/alex_san_vik/ 
 
Artist Statement: Alex SanVik's abstract expressionist paintings concentrate on concepts such as truth, love, 
simplicity and harmony. The emotional impact of the image is always the main focus of his paintings. Working with 
acrylic on canvas or paper, Alex SanVik creates original artworks with rich colors, forms and textures. He paints with 
his heart and gets inspired by the surrounding world. Through the titles, Alex SanVik gives viewers direction for 
reflection on his paintings. However, the artist believes that art is subjective and the audience gets to create their 
own story by the emotions that surface. After all, abstract art is called art, due to the ability to evoke emotions in the 
viewer. And its essence is revealed exactly through the viewers and cannot exist outside of them. Alex SanVik was 
born in 1989 in the USSR. He is a self-taught artist and painting has always taken a special place in his life. The artist's 
artworks are presented in private collections in the USA, Great Britain, Belgium, Germany, Singapore, Thailand, 
Georgia, Kazakhstan, Russia. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 554 
Artwork 1 Title: Touch the sky 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50x40x1.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: All my works concentrate on concepts such as truth, love, simplicity and harmony. And in 
today's turbulent conditions our ability to find something good in the world around us, to see the true beauty of 
human hearts, to appreciate kindness and care, love and friendship, is of particular value. The ability of the human 
heart to be ignited with beauty gives us the hope that a new day will be better and it guides us in these difficult 
times. And as the Persian poet, Islamic scholar, theologian, and spiritual teacher, Rumi (13th century) said: "Only 
from the heart can you touch the sky". 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 554 
Artwork 2 Title: Night is over 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40x50x1.5 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A theme of cityscape is one of my favorites. In my opinion, cities are not so much a set of 
buildings and streets as a unique, ever-changing atmosphere. Cities are a mix of thousands human stories: love and 
hate, happiness and sorrow, serenity and anxiety, new life and death. They are wonderful at any time, unique and 
good in their own way at every moment. And I don’t stop to be surprised by this. There is something special in the 
cityscapes, some kind of sadness and fatigue after a hard day’s work and a hope that a new day will be better. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 554 
Artwork 3 Title: To the Moon and back 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 37.5x26x0.1 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on paper 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Series: Passers-by 
  
  
  
 Every passerby has a story. Each passerby lives a unique, vibrant and complex life - with their own ambitions, 
friends, routine, and concerns. Every day, thousands of stories silently continue around us. We will never know 
about them. However, perhaps we could accidentally appear in one of them, as an additional sipping coffee in the 
background, as a blurred movement along the highway, like a lighted window at dusk. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 565 
 
Artist Name: Eileen Olimb 
Website: www.eileendelux.eu 
IG: eileendelux 
 
Artist Statement: My name is Eileen olimb and I am born and grew up on Norway. I went abroad to school when I 
was 18 and continued travelling for 7 years before I settled in Luxembourg. I hold a bachelor of science with a 
diploma in Geography and Third world studies.  
  
  
  
 I feel like the combination of travelling around the world and my social science studies compliment each other and 
shines through in my art. Meeting a variety of people from all walks of life has made me aware of the cultural, 
religious and economical differences people face in their daily lives. Some very fortunate and some much less so. 
  
  
  
 I don't really have a formal education in art though I spent some years at Ecole d'art contemporaries in Luxembourg. 
I like to learn as I go along and by observing art and people around me.  
  
  
  
 What you see in my art is a result of all the things I have experienced in life and who I am as a person.  
  
 I find inspiration everywhere I go and see art in everything. I love colours and the combination of soft detailed art 
with mad uncontrolled art. I love having a big white canvas in front of me and to be able to turn it into whatever I 
want. 
  
  
  
 In 2018 I was selected as a one of the winners in of an art competition in Vienna and my painting was used for the 
official invitation. Later in the year I was one of the winners of the 33rd Chelsea International Fine arts Competition 
where two of my paintings were chosen to show in New York. Also here My painting was used for the poster. 
  
  
  
 I hope you like my art 
  
 Best regards 
  
 Eileen Olimb 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 565 
Artwork 1 Title: Birdy nam nam 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80cm X 80cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic and mixed media 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 565 
Artwork 2 Title: The impeachment 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100cm X 100cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: acrylic mixed media 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 565 
Artwork 3 Title: It is you! 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 80cm X 80cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: acrylic and mixed media 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 572 
 
Artist Name: Daniel John Bracken 
Website: http://www.danieljohnbracken.com 
IG: popedanieljohn 
 
Artist Statement: Daniel John Bracken is a Visual Artist working primarily with Photography and Installation. 
Currently enrolled in the MA Photography Programme at the Royal College of Art, the artist focuses on 
interdisciplinary relations of space, time, and diary in photography. Currently based in London, Daniel has had a 
number of group exhibitions as well as solo and group publications that have been displayed at Purchase College, 
Printed Matter's NYABF, World Money Gallery, Offprint at Tate Modern, and the Art Academy Newington, as well as 
at the Royal College of Art. Focusing on queer identity - exploring still life and portraiture - the artist has produced an 
array of works that weave seamlessly through ideas of queer masculinity, neurodiversity, and liminality as they 
pierce through the mundane aspects of reality. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 572 
Artwork 1 Title: Rockaway, 2019 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 58.42 x 45.72 x .05 
Artwork 1 Medium: C-Type Print Mounted on Dibond from 4x5 Photographic Colour Negative Scan 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 572 
Artwork 2 Title: Untitled (Still Life with Lilies), 2019 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 58.42 x 45.72 x .05 
Artwork 2 Medium: C-Type Print Mounted on Dibond from 4x5 Photographic Colour Negative Scan 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 572 
Artwork 3 Title: The Facts of Winter, 2019 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 58.42 x 45.72 x .05 
Artwork 3 Medium: C-Type Print Mounted on Dibond from 4x5 Photographic Black and White Negative Scan 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 573 
 
Artist Name: A Kasim 
Website: Under construction www.artbykasim.com 
IG: https://instagram.com/artbykas 
 
Artist Statement: Kasim is a British artist, living in London. his work is very much about colours, nature and 
mindscape in the changing world around him. He uses different media, such as acrylics, fluid medium and oil. He 
finds the artistic process a form of therapy. Kasim’s most recent exhibitions were at the Old Street Gallery (in 
collaboration with a creative workshop by Kinde- stand up4 mental health), Brick Lane Gallery, London, the Roy’s 
people art fair, Oxo Tower Wharf, and at Jona Quest gallery, London, which featured in Alt Africa Arts Culture. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 573 
Artwork 1 Title: Flower meadow 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 70 by 80 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The flower meadow took Kasim six months to produce using a unique process, which was 
used as a form of art therapy. Kasim worked on this piece mainly during the calm and quiet hours of the nights. It is a 
sentimental piece, depicting a vision Kasim had connecting to a personal loss. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 573 
Artwork 2 Title: Blue bells and Daffodils 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 70 by 80 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Kasim is fascinated by nature and colours, particular the colour blue. He enjoys exploring 
nature, particularly wild meadows, which was the inspiration for this piece. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 573 
Artwork 3 Title: Water lilies 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 59 by 84 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Water lilies is inspired by Kasim’s childhood memories- growing up by lakes and shallow 
streams full of water lilies. This brings back happy memories of time spent in nature. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 574 
 
Artist Name: Victoria Udalova 
Website: https://udalova-art.com/ 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/udalovavictoria/ 
 
Artist Statement: Udalova Victoria - painter, graphic artist, designer. Education - Art College (painting), Moscow State 
Art and Industry Academy of S.G. Stroganoff. Member of the Moscow Union of Artists since 1999. Active participant 
of local and international exhibitions and Art Fairs. Her works are in private collections in Russia, Spain, Italy, Malta, 
Malaysia and other country. Works in the style of figurative art. 
  
  
  
  «In our time of information technology, computer graphics and conceptual art, where the viewer can only guess, 
what the artist wanted to paint, you begin to understand the value of figurative art and skills to represent human’s 
body professionally in motion: his personality, beauty, energy. Victoria Udalova is a member of the Union of Russian 
artists and professional painter. She continues the tradition of realistic art in her own manner. Her models are 
dancers of flamenco y ballet, boxers and other people, who express their feelings using body language». 
  
  
  
  IMRULS plus â„–18 2016, Russian-Spanish magazine. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 574 
Artwork 1 Title: The British on the Spanish beach 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80x100x1 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Watching people, I realised that I was interested in the problem of national indication. Can 
what signs, manners and appearance correlate a person with his nationality. How do people differ from each other 
and what do they have in common? In addition to visual appearance, there are nuances of behaviour, facial 
expressions, and the manner of speaking, walking, and communicating. All of this can be very different. But we must 
not forget that we live together on one very fragile planet. The sun always inspires me, contrasting shadows, bright 
colours of the Mediterranean and the bodies of people on the beach. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 574 
Artwork 2 Title: New stereotypes 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 70Ñ…50x2cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Every time dictates its stereotypes of beauty or fashion. You may not like them or you may 
disagree with them, but they are there and there is nothing you can do about it. This boy I met near Victoria railway 
station in one of my visits to London. I was struck by his tattoo. Later in the studio, when I was painting his portrait, I 
thought about this statement and decided to give the viewer hope by writing in the background the inscription in the 
background "God lives ". 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 574 
Artwork 3 Title: Moscow morning 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 150x120x2cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: In an uncomfortable position with her back to the viewer sat a woman next to the front 
door, putting the cat food. She, like a cat listens to the sounds outside the door. Is it the man opens the lock, arriving 
in the morning, was’n at home, or is it just gone, they quarrelled and in the pose of the woman sadness and 
hopelessness. The play of vertebrae, the folds of the body, the hairless cat is like her. Gray-yellow gamma increases 
the alarm. There are no answers in the picture, the viewer himself will finish this story. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 575 
 
Artist Name: Marina Gröpel 
Website: https://www.noizybutpurple.com/ 
IG: instagram.com/noizybutpurple/ 
 
Artist Statement: Technology is an important part of my life. That is why it is also an important part of my art. I love 
to experiment with new technology such as NFC ( near field communication), VR (Virtual Reality) and AR (Augmented 
Reality) to explore how it can improve our lives. Due to movies and books, it seems that we now have a pretty good 
understanding of how technology will destroy us one day, but I believe technology can change our lives for the 
better.  
  
  
  
 My art is interactive, innovative and represents my point of view of how the future of art should be - interactive and 
accessible by everyone. That is why you can find the alien characters not just in selected galleries, but also on the 
streets of London, Zürich, Heidelberg, Berlin and many more.  
  
  
  
 But in the center of it all is you - the viewer. You are the most important part of it. Because you are my inspiration, 
my conversation partner and my supporter. Most of the alien characters I draw and their stories are inspired by 
people I've met. What I love most about being an artist is that it allows me to meet many wonderful people with 
exciting life stories. Inspired by their stories I imagine how our lives would be in a digitized society. Better, worse, or 
just different? Let's find out together. That's what my art is all about: Opening up a dialogue between me and the 
viewer about technology and how it can improve our lives. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 575 
Artwork 1 Title: [alien fifty two] 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x40cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic print (hand finished) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gPYesSEqx4AqgJmBZZ7OB0itDNTrt5zf 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 575 
Artwork 2 Title: [alien seventy nine] 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60x40cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic print (hand finished) 
Artwork 2 Commentary: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gPYesSEqx4AqgJmBZZ7OB0itDNTrt5zf 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 575 
Artwork 3 Title: [alien eighty] 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 60x40cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic print (hand finished) 
Artwork 3 Commentary: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gPYesSEqx4AqgJmBZZ7OB0itDNTrt5zf 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 581 
 
Artist Name: Will Creech 
Website: cyanotype.studio 
IG: cyan_o_type 
 
Artist Statement: The term “blueprint’ is derived from the Cyanotype process. It allowed rapid and accurate 
reproduction of construction drawings for over 150 years.  
  
  
  
 Through my work I aim to continue the relationship between Cyanotype and Architecture with a focus on the role 
that light and shadow play in the built environment 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 581 
Artwork 1 Title: Arches 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 29.7x42 
Artwork 1 Medium: Cyanotype on watercolour paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 581 
Artwork 2 Title: National Theatre 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 29.7x42 
Artwork 2 Medium: Cyanotype on watercolour paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 581 
Artwork 3 Title: Stonework 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 29.7x42 
Artwork 3 Medium: Cyanotype on watercolour paper 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 585 
 
Artist Name: Gina Peyran-Tan 
Website: www.ginapeyrantan.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Having previously worked across different formats and collaboratively, Gina's practice is currently 
located in Moving Image. With an interest in phenomenology and existentialism, she is drawn to grasp those events 
when one's existence becomes threatens, confrontational, or as it critically questions, submits or rejoice. These 
observations allows her to document events, personal or social within an artistic language that is framed critically 
and affectingly through a medium that allows her to develop frame by frame, re-examine repeatedly, what that may 
be dismissed. Gina attempts a dialogue, first with herself, then the viewer, to inch closer towards navigating the 
observed. She encounters the causality of corporeal imagery in invoking tension with her subjects as it feeds onto 
the blank white screen.  
  
  
  
 As a Singaporean Chinese living in Europe, she finds herself caught within the beliefs of Eastern Daoist collective 
greater good and Western notions of individuality. Her own personal understanding of these concepts, between 
Eastern/Western ideologies and practices, situated between polarities, trickles into her practice. Afforded in her 
practice, she questions the balance of the individual amongst the collective, femininity along meritocracy, national 
identity with ethnicity, historical authority or present homogeneity, as it all begins from the personal. Her discursive 
discoveries are presented over a body of works as visual fragments, influenced by poetic language and 
choreographed as she encounters her present. 
 
Notes:  
https://storage.googleapis.com/media_daimon/AI.mp4, https://dAImon.watch, 
https://storage.cloud.google.com/ginapeyrantan/PhenoLove-Install-LowRes-19min.mp4, 
https://storage.cloud.google.com/ginapeyrantan/When-June18.mp4 
  



Artist ID: 585 
Artwork 1 Title: Daimon 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 35x25x5 
Artwork 1 Medium: tablet with internet connection 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Daimon is a self-sufficient Artificial Intelligence that has been created in collaboration with 
an AI scientist. Its sole purpose is to disseminate via twitter a moving image artwork 
(https://storage.googleapis.com/media_daimon/AI.mp4) regarding AI and/or the issues surrounding AI. 
  
  
  
 Daimon is a reflection about Artificial Intelligence, its past, present and future.  
  
  
  
 Daimon "exists", in its interface with the public, on a website: https://dAImon.watch 
  
  
  
 The artwork is therefore represented via a tablet with internet connection, allowing the public to connect with 
Daimon, watching the video it promotes, and learning about what its existence entails. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 585 

 
  



Artist ID: 585 
Artwork 2 Title: Phenomenologically Love - a practice 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 275cm x 275cm x 150 
Artwork 2 Medium: 5 channel video installation - 19 mins 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A practice - of love, balance, pace, falling and rising, engagement, connected to our emotive 
self. The four performers brings forward- strength, energy, freedom and love through their movements. A strength 
in order to contemplate, energy in order to practice, freedom to explore, love before neglect. And in these 
moments, just like the cicadas the muses sent to allure- immerse in song and poetry. Love, more than hope- 
"Phenomenologically love" considers love as an antidote to our turbulent and cacophonous period that is throttling 
onwards in an unfathomable speed. 
  
  
  
 The installation is made up of 5 TV monitors connected to a computer with multiple graphic cards that streams the 
video in a synchronised manner. I can provide the computer but not the TV monitors (32" ideally), which need to be 
on stands of various heights. 
  
  
  
 The whole video installation has been filmed and can be viewed here: 
https://storage.cloud.google.com/ginapeyrantan/PhenoLove-Install-LowRes-19min.mp4 
Artwork 2 Image:  



Artist ID: 585 

 
  



Artist ID: 585 
Artwork 3 Title: When 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 35x25x5 
Artwork 3 Medium: Single channel video on tablet - 7mins 
Artwork 3 Commentary: When presents pivotal moments of the artist’s parents as they grapple with old age and 
illnesses. Made after the passing of the artist’s father, it reflects on the period of illness before one succumbs to 
death and the last memories that remains for the living. The video portrays the 3 generations within the family as a 
passage of time as it bears witness to these final events of deterioration from time which eventually leads to death. 
  
  
  
 The video can be viewed here: https://storage.cloud.google.com/ginapeyrantan/When-June18.mp4 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 589 
 
Artist Name: Lester Korzilius 
Website: lesterkorzilius.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/lesterkorzilius/?hl=en 
 
Artist Statement: Lester Korzilius is both an artist and architect. He is interested in the immersive aspects of both 
disciplines, and his work creates a connection with the viewer grounded in space. The work is deliberately designed 
to require multiple views to comprehend it as a totality, as this introduces time and distance in the perception of the 
viewer.  
  
  
  
   
  
 Korzilius concentrates on a two-fold set of relationships. First, there is the interaction between the work, the viewer, 
and the environment - and these reinforce and modify each other. Secondly, are the internal properties of the work 
and the dialogue that these have with each other. Materiality, colour and texture are key properties in these 
experiments. 
  
  
  
   
  
 A number of the works situate themselves in the zone between art and architecture, exploring and manipulating 
size, scale and movement to create an immersive environment. The work also explores scale from the perspective of 
creating a defined space between the viewer and the work - sometimes close, and sometimes deliberately less so. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 589 
Artwork 1 Title: Lacan's Mirror 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 200 x 210 x 117 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Steel, acrylic mirrors, steel cables 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Video can be seen at https://vimeo.com/388795212 
  
  
  
 Inspired by the theories of Jacques Lacan the work explores our perception of the real, imaginary and the symbolic. 
Is what the viewer sees real, a reflection, the work itself, an image of the environment, or a fragment of themselves? 
The title of the work references Lacan’s mirror stage where he postulated that the ability to recognise one’s own 
image in a reflection was a learned response in human development. The work challenges the viewer to differentiate 
between the real and the reflection/imaginary, and the viewer is forced to form a gestalt of these opposing forces 
when observing the work. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 589 
Artwork 2 Title: 8 Mirrors | 2 Oranges 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30 x 39 x 44 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Steel, mirrors, oranges 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The solidity of the steel contrasts with transparent/ephemeral mirrors. The oranges 
introduce temporality and a continuous state of change and entropy. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 589 
Artwork 3 Title: Before and After 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 42 x 61 x 40 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: MDF, pigment, mirrors, wax 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Organic curves contraposed with rigid yet ephemeral mirrors overlaid with a temporal 
melted wax. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 590 
 
Artist Name: Jack Verhaeg 
Website:  
IG: @jackverhaeg 
 
Artist Statement: I’m Jack Verhaeg, a 22 year old artist from the Cotswolds. I graduated with a first-class degree in 
English and Film from Exeter University in 2019. Art is a long-held passion of mine and since my graduation I’ve been 
able to focus full time on my artwork.  
  
  
  
 A love of drawing is at the heart of what I do, working exclusively in pencil, photographing my own reference images 
before rendering them on the page in painstaking detail.  
  
  
  
 Using only the highest quality materials, I create work of archival quality intended to draw attention to the beauty 
and complexity of everyday objects. I aim to create work that excites me, and hopefully this passion for what I do 
comes across in my work.  
  
  
  
 I enjoy creating bold, statement pieces of art that make you look twice, and I love to explore the interaction of light, 
colour and reflection. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 590 
Artwork 1 Title: Gold Balloon 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100cm x 80cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Coloured pencil drawing 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 590 
Artwork 2 Title: Silver Balloon 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100cm x 80cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Graphite pencil drawing 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 590 
Artwork 3 Title: Coke Can 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 74cm x 57mm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Coloured pencil drawing 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 591 
 
Artist Name: Michael Henley 
Website: michaelhenleyart.co.uk 
IG: @michaelhenleyart 
 
Artist Statement: Michael Henley is a london based artist who’s work deals primarily with combining organic 
elements and geometric shapes. Henley is concerned with the internal and the organic forms that exist in the natural 
world. He combines these extensive research images with a strict geometric frame to attempt to ‘control’ and 
subvert each image as its re-worked and layered to add to the ever increasing distortion element to each piece. 
  
 Â  
  
 Working with a mixture of graphite, Indian ink & gold leaf Henley experiments with these materials along with 
lighting in select pieces to create the ‘right’ balance of details against layering and lighting to progress his art from 
piece to piece. 
  
 Â  
  
 Henley has exhibited at numerous galleries and art fairs across the UK and New York. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 591 
Artwork 1 Title: Swan Dive by a Crow / Falling in Disarray 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 128cm x 128cm x 12cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Graphite & Indian ink on tracing paper, presented framed with LED lighting. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece was created in response to the title of 'Occult Symbolism'. So with this in mind I 
created a series of layered drawings to reflect the many layers of the occult. I was particularly interested in the 
origins and use of seals and with that in mind have blended a number of sacred seals along with my own interests to 
create this piece.  
  
 This (was) my largest piece to date and includes the ability to be backlit to enhance the effect of the layered 
drawings when on view. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 591 
Artwork 2 Title: In the Darkness the Birds Send the Silence to the Trees 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 220cm x 92cm x 92cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Graphite on tracing paper presented in two freestanding frames. 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This piece was created to continue my interest in a combination of natural forms (with a 
focus on birds) layering and experimenting with a new presentation method. instead of relying on artificial lighting 
imbedded in the framework of each piece this piece explores the effect of changing natural light on the composition, 
and the light intensity changes layers and details of the composition becomes more (or less) viable. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 591 
Artwork 3 Title: Transient Void - Desecration 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 62.5cm x 62.5cm x 4cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Graphite and Indian ink on tracing paper, presented layered and framed. 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This pieces is part of a pair created at the same time which continue on my interests but 
also eliminates 'back-lighting' while exploring how layers of drawing can interact to create something, perhaps more 
'natural' seeming on the surface but, as with all of my pieces they require some further investigation to discover the 
additional subjects being dealt with beneath the surface. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 592 
 
Artist Name: Siméon Artamonov 
Website: https://artsime.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/artsime/ 
 
Artist Statement: Siméon Artamonov is a painter working in London, working with oil colours. 
  
  
  
 His current work is distinguished by high key colour, fluidity, and Bauhaus and Cubist influences. His subjects are 
often taken from everyday life exploring the fluidity of shapes and warm colours. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 592 
Artwork 1 Title: Sunset View 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 25 x 35 x 2 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: "Sunset view" is the lost time presence, a bit of melancholy and a lot of hope. 
  
  
  
 I try to not paint reality as much as possible. Painting is for me an occasion to express in a more immediate 
language.  
  
  
  
 It's never abstract, mostly inspired by everyday life. A moment can generate a series of painting to explore ideas. 
  
  
  
 The View Series (2015,2016,2018) is exploring the theme of presence. Not only the physical presence but also 
mental or emotional. Who's really there? 
  
  
  
  
  
 Image: 2016 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 592 

 
  



Artist ID: 592 
Artwork 2 Title: Fracture, 1 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60 x 60 x 2 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Fracture is a cubist inspired, with modernist influences. A stair, reference to Picasso, a 
sleeping beauty.  
  
  
  
 Some elements of graphic design, as it's my day job, but not too much. It has to stay human and imperfect. 
Relatable. Using vibrant colours and high contrast has an immediate memorable effect.  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 2018 
Artwork 2 Image:  



Artist ID: 592 

 
  



Artist ID: 592 
Artwork 3 Title: A new sunshine 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 125x125x5cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This one is a commission for an office in Mayfair in Saville Row. 
  
  
  
 My thought: 
  
 Everyone should be positive. Painting is firstly a source of pleasure and enjoyment. It can be like jazz, good tea, 
wine. Or like cold water that burns the skin when it's off, It takes specific time to enjoy.  
  
  
  
 -- 
  
 Extract of intention note: 
  
 I intend to create a painting that shares a warm, positive and dynamic energy for your office. Multiple curved 
elements ascending, each of them with his one tone and gathering as voices raised in a choir opening. Motivating 
tension rise as multiple items collides, freeing a vibrant harmony. The warm feeling of the painting will contrast with 
cooler ephemeral instants. Some figurative elements are to be expected in a mainly abstract ensemble. As coherent 
shapes reduce the noise, a new perspective become possible. 
  
  
  
  
  
 2019 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 592 



Artist ID: 595 
 
Artist Name: Irina Lloyd-Jones 
Website: www.irinalloydjones.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: My Figurative Abstracts, mixed media works featuring collage, transformed photography - all my 
own creations - and multiple techniques of direct painting, evoke distinct themes and moods largely, though not 
exclusively, of urban locations. 
  
  
  
 They are figurative in material but essentially abstract in composition. Â My approach is inclusive as distinct from 
minimalist. Â I relish difficult challenges of co-ordination.Â I aim for integrity of form, complex patterns of 
'answering' and interruption between shapes and colours, striving to refer the canons of classical art to those of our 
time.Â (Rauschenberg and Crivelli might seem an unlikely combination of influences but they are there in the images 
below).Â  
  
  
  
 Francis Bacon said his aim was to capture the trail a person leaves behind. In my recent work it is the trail of 
collective experience, often - though not necessarily - the experience of city life. 
  
  
  
 What is shadowy and suggestive coexists, disrupts or sometimes harmonises with, what stands out in precise reality. 
I strive to make pictures alive with people, buildings, machinery, etc., but it is through the abstract method of their 
composition and ordering within the whole that the viewer can enter their layers of meaning. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 595 
Artwork 1 Title: Interiors of the Night 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: (H 110cm x W 83 x D 0.3) 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media and diverse methods of direct painting on very thick high quality handmade art 
paper. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Against the grain of its title, this is a colourful picture. There are two unifying images here: 
Marilyn Monroe, a face that has long passed from art cliché to myth, embedded with a fragment of Bob Marley, and, 
top left, what could be a resting dancer or sportsman - or, in ironic contrast, a young man in despair beneath an 
overwhelming dreamlike opening of a cave. Around these motifs is a sense of topsy-turvy where nature and city 
collide. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 595 
Artwork 2 Title: Through the Grill 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: H 100cm x W 66 x D 0.3) 
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed media and diverse methods of direct painting on yupo paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Both objects and people in this picture appear contained within grills, bars, frames and also 
within the fluid elements. The forward facing figures and even the mechanical pieces have a posed look: only the 
three figures drifting at the top in shadowy blues and greens suggest a natural potential for movement. In this sense, 
the piece is in strong contrast to Urgencies. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 595 
Artwork 3 Title: Urgencies 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: H 85cm x W 120 x D 0.3) 
Artwork 3 Medium: Mixed media and diverse methods of direct painting on very thick high quality handmade art 
paper. 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Here brushstrokes as much as imagery indicate urgency and impetus. This is true even of 
the couple standing at bottom centre, the man's thighs tensed for potential motion. And the general sense of 
momentum is actually heightened by the compartmentalisation of life in open spaces. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 598 
 
Artist Name: Christopher Evans 
Website: http://www.christopherdurrellevans.com 
IG: christopher_durrell 
 
Artist Statement: Christopher Evans (b.1985, Schenectady, NY) is a multi-disciplinary artist who was adopted by 
Christian Fundamentalist parents and homeschooled with his other adopted siblings. He was raised with a singular 
view of the world. His work questions the concept of identity and questions the notion of universality while still 
accepting that contradictions exist. There is an inescapable sense of shame involved as he continues to strip down 
his own identity to expose the parts of him worth saving. His work questions isolationism, maleness and the concept 
of universality through grotesque, honest, and humorous self-reflection and imagery. 
  
  
  
 His paintings demonstrate how life extends beyond his own subjective limits and often tells a story about the effects 
of being raised in an evangelical isolationist environment. It challenges the binaries we continually reconstruct 
between “Selfâ€• and “Other Selfâ€•, between our own ‘inherently self-destructive’ and ‘civilized’ selves. By 
parodying the traditional male gaze portrait and exaggerating certain formal aspects inherent to our masculine 
society, he makes works that can be seen as self-portraits. Sometimes they appear idiosyncratic and quirky, at other 
times, they seem like vacant, ghastly critiques of his old religious community's so-called "Faith-based 
isolationism.â€• He investigates the anxiety of his diverse and divided generation through repetition and self-
reflection where the idea of "self" exists as a contradiction as he tries to navigate life while he straddles two worlds 
with a foot in each. 
  
  
  
 His works are saturated with obviousness, grotesqueness, mental inertia, clichés, and bad jokes. With the use of 
appropriated materials and imagery which are borrowed from a day-to-day context, he presents monstrosity as 
ordinary as well as including references to texts, painting, and mythology.  
  
  
  
 Christopher is currently working out of St. Petersburg, Florida and is a graduate from University at Albany with an 
MA in Studio Arts in 2016 and from USF with a Masters in Fine Arts in 2019. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 598 
Artwork 1 Title: Wet, Hot, American Dream 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 117 x 183 x 6 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil, acrylic, spray paint on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This self-portrait focuses on identity and self-awareness. It shows the painter with his 
painting, going through iterations of stripping down the ego that time and entitlement has built up around him to a 
point of self-loathing. It shows my emotional journey of how I saw myself as an entitled evangelical to how I see my 
self now through a lens of humility and guilt. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 598 
Artwork 2 Title: Playing Cool Hand Luke by Myself 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 91 x 117 x 6 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil, acrylic, spray paint on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This self-portrait draws a direct metaphor from the Christological reference in "Cool Hand 
Luke" while also poking fun at my own tendency to eat my feelings in an act of self-hatred. I feel it captures the 
contradiction of many evangelicals of being self-abusing saviors. There is also a hidden irony in the little known fact 
that I am allergic to eggs. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 598 
Artwork 3 Title: I was the worst kind of (fascist)poser 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 152 x 112 x 8 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil and acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This self-portrait is a mea culpa for the trash and hatefulness I spewed as an unaware 
apostle for a spiteful god. It is an indictment of that youthful fascist confidence that boys have when they grow up 
believing in some sort of ultimate truth. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 615 
 
Artist Name: Agnieszka Laskus 
Website: www.agnieszkalaskus.com 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/agni_las/ 
 
Artist Statement: I am a fine art photographer passionate about working with water. Work submitted here is my 
attempt to capture its essence, beauty and magic.  
  
  
  
 I am in particular drawn to high vibration water sites like ritualistic Yamuna river in India presented in the first 
image. When shooting I open myself, almost as a vessel to the essence of the element, allowing nature to paint her 
spirit as she pleases. I am humbled to discover the unique beauty and alchemy of water, forever changing, dynamic, 
powerful, fierce, at times gentle, illuminated by light or fragmented by darkness. I welcome reflections, mystical 
shapes and forms, foamed in rushing currents or hiding in the depths. 
  
  
  
 I present my work on different mediums to bring out the luminosity of water; e.g. metal high premium Chromaluxe 
plates suitable for indoor and outdoor exhibits and on beautiful archival Hahnemühle Photo Rag Metallic Paper. 
  
  
  
  
  
 Recent Awards: 
  
  
  
 Foto Art Festival 2019 - first Award and solo exhibition  
  
  
  
 BIPP Regional Fine Art 2019: II and III award 
  
   
  
 IPA Honourable Mention, Analogue Fine Art 2019 
  
  
  
  
  
 Exhibitions: 
  
  
  
 Art Woman Geo-Graphies, Italy 2020 
  
  
  
 Espacio Gallery, London 2020  
  
  
  
 AdÂ LibÂ Gallery, London, 2020 



Artist ID: 615 
  
  
  
 Praxis Gallery, After Dark, USA 2019 
  
  
  
 ARPS Distinction, Bristol 2019  
  
  
  
 Exhibit Here, Oxo Tower 2019  
  
  
  
 New Artist Fair 2019 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 615 
Artwork 1 Title: Water Reflections: Mother and Son 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40x60X05 
Artwork 1 Medium: Chromaluxe Plate 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Waking up at dawn to capture this dreamy portraits was a surreal experience. I went for a 
5am stroll among the backyard waters of Taj Mahal to discovered local rural life, villages preparing for the day 
ahead. Surrounded by distant prayer chants coming from neighbourhood temples and slow awakening of nature I 
captured movement of mother and son wading through waters to the other side. This image even if taken a while 
back on my analogue camera represents to me an essence of youth and maturity, passing of time and dynamic 
between contrasting energies. The mirror reflection creates a dreamy narrative, reality versus illusion, fragility of life 
and rawness of the present moment. 
  
  
  
 IPA Honourable Mention 2019 
  
 Foto Art Festival 2019 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 



Artist ID: 615 
Artwork 2 Title: Water Constellations: Water Faerie 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40x55x0.5 
Artwork 2 Medium: Hahanemuhle Photog Rag Metallic - Dibond 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This piece is one of the first in water constellation series. After an incident with fire I spent a 
lot of time meditating by water. This rushing current found in a small stream of Wielka Wies in Poland, has not only 
cooled me down but also inspired to explore the waters of Europe. I became intrigued by different qualities of sea 
and river beds, and their unique spirit. 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 BIPP, Regional Fine Art, III Award 2019 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 615 
Artwork 3 Title: Water Constellations: Stag 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 65x65x0.5cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Hahanemuhle Photog Rag Metallic - Dibond 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This piece came to me on a road trip in Turkey, not far from the ruins of Phaselis Antalya. I 
was left by my journey companion to explore the tranquility of solitude. I would hope for the viewer to absorb the 
energy of strength and fortitude from this piece. 'All is well' even in the face of challenge. 
  
  
  
 The mystical shape of a Stag head that seems to be hiding in the depths, symbolises to me protection, intuition and 
gentleness. 
  
  
  
 BIPP, Regional Fine Art, II Award 2019 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 616 
 
Artist Name: Klara Sedlackova 
Website: www.klarasedlo.com 
IG: instagram.com/klarasedlo/ 
 
Artist Statement: My paintings are tightly connected with childhood mostly in the way I construct them - similary to 
children, I personify things. The objects in my paintings, therefore represent living people, emotions or desires. 
  
 As well I like to work with bizzare contrasts - so on one hand there is childhood, sweetness, cute animals and toys 
and on the other dark and mysterious horror elements. However these elements are not taken from those terryfing 
horrors, it is rather B-picture horrors, what fascinate me.  
  
  
  
 The mixture I create is always suppossed to be complicated to read, to work with our subconscious and mostly to be 
upsetting, by showing the absurd way of existence. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 616 
Artwork 1 Title: Fear Has Big Eyes 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x100x3 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: "Fear has big eyes" is proverb from Czech Republic. It means, that what we fear, looks even 
bigger in our eyes.  
  
 This canvas is interpretation of anxiety I experienced when I was child. It is one of my most personal paintings and at 
first it should express the core of the feeling - and as a second, it should leave viewer thinking about the weird 
combination of symbols and the story behind. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 616 
Artwork 2 Title: Before the End of the World 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80x70x3 
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: First one from dinosaur dyptique. The toy-portrait depict one of most turning incidents in 
history of our planet, extinction of dinosaurs due to meteor fall. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 616 
Artwork 3 Title: During the End of the World 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 80x70x3 
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Second painting from dinosaur dyptique. The toy-portrait depict one of most turning 
incidents in history of our planet, extinction of dinosaurs due to meteor fall. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 618 
 
Artist Name: Deborah Hercun 
Website:  
IG: @debohercun 
 
Artist Statement: I've led a peripatetic lifeÂ and am fascinated by collage and different and multiple perspectives. I 
thrive by taking photographs that don't use a conventional angle or perspective, leaving the viewer to ponder on 
what they are looking at for an extra second or two. My love of photography has a perfect partner in photopolymer 
etching, where the 'making strange' is taken a step further by the process of converting photo to plate to print. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 618 
Artwork 1 Title: Rowers, Mortlake 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 24.5 x 34.4 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: photopolymer etching 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A chance meeting of mist, rowers and photographer on the Thames. The process blue ink 
adds an ethereal air, a ghostly beauty, to the scene. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 618 
Artwork 2 Title: Puddles 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 38 x 28 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: photopolymer etching 
Artwork 2 Commentary: I love when an everyday scene turns oddly abstract. A walk along the Thames following a 
heavy rain left convenient puddles that reflected a more benign sky. The eye is pulled beyond into the horizon into, 
hopefully, a magical place. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 618 
Artwork 3 Title: Venetian alleyway 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 37.5 x 27.5 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: photopolymer etching 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The beautifully imperfect stonework and elegant decay in a venetian alleyway brings an 
interesting texture to a photopolymer print. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 624 
 
Artist Name: Kenneth S.Y. Yiu 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: We are strained at all fronts by our own making. 
  
  
  
 I explore and express such strains. Each submitted artwork is an independent statement:  
  
  
  
 (1) A soul strained in an artificial urban environment; 
  
   
  
 (2) A forbidden natural boundary is crossed and breached. Our attempted taming fails and we are faced with 
unknown biological threats. 
  
  
  
 (3)Our natural world is devastated. Much is said but little is done. Earth, our habitat, is scorched. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 624 
Artwork 1 Title: Tamed in test tubes (or can it?) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 135 x 59 x 8 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mono prints and polyurethane sheet. Timber backing frame. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Ezekiel 47 says that swarms of living creatures live wherever the river flows.  
  
  
  
 However no man can cross as the water deepens, nor should we dare to cross.  
  
  
  
 My artwork expresses man’s dangerous attempt to cross and even dare to tame unknown creatures.  
  
  
  
 This image is reminiscent of test tubes capturing the unknown and the unseen. 
  
  
  
 Supplementary photos can be viewed at Instagram 
  
 @kenneth.alive 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 624 

 
  



Artist ID: 624 
Artwork 2 Title: Urban neon 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80 x 59 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Charcoal and pastel on paper. 
Artwork 2 Commentary: We may not be aware that we are losing our identity as the artificial world overwhelms us.  
  
  
  
 Our lives become passively driven, and our soul dwarfed by the materially tangible.  
  
  
  
 My artwork expresses a woman’s loneliness among an urban neon lit crowd.  
  
 Perhaps what is left of humanity is only her superficial skin deep nudity. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 624 
Artwork 3 Title: Scorched earth 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 65 x 107 x 15 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Charcoal and pastel on paper relief. 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Much have been said of our catastrophic destruction of the environment.  
  
  
  
 We have passed the point of no return. Tragedies await us. 
  
  
  
 My artwork expresses two tortured souls on a scourged earth. 
  
  
  
 Supplementary photos can be viewed at Instagram 
  
 @kenneth.alive 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 624 



Artist ID: 625 
 
Artist Name: Robert Nitka 
Website: robertnitka.com 
IG: thepsychedelicartist 
 
Artist Statement: Please refer to my website: robertnitka.com 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 625 
Artwork 1 Title: Love, Hate and Inbetween 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 70cmx90cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Showing various emotions experienced in our journey through life. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 625 
Artwork 2 Title: Howling Wolves 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 70cmx140cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on wood, pyrography. 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A cry for understanding from nature to man. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 625 
Artwork 3 Title: Journey of Dreams 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 110cmx70cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The particular painting just appeared, not sure of its interpretation, like many dreams. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 627 
 
Artist Name: Emma Bullo Taylor 
Website: www.emmabullotaylor.com 
IG: @emmabullo 
 
Artist Statement: Emma Bullo Taylor Artist Statement  
  
  
  
 Working primarily in acrylic and oils, I use a tonal approach to rendering forms and figures. Having always admired 
classical painting, I enjoy reflecting on similar processes and styles in my own practice. 
  
  
  
 I choose to paint existing, physical things that can be understood and received by anyone, yet I wouldn’t class my 
work as realism. Whether it’s a goldfish head on a strippers body, or a broad brush stroke used to render a skirt I 
want to keep the painting as just that, a painting. 
  
  
  
 I have focused a lot on women and the figure, but when I think about having to justify my choice of subject matter, I 
feel resistant. I doubt any of the celebrated masters anxiously questioned their motives for painting women. Neither 
would they have worried about being dismissed as just another ‘young girl’ with a bit of time on her hands and a 
paint brush. 
  
  
  
 I recognise that my work carries a sort of femme sexual undertone, especially in the study of the figure. Despite this, 
I tend to consider my narratives as explorations of my understanding of this overwhelming modern context in which 
we live. Reflecting on my work with perspective, I feel that I have committed, for now, to the concept of using old 
world techniques and languages to convey themes of this new fast, technological, hyper-visual time. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 627 
Artwork 1 Title: Annie Oakley 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 122cm x 60.5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Watching her own back. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 627 
Artwork 2 Title: Fishy 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30cm x 30cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on board 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A murder mystery set in an underwater brothel. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 627 
Artwork 3 Title: Fishy pt 2 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 81cm x 60.5cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on board 
Artwork 3 Commentary: In the kitchen. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 630 
 
Artist Name: Karl James Ullger 
Website:  
IG: ullger_art 
 
Artist Statement: Born in Gibraltar, 1982. I studied Graphic Design at Leeds University. Whilst exhibiting paintings 
when the occasion arose. Throughout my time in University I also kept active in the art scene. I have always tried to 
lead by example for my pupils by winning several awards in my artistic career. One of which was awarded by a very 
prestigious RA member, Mick Moon. In 2009 I achieved 1st prize in the Gibraltar Spring Art Festival, as well as a 2nd 
prize in the prestigious International Open Art Exhibition. 
  
  
  
 My artistic style has been described as being of an expressionistic nature but what I can safely say is that my style 
has changed and developed throughout the years. In 2012 I begun a new series using the more traditional wood 
burning technique of Pyrography. As well as using this more traditional method of producing an artwork; I have 
merged it with using oils, acrylics as well as varnishes, wax and stains. Recently I have been very much working with 
found scrap metal and hydrochloric Acid. Once the sheet of metal has been prepared I have used them as a form of 
canvas for my landscape paintings. 
  
 Â  
  
 On May 22nd 2015 I got accepted into the prestigious 247th Royal Academy Summer Exhibition with my artwork 
done on metal titled, 'Bayview Clock Tower'.Â In 2016 I got selected from over 600 artists down to 48, to take part in 
the Sky Arts Landscape Artist of the year 2016 show. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 630 
Artwork 1 Title: North Coast 500 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30cm x 40cm x 2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oils on Scrap Metal 
Artwork 1 Commentary: North Coast 500 forms part of a large artwork titled 'ART:icle 50' (Can be viewed on my 
social media pages. The piece can also be known and be viewed as a Pentaptych (5 paintings within 1 piece) or can 
be taken individually as 5 individual pieces; one of which is North Coast 500.  
  
  
  
 All paintings have all been painted on Metal sheets with the use of oils and Gold leaf.  
  
  
  
 The gold within all the paintings have meanings linked to Brexit and the economy in general. All the artworks have 
links to the EU & each other in one way or another. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 630 
Artwork 2 Title: View from Alcaidesa 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 28cm x 16cm x 2cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oils on a found Metal Spade 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This piece also forms part of the large ART:icle 50 painting but is mainly focused on the 
effects of Brexit on Gibraltar.  
  
  
  
 As its done on a found metal spade, it represents to dig ourselves out or inâ€¦..Gibraltarians are used to siege and 
standing alone, when we have to so the painting pays tribute to that. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 630 
Artwork 3 Title: Prince Edwards Road 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 60cm x 49cm x 4cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oils on Scrap metal 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This is a painting produced on an eroded piece of scrap metal based on the home town 
street. The metal has been treated with resin in order to protect the erosion and oils. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 632 
 
Artist Name: liaqat Rasul 
Website: instagram/liaqatrasulart 
IG: liaqatrasulart 
 
Artist Statement: I work with paper for its intrinsic and functional qualities. I love the tactile quality of paper, its 
different weight, thickness and edges. I hoard all kinds of paper: envelopes, receipts, bills, accounts, travel tickets, 
cardboard packaging. Paper goes through different journeys and manifests into new forms from stickers to 
embossed bills. It can be printed or written upon. I use everyday utensils - the humble biro and a variety of pens and 
felt-tips, a scalpel, hole punchers, a variety of sticky tape, pva glue. My process is one of binding together, sticking, 
stitching. 
  
  
  
   
  
  
  
 The Indian sub-continent is an influence. It is a region with a love of colour and chaos and this energy is expressed in 
how I bring or bind the various materials together. I avoid clean, neat, slick, glossy, tidy art. I like abstraction and the 
non-representational and want to offer intrigue and energy through action and intensity. 
  
  
  
   
  
  
  
 I suffer from depression. It’s a pendulum and a constant part of my life. My art is a visual expression of how my 
mind processes experiencing depression, not as social or political art, but as something buoyant and alive?. Making 
art is my act of hope, tactile, low-tech, physical. 
  
  
  
   
  
  
  
 I was born and raised in Wales to Pakistani parents. I have a small studio in Hackney. It’s crammed with material, 
which constrains impacts on? the scale of my work, from A3 to 100cm - 130cm. I want to make bigger pieces. I see 
great potential in larger works and the visual impact they would have on the viewer. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 632 
Artwork 1 Title: three 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 90cm x 55cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Fibre art 
Artwork 1 Commentary: thought patterns  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 buoyant 
Artwork 1 Image: 



Artist ID: 632 

 
  



Artist ID: 632 
Artwork 2 Title: three 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 90x70 
Artwork 2 Medium: fibre art /collage 
Artwork 2 Commentary: thought patterns  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 concentrate 
Artwork 2 Image:  



Artist ID: 632 

 
  



Artist ID: 632 
Artwork 3 Title: Arnold circus 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 130 x 100 
Artwork 3 Medium: fibre/collage 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Inspired by area surrounding Arnold Circus, Boundary estate, Shoreditch, 
  
  
  
 My base material is a polyester net fabric on which the collage is placed upon, the net is transparent, stretched onto 
a canary yellow wooden frame 
  
  
  
 the piece is currently on display at Leila's cafe, Calvert avenue, Shoreditch, which can be viewed in this link here  
  
 https://bit.ly/37THGAl 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 637 
 
Artist Name: Sophia Thibaudeau 
Website:  
IG: https://www.instagram.com/tibododesigns/ 
 
Artist Statement: I have always been in awe of the lines, patterns and shapes that nature creates. I enjoy exploring 
this through the unpredictability of watercolour and ink; the bleeding of one layer into the next.  
  
  
  
 My artworks typically begin with one or more layers of watercolour or ink washes, staining the page in different 
tones. Once dried, I then build on these layers often using felt tip pen, following the lines and patterns of the initial 
painting. This process helps to give a sense of depth to the image and the lines are reminiscent of topographical map 
lines, water ripples, and sedimentary rock layers. The entire process makes each piece unique. 
  
  
  
 My artworks play with the macro and micro details around us, often simultaneously, and encourage the viewer to 
consider their perspective or vantage point. In recent times I have been drawn to the circular form, as a way of 
capturing and ‘framing’ the view, yet leaving what’s not depicted also to the viewer’s imagination. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 637 
Artwork 1 Title: Forestscape 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 220cm x 220cm x 3cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Watercolour and felt tip pen on watercolour paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: For me this work evokes a desire to escape to hubbub and cacophony of the cityscape and 
enter the tranquility of nature, or rather the ‘forestscape’. Being surrounded by mountains as opposed to high-rises. 
Hearing birds chirp and tree-tops rustle, rather than car horns honk and tyres screech. Deeply inhaling the fresh air, 
rather than the smog. This artwork reminds us to be in the moment, whether that means to be still or to step 
forward and explore the unknown. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 637 
Artwork 2 Title: River & Rocks 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 220cm x 220cm x 3cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Watercolour and felt tip pen on watercolour paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: As its name suggests, this artwork was created to be a birds-eye-view of a river surrounded 
by boulders and rocks. That said it is somewhat open to interpretation and could even be a macro close-up of a 
specimen. Whatever the interpretation, it depicts the ripple effect or layers of growth that form around an object, or 
perhaps an interruption. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 637 
Artwork 3 Title: Forest Green Iris 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 220cm x 220cm x 3cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Watercolour and felt tip pen on watercolour paper 
Artwork 3 Commentary: I have always had a fascination with eyes, specifically the iris, pupil, and reflections of light 
across the two. Over the years I keep coming back to this subject matter, often unwittingly. I am drawn to their 
uniqueness, not just in colour and patterns, but also how they capture strength and yet vulnerability simultaneously. 
They are a world in and of themselves. In this work the line between the pattern of the iris itself and the reflection of 
what the eye may be observing is played with. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 638 
 
Artist Name: Joyce Moloney 
Website: www.joycemoloney.com 
IG: moloneyjoyce 
 
Artist Statement: In the end we all become stories.... 
  
 As MOTHER OF STORY EMOTIONALISM I endeavour to capture the character's through a Visual Language to 
encapsulate forever within tghe confines of a canvas the dialogue of any given human's Life's tale..happy or sad. 
  
 What sets each and everyone a part is our ability to deal with our demons.... 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 638 
Artwork 1 Title: The journey..DAY OR NIGHT... 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 18inches x24inch 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic paint on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The story of a man that spend a decade caring for his father with Alizermers in their family 
home before he passed... 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 638 
Artwork 2 Title: The Passage of time... 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 18inches x24inches 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic paint on Canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: An Artist's stance on her Life...Oh the dreaded questions that stop you in your tracks..'If is 
an obstacle that stands in one's way, if only for if we'd be HAPPY today..!' 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 638 
Artwork 3 Title: Purgatory..Crowded Mind 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 24inches x16inches 
Artwork 3 Medium: ACRYLIC PAINT ON CANVAS 
Artwork 3 Commentary: We are all products of our past.... 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 641 
 
Artist Name: Matthew Mawford 
Website:  
IG: @mawfordarts 
 
Artist Statement: Creating a bespoke idea with the themes in mind 'Movement and flow' to finish. I like to use the 
hashtag createtoinspire. 
  
  
  
 I believe my work has two different styles into one, I like to express doodle from the mind into n art piece, of 
movement and flow. This could be details with texture and layers to the most simple form of Pen and ink line, with 
the use of negative space.  
  
  
  
 I am very strongly driven to fashion and commercial photography for my research and inspiration.  
  
  
  
 I want to show the modern look of the human vibe and shape.  
  
 representing the modern day life and elements from concept, I always what the viewer to have their own story. 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 641 
Artwork 1 Title: coffee break 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 81.3 x 61cm x 10cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Pure Liquid Ink 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Line, flow and movement what is in the story with in these two people, who have met for 
the first time, but feel so alike and comfortable within the conversation between one anther. Their vibe is told 
though the line of expression within the mark making. 
  
  
  
 you decide on their story. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 641 
Artwork 2 Title: The stills of city 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 81.3 x 61cm x 10cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Pure Liquid Ink/ digital on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A movement of city life, people walking, standing, listening to their vibe and bubble.  
  
  
  
 This is an element of story telling, people at a non stop level of flow and movement.  
  
  
  
 You decide on their story. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 641 
Artwork 3 Title: The Cat Walk 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 81.3 x 61cm x 10cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Pure Liquid Ink/ digital on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Line, flow and movement. using block colour to represent negative space. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



Artist ID: 643 
 
Artist Name: suzanne clements 
Website:  
IG: @officialsuzanneclements 
 
Artist Statement: Within my practise the figure is central; I am interested in people going about their daily business 
& observing everyday situations. I paint fragments of life, snapshots in time and celebrate the coming together of 
people. I am most attracted to the narrative & images that evoke memories and stories 
 
Notes:  
  



Artist ID: 643 
Artwork 1 Title: Voyeur 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x90cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic on paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



Artist ID: 643 
Artwork 2 Title: Violet & cat 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30x45cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: acrylic on board 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



Artist ID: 643 
Artwork 3 Title: Chris & Sylv 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 30x45cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: acrylic on board 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 

 


